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The study examines the acculturation and environmental

adaptation of nineteenth century Chinese miners in a por-

tion of southwestern Oregon. The problem concerns the

varieties of culture change which resulted when this ethnic

group found itself required to subsist in a new social and

physical environment. The study focuses on the archaeo-

logical data recovered from several Chinese sites in south-

western Oregon as well as the records of Chinese purchases

from a local Euro-American mercantile establishment.

Through the use of ethnographic, archaeological and

archival evidence, three Chinese behavioral patterns are

investigated. The subsistence pattern includes dietary

habits, wearing apparel, personal grooming and drug use.

The settlement pattern includes characteristic locations



of Chinese habitation sites as well as their architecture.

The technological pattern involves the economic activities

of the Chinese, in this case hy6raulic placer mining.

The subsistence pattern of the Chinese sojourners

exhibits little acculturation in food habits, personal

grooming or drug use, but substantial adoption of Euro-

American clothing and footwear. Environmental adaptations

include the utilization of wild plants and animal foods on

a limited basis. Generally, the day-to-day subsistence

activities of the Chinese showed very little acculturative

behavior.

The settlement pattern shows a willingness to adapt

some Euro-American construction techniques. However,

traditional Chinese architectural practices persisted in

both the urban and rural sojourner context. Environmental

adaptation is displayed by the intelligent siting of camps

relative to flooding, as well as the use of native materials

for the erection of temporary shelters. Certain traditional

Chinese practices of architectural arrangement and orienta-

tion may have persisted in the sojourner community. The

settlement pattern is a blend of flexible and conservative

responses to the new environment.

The technological pattern of Chinese mining activity

shows a rapid appropriation of Euro-American methods and



and equipment. Since the Chinese immigrants had no native

mining tradition to inhibit this borrowing, the techno-

logical pattern is the most acculturative and adaptive

aspect of sojourner culture.

Within an overall scheme of persistence of traditional

Chinese lifeways, the sojourners exhibited selective accul-

turation and successful environmental adaptation in several

areas of material culture. The Chinese were able to function

and thrive in an unfamiliar setting without forfeiting the

bulk of their native culture.
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SOJOURNERS IN THE OREGON SISKIYOUS:
ADAPTATION AND ACCULTURATION OF THE

CHINESE MINERS IN THE APPLEGATE VALLEY,
CA. 1855-1900

1. INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope

This paper examines the character and extent of material

culture change experienced by Chinese miners in the Siskiyou

Mountains of southwestern Oregon. The change took the form

of selective adaptation and acculturation in response to an

unfamiliar environmenta new physical and social environ-

ment which offered both. opportunities and constraints.

The core of this study is based on archaeological data

recovered from Chinese mining camps in the Applegate Valley

of Jackson County, Oregon. The archaeological investigation

of Chinese habitation sites in the western United States is a

relatively recent but steadily growing trend. This paper is

believed to describe the first such project in Oregon. it

should contribute to the historical and cultural understanding

of the Chinese immigrant community in general and to the Chi-

nese of the southwestern Oregon mining frontier in particular.

Discussion and analysis of Chinese adaptation/accul-

turation focuses on three areas of material culture. The

first involves the Chinese sojourners' basic pattern of

daily subsistence; the question of Chinese dietary habits,
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clothing preference and drug use are explored. The second

area entails the pattern of settlement of Chinese miners

upon the landscape and includes a discussion of their

architectural construction. Finally, the study examines

the development of hydraulic mining technology as utilized

by the Chinese.

In order to derive adequate information for analysis

and comparison the study utilizes three major sources:

ethnographic accounts, archival documents and archaeological

data. The ethnographic sources include primary and secondary

accounts (e.g., diaries, memoirs, travelogues, oral history)

concerning th.e Chinese immigrants in the western United

States. (No Chinese language sources have been consulted.)

Archival materials (commercial ledgers, census counts,

government mining and land examination reports, contemporary

local newspapers) that deal with the character and activities

of the Chinese in Jackson County are used extensively. The

archaeological data are in the form of artifacts and docu-

mentation of habitation/mining features that were investi-

gated at Chinese sites in the Applegate Valley and Jackson-

ville. Additional information obtained from excavations

conducted in other sections of the western United States is

used for comparative purposes.

(In order to maintain consistency with the quoted



material, this paper uses the pre-1979 standard English

spellings of Chinese place-names; for example, Kwangtung

and not "Guangd'ong," Peking and not "Beijing," etc.)

The Sojourner Problem:
Theoretical Context

Most commentators view the nineteenth century Chinese

immigrant community as exhibiting little willingness to

assimilate with the Euro-American host population. The

Chinese are seen as maintaining a highly cohesive separate-

ness as an ethnic groupa situation wherein a distinctly

"Chinese" mode of cultural behavior was transported intact

across the Pacific and remained a socially unifying force

throughout the Orientals' stay in North Axnerica. There were,

of course, some individual exceptions to this pattern. (See

Barlow and Richardson 1979). For the most part, however,

the Chinese immigrants retained their orientation "towards

the home country. . . [the] feeling of 'belongingness' to

Chinese village and district where [there were) born and

raised" (Lee .1960:69).

The "sojourner" (k'e) remained a stranger in a strange

land because he considered his overseas experience as merely

a necessary inconvenience. The foreign sojourn, according

to Bowles (1869:391), was simply a means of economic survival

after which one would return home:

3



They do not come to stay or become citizens
but simply to make their fortunes and go
back and enjoy them; they show no desire to
domesticate themselves here; they dread
nothing more than to die and be buried here,
and nearly every China-bound steamer or ship
carries back home the bodies of Ch.inamen,
overtaken as death overtakes us all, in the
struggles of their labor and ambition.

This Chinese refusal to assimilate both frustrated and

fascinated the Euro-American observer who remarked that the

sojourner "mixes with other people as oil mingles with

water . . . Set him down in the Antipodes and he lives as

though under the shadow of Pekin's walls" (Truinbie 1882:21).

It must be pointed out that within China itself the various

ethnic groups retained their cultural lifeways with extreme

tenacity. The Kwangtung "Hakka" minority of the Pearl River

Delta, for instance, "set up separate villages . . . and

maintained a largely self-sufficient economy, thus avoiding

any unwanted contact with the natives" (Zo 1978:74). In

the United States, even when cultural integration with the

host population occurred during the twentieth century, it

progressed at a relatively slow pace (cf. Fong 1965:266).

Hardesty (1977:45) defines adaptation as "the process

of creating beneficial relationships with the [physical and

sociall environment by means of behavioral changes." Since

the concept of adaptation deals with environmental inter-

relationships it is central to cultural ecology theory

4



Hardesty (1977:21). As a community undergoing adaptation,

The Chinese miners of southwestern Oregon can be considered

as a distinct "ecological population." Human ecological

populations adapt to new environments most readily through

changes in cultural behavior. As such, adaptation is a

general concept which subsumes the more specific idea of

accu Z.turatian.

Acculturation is defined as a "change of cultural

pattern to those of the host society" (Gordon in: Weiss

1974:10). It is one of the initial steps in the process of

assimilation and may be either "extrinsic" or "intrinsic."

[Culturall changes, whether extrinsic or
intrinsic, are likely to occur at both the
conscious and unconscious levels. Changing
styles of dress, etc. are conscious pro-
cesses. . . . Tangible items (extrinsic)
such as clothing and economic enterprise
are more likely to be readily adopted, while
non-tangible (intrinsic) items such as re-
ligion and family organization are not
readily adopted at first (Weiss 1974:11).

Spicer (1961), in his study of American Indian culture

change, points out that whenever members of two different

societies interact, some form of adaptation immediately

begins to occur. There is a wide differential in the

degree of adaptation, however:

5



it is clear from the many instances of
contact which have been studied that not
every situation leads to the production
of a single society. . . . On the con-
trary, what has been most interesting
about contact has been the wide variety
of results. (Spicer 1961:519)

In the terms of Spicerts concept of culture change, the

superordinate Euro-American society may be seen as having

subjected the subordinate chinese community to a largely

unsuccessful effort of "directed contact," through various

behavioral and legal restrictions. The Chinese situation

was, of course, much different than that of the American

Indian. Spicer's model of adaptive culture change is

probably not too usefully, applied to the sojourner phenom-

enon. More appropriate is his statement elsewhere (Spicer

1952:18) that people often resist cultural change simply

"because they resist being forced to change" (emphasis

added).

Greenwood (1980:21), in her archaeological study of

the Ventura Chinatown, concludes:

Instead of directed cultural change .

the Chinese retained the option of reject-
ing acculturation, and their material cul-
ture, as revealed archaeologically, indi-
cates maintenance of traditional customs.

Archaeological study of Chinese communities in the

United States has just begun and has concentrated on urban

6



settings. several of the recent reports (e.g., Greenwood

1980, Jones 1980) conclude that thequestion of Chinese

adaptation and acculturation in the non-urban context

remains very much an open one.

7



PART I

BACKGROUND: HISTORICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

This section provides the context needed for dis-

cussion of the specific problem of Oriental adaptation

and acculturation in nineteenth century Jackson County.

The historical focus of Chapter 2 is on the development.

of Chinese immigration to the western United States in

general and to southwestern Oregon in particular. The

causes for and the results of the sojourner phenomenon

are briefly explored. Chapter 3 compares the physical

and social environment of the southeastern Kwartgtung home-

land with that of southwestern Oregon, and it describes

some of the social mechanisms by which the Chinese im-

migrant adapted to "new ways" while maintaining the core

of his native culture.

8



2. HISTORY OF CHINESE IMMIGRATION TO THE WESTERN
UNITED STATES

It is not known who were the first Chinese to come

to the shores of North America, nor when and where they

arrived. Chinese legend tells of the "Fu-sang" wanderers

who, at some time in the Middle Kingdom's distant past,

sailed across the great ocean to the east ana discovered

land (see Steiner 1979:2-6). With Spain's launching of the

Manila Galleon between the Philippine Islands and Mexico

(a yearly voyage which began largely as a consequence of

trade with China), some Chinese arrived on the west coast

of New Spain during the last half of the sixteenth century.

They became so numerous in the port of Acapulco that by

1600 that place was known as "ciudad de los Chinos"

(Steiner 1979:81). Some of the early Spanish settlers in

Baja (and probably Alta) California were actually "Chinos,"

Chinese craftsmen who accompanied the Hispanic padres and

soldiers on the colonization missions to the north (Steiner

1979:79-80, Tung 1974:1, Lee 1960:9). Nearly two centuries

later the English explorer, Capt. John Meares, utilized

Oriental labor in North America as well. In 1788 Meares'

colonists at Nootka Sound, Vancouver Island, included nearly

fifty Chinese carpenters, coopers and other artisans. They

9
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helped to build the British fort and constructed the

schooner Norti West America from native timbers (Steiner

1979:93, Lai and Choy 1973:25).. Late nineteenth century

folklore in western Canada perpetuated the notion (appar-

ently unsupported by fact) that Meares' Chinese workers

remained at the post after its abandonment by Europeans

becoming the "Saa Kaa lituck band" through interbreeding

with the aboriginal Nootka (British Columbia Centennial

Committee 1957:14). Immigration of major proportions, how-

ever, did not occur until the mid-ninteenth century, when

thousands of Chinese flocked to the United States to par-

ticipate in the rapid economic development of the Western

frontier.

Chinese immigration to the United states was part of

a much larger exodus from the Celestial Empire to the far

corners of the Pacific Basin and beyond. The sojourner

phenomenon was a human wave that had begun in the late

seventeenth century with sporadic and, later, large-scale

migration to Southeast Asia, the Philippines and Indonesia.

It was a wave that, despite an Imperial Edict in 1712 f or-

bidding such travel under punishment of death, swelled over

the next 150 years. It did not crest until the late nine-

teenth century when anti-Chinese measures enacted by the

various host nations caused the migration to ebb.
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Although some accounts claim that one Chinese man

was living in New York City as early as 1807, the American

Immigration Committee officially recorded the first Chinese

immigrant to the U.S. in 1820 (Tung 1974:1). As Manifest

Destiny rolled the nation's western limits to the Pacific

Ocean in the late 1840s, the logical port-of-entry for

Oriental newcomers became San Francisco. That City's domi-

nant place in the history of Chinese immigration became

inevitable when the California Gold Rush began. News of

the gold discovery at Sutter's Mill reached Hong Kong by

the spring of 1848 (Zo l978:89)considerably earlier than

the "gold fever" arrived at the East Coast of the United

States. Under the sponsorship of Protestant missionary,

Charles V. Gillespie, the first three Chinese are thought

to have arrived at San Francisco in February of 1848, well

before word of the California gold strike had reached China.

While the sole woman remained in Gillespie's employ as a

servant, the two men immediately left for the mines on the

American River (cf. Sung 1967:21, Barth 1964:63). By the

spring of 1849 over fifty Chinese had arrived in San Fran-

cisco for the expressed purpose of mining gold (Kung 1962:

65). In October of that year the British ship Amazon

disembarked over 100 Chinese passengers and soon "the

reports of Chinese who returned to their homeland had
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created 'quite a bit of excitement' at Hong King" (Barth

1964:64). The Chinese of Hong Kong and Canton rapidly

christened America as Gum Shan, the uMountain of Gold,"

and the initial trickle of immigrants to California grew

into a steady stream. Although the early San Francisco

immigration and custom house figures are imcomplete and in

some instances conflict, historians seem to agree that some

4,000 Chinese had arrived by the end of 1850, and that

between 1851 and 1852 the number increased to over 20,000

(cf. Coolidge 1909, Kung 1962:65, Sung 1967:22, Chiu 1967

13). Mining and other economic pursuits continued to draw

large numbers of Chinese to various sections of the western

U.S. throughout the next two decades (i.e., up until en-

actment of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882). An especially

heavy period of immigration from China occurred between 1867

and 1880, during a period of large-scale railroad construc-

tion, agricultural development and hydraulic gold mining in

California, the Pacific Northwest and elsewhere. The 1880

census records over 100,000 Chinese residing in the United

States. Most Chinese were living in the urban centers and

mining regions west of the Rocky Mountains.



Roots of the Sojourner Phenomenon

Who were the Nan Yangthe Overseas Chineseand why

did they come to America? The answers can be found by

posing a more basic question: from where did they come?

The lure of possible wealth from gold obviously exerted

a powerful pull. However, some strong internal factors

must account for the initial willingness to emigrate from

the security of native land in order to face an uncertain

future among strangersespecially for a people as tradi-

tional, as "hearth and home"-bound as the Chinese.

During the nineteenth century virtually all of the

overseas Chinese (i.e., those going to Southeast Asia,

Indonesia, etc., as well as those sailing to North and

South America) came from the provinces of Fukien and Kwang-

tung on the south China coast. An overwhelming majority of

the migrants to North America (probably in excess of 95%)

came from Kwangtung Province, and of these by far the

largest portion originated from the Pearl River Delta

country in and around the provincial capital of Kwangtung

("Canton"). In 1875 a Chinese diplomat, F. F. Low, testi-

fied before a California State Senate committee, stating:

"but take the Chinese here and you would not find one in

a thousand, probably not one in five-thousand, but that

13



came from Kwangtung" Cquoted in Shay 1876:5). To narrow

the geographic focus even further, it is estimated that

between one-half and three-quarters of today's Chinese-

Americans are descendants of sojourners who left villages

in the districts of Toi'shan (a.k.a. }Isin-ning, or in

older publications, "Sunning") and Chung shan. Toi'shan

District (a district being a political subdivision roughly

similar in function and size to a county in the U.S.) con-

tributed a larger share of immigrants to the United States

than any of the six other districts from which the bulk of

the remaining Chinese came. (See Kung 1962:30-31 and 66,

Steiner 1979:68.) In short, nearly all of the Chinese who

lived in the United States between 1850 and 1900 came from

an area in China not much different in size than Jackson

County, Oregon.

The people of Toitshan and other districts of the

Pearl River Delta had been gradually acclimated to the

idea of foreign travelfar more so than other Chinese.

As early as the Jesuit Francis Xavier's aborted attempt

to enter China at Toi'shan in the sixteenth century, the

area had become the focus of European religious and mer-

cantile interest (Lai and Choy 1973:6). The Portugese

established the trading settlement of Macao in the same

14
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period and, by the late eighteenth century, a number of

Western powers had opened trade relations with China

through the port of "Canton." Following the Manchu

Dynasty's disastrous military defeats in the early nine-

teenth century, Great Britain was ceded the island colony

of Hong Kong, further permeating (at least to a relative

degree) the surrounding Pearl River area with foreign

economic influence. Despite this growing contact with the

West, the decree forbidding overseas travel (not rescinded

until 1859) evidently retarded immigration from Kwangtung

to some extent. By 1850, however, even the threat of be-

heading or permanent banishment could not halt the sojourner

exodus. At mid-century a number of internal processes and

events had created severe disruption to the social and eco-

nomic fabric of south China, making overseas emigration into

a means of personal survival for many natives of Kwangtung.

Environmentally, the Pearl River Delta region is a tem-

perate to sub-tropical land, notable for its varied agri-

cultural production. Despite its importance as one of the

major "rice baskets" of China, the agrarian economy of the

area often experienced devastating floods and typhoons.

Drought and consequent famine were not uncommon. A very

densely populated region, the Delta had reached its human
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carrying-capacity by 175Q-1800 and had entered a period

of socio-economic stress. Farm holdings, traditionally

divided among each. succeeding generation of male offspring,

had grown so small as to be unable to support individual

family units. According to Zo (1978:78-79),

By the turn of the nineteenth. century, many
were too small . . . and there were increas-
ing numbers of landless peasants. . . . As
their depressed living standards became
clearer and with no prospect of improvement,
ambitious young men from Sze Yap [the "Four
Districts," which included Toi'shan] desired
to seek opportunities elsewhere.

Young disenfranchised peasants formed a fast-growing ele-

ment in the Kwangtung population, one for which an economic

"safety valve" was needed. Additionally, severe floods in

1847-8 wiped out the holdings of many Delta farmers (Lyman

1961:34, 1974:5). As with many Third World societies today,

migration to already overcrowded urban centers like Kwang-

tung, Macao and Hong Kong accelerated.

Growing out of this environmental and economic stress

were symptoms of profound social unrest. Lying far from

the power center of the detested Manchu (Ch'ing) Dynasty

in Peking, Kwangtung was historically a hearth of discon-

tent and rebellion. The Tai'ping Rebellion (1850-64) was

an abortive attempt to throw off the yoke of Manchu rule,

coupled with the militant desire for land reform (Zo 1978:120).
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The Tai'ping uprising degenerated into an extremely bitter

and bloody conflict (estimates put the death toll at about

20 million) which. raged across th.e south China landscape

for over a decade (Lai and Choy 1973:35). Although a few

of the Tai'ping battles took place within the Sze Yap (the

districts of Toi'shan, Hsin'wui, An'ping and Hai'ping), the

area was plunged into warfare by the violent uprisings of

the Triad Societies ("tongs") after 1854. Known as the "Red

Heads" or "Red Turbans," the Triad forces had goals similar

to those of the Tai'ping leaders (Chinn 1969:11). Both the

Tai'ping and Triad revolts were crushed by the Manchu armies

in 1864.

As if this were not sufficient, the 1860s witnessed a

series of violent internal conflicts among competing clans

and ethnic groups in southern Kwangtung. Inter-village

rivalries, heightened by the social stress and competition

for arable land, broke out into raiding, kidnapping and the

destruction of crops (Lyman 1974:14). Hostility between the

Pun'ti ("native people," long-term residents of the Pearl

River Delta) and the Hakka ("guest people," more recent im-

migrants to the region from the north) became especially in-

tense within Toitshan and the rest of the Sze Yapleading

to the construction of walled, pueblo-like villages by the
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Hakka for defensive purposes. Toi'shan was a major battle-

field during the twelve years of the Punti-Hakka conflict

(Barth 1964:24-25, Lyman 1974:16, Zo 1978:122) . (Some of the

so-called early "tong wars" of the California gold fields

were actually continuations of the Punti-Hakka feud.)

In sum, the situation in the Sze Yap (as well as the

more urbanized Sam Yap, "Three Districts") of southern Kwang-

tung was such that large-scale emigration was unstopable.

Many residents were more desperate than eager to gamble on

improved fortune through a trans-Pacific voyage to the Moun-

tain of Gold.

Diaspora to a New Land

Crowded into the urban centers of Kwangtung and Hong

Kong, the dispossessed peasants began to leave for the gold

mines of California and elsewhere. Even if the hope for great

wealth was slim, wages in the United States were far better

than those available in China. The most one could expect in

Kwangtung was about ten cents per day, whereas sojourners in

America reportedly received between fifty and seventy-five

cents a day for most forms of manual labor (Shay 1876:22).

The average annual return sent to one's family in China

amounted to about thirty dollars (Shay 1876:36), a significant
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monetary infusion when multiplied throughout the impoverished

villages of the Sze Yap.

The overwhelming majority of nineteenth century immi-

grants to the United States were male (Kung 1962:33). The

figure never varied below the 93-96% range between 1850 and

1910. During this period the small female portion of the

sojourner population was composed mainly of "large-footed

women" (i.e., girls orphaned or sold by their families before

undergoing the foot-binding process which denoted all "respect-

able" women in south China) who made their living as prosti-

tutes (Coolidge 1909:19). Most of the men were young to middle

aged peasantsilliterate "laborers" from the landless farming

class. At least half of them were married (Coolidge 1909:18,

Lyman 1961:101, Corbett and Corbett 1977:85). Bachelors often

returned briefly to the home village in order to take a spouse

and sire children. With these personal obligations fulfilled,

the sojourner would again leave for North America. Not until

after 1900 did appreciable numbers of women begin to join their

husbands in the overseas Chinese communities.

Most of the Chinese immigrants to the United States

arrived under the "credit ticket" system. This was a process

whereby the sojourner and/or his family borrowed the passage

fee (usually from a clan or district association headquartered

in the city of Kwangtung) and then gradually paid back the



debt through his labors in a foreign land. Zo (1978:97)

states that:

[The earliest groupsi to provide credit
tickets (and who often accompanied the
hopefuls to america) were Chiu-k'e, mean-
ing literally 'old sojourners'. . . . the
old sojourners paid the expenses of the new
sojourners, Hsin-k'e, who in return were
obligated to pay back the debt once they
started to work in California.

In addition to usurious interest rates, the ticket price

was often doubled from the normal forty to fifty dollar

passage fee (Zo 1978:96). Many emigrants had no collat-

eral aside from the family they left behind, who could be

sold into bondage by the creditor if the debt was forfeited

(Zo 1978:93). Nevertheless, the credit ticket system did

afford a certain measure of free choice"take it or leave

it." In contrast, the "coolie system" involved virtual

slavery. "Coolie" has been inappropriately applied to the

Chinese laborers in the United States. Once he arrived at

San Francisco, the sojourner retained some power (however

limited by his creditors) to pick his place of employ and,

if opportune, to leave it for another. The coolie was not

so fortunate. The word ku-li derived from a Tamil term

translated as "bitter strength" (Coolidge 1909:42, Lee 1960:

436). The coolie trade involved a contract labor system

which resulted in the bondage of each consignee for a period

20
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of five to seven years. The labor supply came from land-

less farmers, captives of intercian warfare, debtors and

men simply kidnapped by roving gangs of toughs (called

"crimps"). The trade in coolies flourished between the port

of Macao and Latin America, where the Chinese labored under

extremely harsh conditions in the Peruvian guano mines and

Cuban canefields. (During the late nineteenth century,

international agreements restricted and eventually eliminated

the coolie trade; see: Kung 1962:16-17, Coolidge 1909:17,

Chinn 1969:14-15, Barth 1964:50-56.)

Most sojourners left on their journey from the British

port of Hong Kong. Chinn (1969:16) states that the "emi-

grants usually stayed at dormitories provided by the passage

brokers or at friends' or relatives' homes until the day of

embarkation." With sailing vessels the voyage could last

over three months. After the advent of trans-Pacific steam-

ship service in the 186Os this was shortened to an average

of forty-five days between Hong Kong and San Francisco.

(The vessels were often overcrowded and under-provisioned;

comparisons to the "Middle Passage" of the African slave

trade have been made by some commentators.) Upon arrival

at San Francisco, the sojourner was met at the wharf by a

representative of his district association (i.e., an



official of one of the so-called Chinese Six Companies,

which served as both. benefactor and debt collector to the

newcomer). Provided with temporary lodging and supplies

in Chinatown, the sojourner was then sent of f (usually in

groups of "kinsmen" bearing the same surname) to labor in

the gold fields, fish canneries and railroad camps of the

2'merican West. (See Chinn 1969:23, Smith 1979:23.)

The Chinese in Southwestern Oregon

The date of entry for the first Chinese into the Oregon

Territory is unclear. The 1850 census lists only two On-

entals (Wynne 1964:41) and the first Chinese resident of

record (1851) was one Sun Sung, proprietor of a restaurant

and boardinghouse in the flourishing new community of Port-

land (Lai and Choy 1973:149). Portland became a major funnel

for sojourners who had first arrived in San Francisco soon

after the ship Columbcz provided regular service between the

two cities (Barth 1964:185). Local tradition dates the earli-

est Chinese camp at Kerbyville, Josephine County (about twenty

miles west of the Applegate Valley), to before 1855 (Barth

1964:186). By 1857 at the latest, large numbers of Chinese

had arrived in southwestern Oregon. A letter to the editor

of The WeekZy Oregonian (31 October 1857:2) complained that

22



that there were from 1,000 to 2,000 Orientals in the mines

of Josephine County and that they were "buying out th.e

Americans at big prices." Jackson County also had a sig-

nificant nwnber of "Celestials" by 1857, for in that year

the local government enacted the Foreign Miners Tax in

order to reap some financial benefit from their presence

(Lai and Choy 1973:57).

As in California, gold was the initial reason that

the Chinese came to southwestern Oregon. The 1850s mining

boom in the Siskiyou Mountains was actually a northward ex-

tension of the central California gold rush. Prospectors

discovered "good values" along the Trinity River in 1849

and, a year later, along the Klamath and Scott Rivers near

present day Yreka, California (cf. Hittel 1861:20, Wells

1881:59). The first gold strike in Jackson County occurred

in the winter of 1851-2 and the booming mining camp of

Jacksonville quickly sprang up at the site. Jacksonville

included a Chinese section (sometimes called the "China

Shacks" and the "Chinese Quarter"). By the late 1850s the

northern California port of Crescent City was the entry

point for many of the Chinese heading for the Siskiyou

Mountains. Some of them purchased claims from the whites:

23
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Figures 1-2-1/2. Peter
Britt photographs of two
Chinese men of Jackson-
ville, probably miners in
the Applegate Valley. One
man has his queue wrapped
upon the crown of his
head. (Southern Oregon
Historical Society)



In Jackson Co., Chick, a Chinese, paid on
Aug. 20th, 1S59, $30 for a claim which in-
cluded a cabin, eight sluices, two picks,
two shovels and two hatchets; the terms
were $4 down and the balance within five
days. (Wynne 1964:44)

Scores of Orientals flocked to the various streams of the

Siskiyou Mountains and other areas of the Rogue River

drainage. Upper Jackson Creek, southwest of Jacksonville,

was "almost exclusively Chinese" by 1864 (Blue 1922:147).

Their omnipresence in the area prompted one observer to

write:

If it may be permissible to include under
the [heading] of social movement anything
pertaining to the "Mongolians," we may
speak of the Chinese invasion of the mines.
These peculiar people came early to Jackson
County and mostly began work upon claims
previously abandoned by whitestheir uni-
versal customand made no effort to dis-
cover new claims . . . in a word, (they]
lived the life of all poverty stricken
Chinamen far from home and friends. As in
California, they came at first silently,
labored quietly and hardly was their pres-
ence known until the stolid yellow face of
"John" [i.e., "John Chinaman"] peered from
every bank and every worn-out placer.
(walling 1884:348)

In 1870 the Oregon census records that nearly 2,500 out of

a total of 4,000 "miners" were Chinese (61%) , the largest

proportion of Oriental to Euro-Imerican miners of 'any state

or territory (Chinn 1969:33). The bulk of these Chinese

Oregonians lived in Jackson and Josephine counties, although
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an appreciable number inhabited the "John Day" mining dis-

trict of Grant County in northeastern Oregon (Corbett and

Corbett 1977:81). In the 1860s a Sam Yap group of so-

journers left Jacksonville, en masse, for the John Day

gold mines near Canyon City (Barlow and Richardson 1979:25).

Most of the Jackson County placer mines were located

in the Applegate River drainage west and south of Jackson-

ville. Having descended a "very steep, rocky and fearfully

brushy mountain-side" in the Siskiyous, Daniel Majors and

his Oregon-California Boundary survey crew rested briefly

along the headwaters of that river in the spring of 1869.

Majors took the time to record in his notes that the banks

of the Middle Fork showed much evidence of mining, "prin-

cipally by the Chinese," before he broke camp and ascended

the next slope through "damnable brush" (Landrum 1971"42-3).

Capt. John Mullan, U.S.A., remarked in 1862 on the "squads

lof] ubiquitous Chinamen" he observed in Jacksonville

(Oliver 1958:168). The Chinese tended to work in clan

groups or "companies," competing (sometimes violently) with

each other for placer ground along the Applegate and its

tributaries. Some of the early Chinese factions in Jackson

County included the Gee, Wong, Foo Chow, Gin Lin, Lo (or Loh)

and Wing How companies (various issues of Jacksonville news-

papers, Democratic Times and Southern Oregon Press 1867-71).
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Crews of Chinese contract laborers helped to build

the Oregon-and-California Railroad line from the Willamette

Valley south to the Rogue River. When track-laying halted

at the present site of Medford during the mid-l880s, many

of these workers joined their compatriots in the nearby

Siskiyou Mountain mining districts. The large influx of

Chinese into Jackson County between 1865 and 1885 increased

the local demand for foodstuffs, clothing, tools and other

goods. Although Yreka contained several Chinese-owned stores

during this time, Jackson County evidently had none. (No

record of Chinese stores in Jacksonville is known to exist;

it is possible that a small, short-lived establishment of

this sort operated prior to 1880 but the lack of any kind

of documentation makes this doubtful.) Oriental in the

Applegate Valley purchased many of their supplies (includ-

ing imported Chinese food, opium, etc.) at Kaspar Kubli's

store near the confluence of the Applegate River and Thompson

Creek (Kubli 1860-1869). Later white merchants in Jackson-

ville served the needs of most Chinese.

The early miners in the Siskiyous concentrated on work-

ing the easily excavated and washed gravels adjacent to (or

beneath) running streams. The gold values of these more

accessible placer deposits were soon exhausted, however, and

mining companies (both white and Chinese) began to look to
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Figure 1-2-3. Chinese resident of Jacksonville on the left,
viewing parade of local people near the intersection of
California and Oregon Streets, Ca. 1880. The Chinese Quarter
was located to the right of the scene. (Southern Oregon
Historical Society)
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the ancient alluvial deposits of the higher river terraces.

Modern hydraulic mining technology was developed in Califor-

nia during the 1860s and l870s as a means to work the "high

terrace" placers. Miners soon brought these methods to

southwestern Oregon. While hydraulic mining occurred in

the Applegate Valley over a long time span (Ca. 1875-1955),

the decade from about 1878 through 1887 witnessed an es-

pecially large number of such ventures, each of them re-

quiring a large outlay of capital and labor before the

mining could even begin. During this period one writer

claimed that "it seems that the deep placers of Jackson

County . . . are so extensive that they will remain unex-

hauste. for centuries" (Walling 1884:322). By the late 1870s

several large hydraulic operations were active on claims within

the upper Applegate drainage. These included Forest (Jackass)

Creek, Poorman's Creek, Sterling Creek, Little Appiegate

River, Palmer Creek, squaw Creek and Carberry Creek, as well

as numerous "high terrace" deposits on the slopes above the

main river (DgrnQcratic Times 1877-1888) . The sudden bustle

of activity at the advent of this "hydraulic decade" led

one Jacksonville newspaper to comment that "gravel beds and

water rights on the Applegate are about all taken up" (Demo-

cratic Times 27 Sept. 1878:3). The following month the cor-

respondent claimed that "the many mining enterprises on the
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Applegate, underway and prospective, promise to make water

scarce in that stream, 'ere it reaches its mouth" (Democratic

TimeB 9 Aug. 1878:3)

White-owned mining companies, like those on Squaw

Creek and Sterling Creek, hired gangs of "Celestials"

through Chinese labor brokers. They built hundreds of miles

of ditches and flumes. The 23-mile long Sterling Ditch,

completed by the Chinese in 1877 (see Haines and Smith

1964:51), was one example:

Large numbers of Chinamen have passed
through town this week on their way to
California. They came from that state
to work on the Sterling Ditch, and having
completed that work are now on their way
back. (Oregon Sentinel 14 Nov. 1877:3)

And the following year:

A load of Chjnamen arrived (in Jacksonville]
from Roseburg Saturday and went over to the
Palmer Creek diggings the same day. They
come under contract to the Chinese tyees
(Chinook jargon for "boss"] who are con-
structing ditches in that locality for other
parties. (Democratic Times 11 Oct. 1878:3)

The initial development costs involved in hydraulic

mining were beyond the means of most Chinese companies.

They often purchased such mines after the original Euro-

?merican investors' profit margins had sunk too low. By

reworking the old tailings and extending the hydraulic cuts

into adjacent ground, Chinese-owned operations gleaned a
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great deal of gold from abandoned claims in southwestern

Oregon and throughout the western mining frontier. Con-

temporary news accounts mention very few of the Chinese

companies by name. Gin Lirt (spelled variously: Chin Lin,

Gen Len, Chinny Lin, Gin Lan) was a notable exception. The

Jacksonville newspapers gave regular coverage to Gin's

operations along the Little Applegate River, Palmer Creek,

Flumet Gulch and elsewhere in the "Mining News" sections.

Gin Lin supposedly started his career in the United

States as a contract labor broker. In 1864 he purchased

a large parcel of high terrace claims along the lower Little

Applegate River, where he mined profitably for over twenty

years. Gin became quite wealthy and was often seen on the

streets of Jacksonville in his horse-drawn buggy. He was

on familiar terms with many prominent white citizens of the

community. Because of their name similarity, Gin Lin is

said to have jokingly addressed local businessman David

Linn as "cousin" (Linn n.d.). He is one of the few Chinese

in nineteenth century Jackson County to have brought his

wife to the United States (Atwood 1976:20). (Gin was atypi-

cal also in that his is the only Chinese name mentioned with

a respectful tone in the Jacksonville newspapers.) Gin Lin

returned to China in 1894 (Ash'and Tidings 11 Oct. 1894)

and died there three years later. (Local folklore has it
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Figure 1-2-4. Gin Lin, Applegate Valley hydraulic mining en-
trepreneur; portrait y Peter Britt, Ca. 1880. (Southern
Oregon ifistorical Society)
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that Gin was robbed of his gold and beaten to death as he

stepped onto the wharf in Kwangtung harbor; Atwood 1976:20)..

His wife, Gin Shen, later returned to the United States,

probably in order to dispose of her dead husband's ?merican

properties:

Mrs. Gin Lin, who has been in [Jacksonville]
for the past few days, bidding her friends
farewell, left Tuesday for her former home
in the Flowery Kingdom. She was accompanied
to Medford by several of her countrymen.
(Democratic Times 27 Sept. 1900:3)

As hydraulic mining declined after 1890 the Chinese

population in southwestern Oregon dwindled. Census figures

for 1900 tally forty-three Chinese in Jackson County and

twenty years later there were only thirty. During this

period most of Jacksonville's Chinese quarter was abandoned

and leveled. Only a handful of Chinese laundrymen (and Ash-

land's post-1890 shopkeeper Wah Chung; see Atwood 1976) re-

mained in the area past 1920. (Nineteenth century census

data on th Chinese in Jackson County are of questionable

accuracy, showing counts of Chinese probably far too small

for the 1870 and 1880 enumerations: 1870 - 634, 1880 - 337,

1890 - 224, 1900 - 43, 1910 - 84, 1920 - 30, 1930 - 5.)

Still, as late as 1907, the Ashland newspaper was able to

remark on the large group of Chinese still residing across

the Siskiyous in Yreka:



The Chinese from all up and down the road are
assembling at Yreka to engage in a big reli-
gious celebration. A special imported Joss
House has been set up ready to receive the
homage of the faithful, and it is a. poor China-
man indeed who can't afford a few punks [of in-
cerise) to burn before the God of their fathers.
(Ashland Tidings 28 Feb. 1907:3)

To make the rapid departure of the sojourners complete,

shortly after World War I a Chinese mortician exhumed all

the remains of his countrymen from the Jakcsonviile cemetery

for reburial in their homeland (Atwood 1976:7).

There was nothing demographically unique about the Jack-

son County sojourner population. They were predominantly male

(only eight out of the 329 Chinese total for the 1880 census

were female) and between the ages of 18 and 45. (Jackson

County 1880 census data complied in: Geneological Society of

Portland 1964:146-152.) Out of the 321 Chinese males listed

in 1880, less than fifty gave their occupations as either cook,

servant, laundryman or boardinghouse keeper. There was one

each listed as merchant, waiter, gardener, physician and artist.

All of the remaining males are shown as miners. (This is ob-

viously similar to the 1870 census records for the urbanized

non-mining Oregon counties of Multnomah and Clatsop, where

the bulk of the non-professional and non-artisan Chinese

were shown simply as "common laborers" and "laundry workers;"

Corbett and Corbett 1977:77.) The 1880 Jackson County head-
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count grouped most of the Chinese into "households,"-

i.e., the clan groups based on surnames. There were

over fifteen such groups, most of them with more than ten

members each. Since 1850 the most popular surname groups

in the United States have been the Chins, Wangs and Lees

(Chinn 1969:66). The Jackson County Chinese community

mirrored this to some degree. A list of the Chinese cus-

tomers in the Kubli Store ledger (1864-5) shows that the

following phonetically-spelled names predominated: Chin and

Gin (6), Lah (6), Wonn and Wong (4), Hung (4), Chung (4),

Lee (3). Many of the Chinese listed in the 1880 census are

shown by their white-bestowed nicknames (e.g., John, Jack,

Doc, etc.). Of surnames which are certainly of Chinese ori-

gin, the largest groups are: Wong (29), Ge or Chi (21), Gin,

Gen or Chin (12) and Lee (10). In short, the Jackson County

Chinese seem to have been a microcosm of the broader sojourner

community throughout the United States.

"John Chinaman," Unwelcome Immigrant

With their unusual appearance, speech and manners the

Chinese were at first the object of bemused interest by the

Euro-Americansof the frontier West. Some early coinmenta-

tors believed that the Orientals would provide the much
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needed labor and might assimilate into american culture.

An editorial comment in the Daily Alta Californian (12 May

1852) gives one example:

Quite a large number of the Celestials have
arrived among us of late, enticed hither by
the golden romance that has filled the
world. Scarcely a ship arrives that does
not bring an increase to this worthy integer
of our population. The China boys will yet
vote at the same polls, study at the same
schools and bow at the same alter as our own
countrymen.

As the Chinese influx continued to expand during the 1850s

this viewpoint quickly soured. Epithets like "John Chinaman"

and "chink" (possibly derived from the title of the Ch'ing

[Manchu] dynasty; Lee 1960:74) became commonplace in the

frontier press. Many miners were Southerners or others

who possessed a deep strain of racial antipathy to all non-

whites (Coolidge 1909:29). Many of them originated from the

border states and had contempt for the slave economy of that

region. To them the wave of supposed "coolies" represented

the very evil they hoped to leave behind in Kentucky or

Missouri (e.g., Lloyd 1876:215). The burgeoning laboring

class of whites considered the Chinese willingness to work

for low wages to be unfair competition (Chiu 1967:9) and

the Orientals' characteristic thriftiness enraged many mer-

chants as well:



The majority of them lead a very . . . un-
productive life. . . . Is this Chinese im-
migration desirable? I think not. In what
capacity do they contribute to the advance-
ment of American interests. Are they engaged
in anything that contributes to the general
wealth and importance of the country? Will
they discard their clannish prepossessions,
assimilate with us, buy of us and respect us?
(Helper 1948:74)

And this statement from a miner in 1855:

. but I confess, for my part, that from
the emperor down to the fellow in the blue
shirt who begs [in San Francisco] I don't
believe in them. They are a people whose
natural propensities lead them to cheat, and
whose natural cunning aids their object most
naturally. (Marryat 1962:96)

Other whites apparently objected more strongly to the per-

ceived strangeness of Chinese customs and their reluctance

to assimilate into the Euro-American majority:

But the Chinese immigration must be stopped,
or they must adopt a style of life that is not
offensive to the refined American taste. Let
them remain in their own land or conform some-
what to the customs of the people among whom
they chose to reside. (Lloyd 1876:216)

And from a Jacksonville writer:

It seems an unwise policy to allow a race
of brutish heathens who have nothing in
common with us, to exhaust our mineral lands
without paying a heavy tax for their occupa-
tion. These people bring nothing with them
to our shores, they add nothing to the per-
manent wealth of this country and so strong
is their attachment to their own country
they will not let their filthy carcasses lie
in our soil. (Oregon Sentinel 1 Sept. 1866:2)
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Miller (1969) claims that the anti-Chinese feeling in

California actually derived from much earlier mercantile

and military conflicts between East and West. Whatever the

case, pro-Chinese attitudes in the American West were con-

fined largely to powerful entrepreneurs like Charles Crocker

(who employed hordes of Chinese to construct the western

portion of the trans-continental railroad) and Protestant

clergymen. The latter envisioned the Chinese sojourner as

a potential convertand as a counterweight to the rising

tide of "popish" immigrants from Ireland (Seager 1959:55).

Visitors to California from the northeastern states and from

England also expressed sympathy for the unwanted Orientals:

A hundred times and more, in my travels
through (California], I have found Chinese
serving not only as laborers but holding
positions where great skill and faithful-
ness were required; and almost every time
the employer has said to me, 'I would
rather, of course, employ a white man,
but I can not get one whom I can trust,
and whowill stick to his work.' (Nordoff
1874:143)

Although some voiced their objections, violence against

the Chinese became commonplace. The first recorded incident

occurred in 1849. At Chinese Camp in Tuolumne County, Cal-

ifornia "about 600 Chinese . . . were driven off their mines

by a party of whites" (Chiu 1967:12). An English nobleman,

touring the California gold fields in 1856, remarked that



No sooner have (the Chinese] found out good
diggings than they are dispossessed of them
by the American miners . . . (who] so har-
rass and annoy the timid Chinaman, that he
is glad to remove. (Huntley 1856:33)

Another English observer commented on the "acts of hostility

and agression" committed by whites "against any placer in-

habited by colored people [e.g., Chinese, Mexicans, Chileans,

etc.], if it were worth appropriating or excited their cu-

pidity" (Shaw 19.73:88). The following account, from an 1852

journal, bespeaks the attitude of many American miners:

Chinamen are getting to be altogether too
plentiful in the country. . . . Pard and I
chased a dozen of f of our river claims and
warned them that we would shoot them if we
found them there again. We called a miners1
meeting and adopted a miner's law that they
should not be allowed to take up or hold
ground for themselves * . . Some were for
driving them out of the country entirely,
but the majority thought it would be good
to sell them claims, as it was an easy way
to make money. . . . They are not looked on
as human beings and have no rights that a
white man is bound to respect. (Canfield
1906:202)

By 1857 the shooting of Chinese miners in Shasta County, cal-

ifornia, had become almost "a daily occurence" (Wynne 1964:9)

and assaults against them were soon compared to those of

the "sportsmen [who] suprise and shoot their game in the

woods" (Bowles 1869:402). The mayhem spread to the Apple-

gate Valley. It was encouraged by the fact that, prior to

1862, "no Negro, Chinaman or Kanaka [Hawaiian] could testify
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against white men" in Oregon courts, and as a result,

"mean, low, thieving whites frequently visited the mining

camps of Chinamen and . . . the robbers went unwhipped of

justice" (Oregon Sentinel 2 June 1866:2). Despite repeal

of this provision, anti-Chinese violence continued in the

Siskiyous throughout the 1870s. The following headings

are taken (compiled in: Atwood 1976) from various issues

of the Oregon Sentinel:

(1876) "Four Chinese companies robbed of their gold"

(1877) "Chinese cabin burnedtt

(1877) "Another Chinaman assassinated"

(1877) "Discharged-murderers of Chinaman go free"

(1878) "Chinese cabin on Jackson Creek burned"

(1880) "Windows of Chinese dwelling smashed Christmas eve"

Although the Chinese response was often one of helpless pas-

sivity there were some instances of resistance:

On Monday last, a difficulty occurred at
Willow Springs (west of the present town
of Central Point between a party of white
men and Chinamen, in which one of the white
men was hit in the back with a stone and on
the leg with a shovel. One of the Chinamen
had an arm broken and two others injured
with rocks. It seems the Chinamen purchased
of some miners this claim, which was measured
of f to them; but incorrectly it seems, for
a part of the claim conflicted with that of
a company of white men . . . The celestials,
probably thinking their right to work there
good and the privilege of defending their
premises proper, took fight to the 'intruders.'
(Oregon Sentinel 21 Dec. 1867:3)
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The many vociferously anti-Chinese editorials in the

Jacksonville newspapers showed a less-than-Christian charity

towards Orientals of any age. Remarking on the first Chinese

infant born in the community, the Democratic Times (13 Aug.

1868:3) warned that although "a young Celestial may excite

some curiosity now . . . after a while we will become more

used to the animal." One of the less rabidly bigoted state-

ments, entitled "A Plea for Justice," still reveals as much

about the writer's racial attitudes as it does about the

event described:

We do not like to see any species of injus-
tice tolerated in this professed Christian
land, even to the lowest and most degraded
of God's creatures. It is with candid sin-
cerity, therefore, that we protest against
the vicious boys of this town being allowed
(to stone] Chinamen when the latter are
civilly behaving themselves . . . In some
instances they do not stop with maltreating
Chinamen, but are insufferably insulting .

to white people. (Democratic Times 10 July
1869:3)

Acts of violence against urban Chinese communities ac-

celerated after the Panic of 1873 and other economic factors

had created widespread unemployment in the western United

States. The San Francisco newspapers gave prominent cover-

age to the demagogic ravings of that city's sand-lot orator,

Dennis Kearney. Throughout California and the Pacific North-

west the battle cry of "Kearneyism" was heard: "The Chinese
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Must Go!" (cf. Coolidge 1909:67 and 351, Sung 1967:41,

Wynne 1964:37.) Urban riots began with the burning of

the Los Angeles Chinatown in 1871 (Kung 1962:67). The

"Wyoming Massacre" (twenty-eight Chinese killed) at Rock

Springs in 1885 helped to touch off anti-Chinese riots in

the Seattle, Tacoma and Portland areas in 1885-6 (Wynne

1964:98 and 103, Karlin 1948 and 1954)

The Euro-American establishment also enacted discrimi-

natory legislation as a means of discouraging the sojourner

presence. California passed a Foreign Miners Tax in 1850

and in 1857 the Oregon counties of Jackson and Josephine

followed suit with a "Chinaman tax't of two dollars a head

(Young 1907:181-182). Some mining districts in the Applegate

Valley (e.g., Jackass Creek, Poorman's Creek, Humbug Creek)

enacted provisions forbidding Chinese to own claims (Blue

1922:143 and 160-161). The Jackson County cormuissioners

also levied a fifty dollar monthly fee against any Chinese

engaged in mercantile trade (Lai and Choy 1973:51). Little

wonder that local Orientals had to purchase their supplies

at white-owned establishments.

Laundry work was one of the few service occupations

traditionally left open to the Chinese. As Sung (1960:201)

explains, "it . . . required few skills, little capital, and

a minimal understanding of the English language to operate."



However, Jacksonville and Ashland passed stiff business

taxes against the local Chinese-owned laundries (Atwood

1976:9-10). Some California communities even enacted

"anti-queue" ordinances:

everybody [in San Francisco] convicted
of a crime had his hair cut to one inch.
This was aimed, of course, against the Chi-
nese. Since the Chinese government severely
punished any non-Manchu for not wearing a
queue [a symbol of submission], this order
caused great embarrassment and anxiety to
Chinese who wanted to return to China.
(Wynne 1964:27)

Continued agitation by Western congressmen eventually

led to passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. This

legislation (the first racially-based immigration law in

the U.S.), brought an end to the free entry of Chinese

laborers, a right which had been bilaterally guaranteed by

the Burlingame Treaty of 1868. Successive congressional

measures throughout the remainder of the nineteenth and

into the early twentieth centuries extended the enforcement

of the 1882 act until 1943 (Kung 1962:86). (The law was

rescinded at that'time largely to counter Japanese exploita-

tion of its language for fueling anti-American propaganda

in occupied China.) Between 1882 and 1885 the number of

yearly Chinese immigrants into the country dropped from

39,579 to twenty-two persons (Sung 1967:52). Later acts
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made re-entry of "old sojourners" (i.e., after visits to

China) very difficult. The Chinese population in the

United States steadily declined through emigration and

mortality until after World War I.

The attitudinal impacts of the Chinese sojourners

upon the Euro-Americans, and- vice versa, formed a complex

web of misunderstanding, missed opportunity and mutual dis-

trust. The sojourner experience became a vicious circle.

Initial resistance to assimilation by the Chinese led, in

part, to the anti-Chinese actions of the whites, which in

turn, further reinforced the unacculturative aspects of

Oriental behavior. In summary, the Chinese social experi-

ence in nineteenth century America was usually far from a

pleasant one. Exploited by countrymen and foreigners alike,

subjected to verbal, legal and physical abuse by the "host"

population, the Chinese sojourner generally lived a mar-

ginal existence on the fringes of American frontier society.



3. ENVIRONMENTS IN CONTBAST: HOMELAND AND THE
APPLEGATE VALLEY

Kwangtung and the Sze Yap

Coastal Kwangtung, the most southerly portion of China,

has.a humid, sub-tropical climate. The monsoon season lasts

from April through October. Rain from the South China Sea

is almost constant during this period and the heat becomes

quite intense, often exceeding 100° F. "During these long

summer months, the communities are hit by raging typhoons

several times, and the heavy precipitation during the summer

season often results in flooding" (Zo 1978:68). The remainder

of the year is characterized by intermittent precipitation or

drought and relatively cold northerly winds (Barth 1964:19).

A chain of rugged highlands separates most of the

province from the Yangtze River basin and other major popu-

lation centers to the north. The Pearl River (Hsi Chiang)

and its tributaries drain much of Kwangtung, flowing generally

eastward towards a broad estuary between Hong Kong and the

Sze Yap. The river forms a large and intricate island delta

system at its mouth which is flanked by mountainous areas

to the northeast and the southwest. The fertile alluvial

lowlands of coastal Kwangtung produce large rice harvests

and other crops. The mountainous districts (composed of
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sedimentary formations with. intrusions of granite-like

rocks) are far less productive. There, rice cultivation

necessitates the construction of terraces and irrigation

systems (Chen 1940:32). Despite the threat of natural

catastrophe (e.g., typhoon, tsunami, earthquake and flood),

Kwangtung Province has, historically, been one of the most

densely populated regions in China. The average land-

population ratio in nineteenth century China was 2.20 "mou"

Cl mou = 0.152 acres) per person, while in Kwangtung the

figure was less than 1.70 mou (Zo 1978:62). Most of the

inhabitants clustered along the rivers and delta near the

coast. Until the twentieth century there was little conunerce

with the interior (Chen 1940:18).

The following travelogue account provides a good des-

cription of the Pearl River Delta country:

. . one slips [west) across the blue bay
of Hong Kong, dotted with islands, and into
what turns out to be a river, though at
first it looks more like a bay; tawny hills
gashed and split by torrential rains gradu-
ally enfolding it, long arms of sea-blue
water reaching far into' the valleys. Soon
the hills are lower, and presently they are
gone. The delta country widens to a fertile
plain, one of the richest in the world, that
spreads out mile after mile on either hand.
(Franck 1925:220)

Franck (1925:301) further describes the approach to the

Sze Yap:



Hills grew up ahead [to the west]
climbing to lazy mountains here and there
on the horizon . . . and from the highest
points of which spread broad vistas of
more and even higher hills, covered as far
as the eye can see with those crescent-
shaped stone or cement graves of southern
China, graves climbing in patches [among
the terraces] . . . to distant summits.

Compared to the rich. deltalands, the mountainous Sze Yap

are environmentally impoverished. The region's few areas

of low-lying coastline are rendered useless for agriculture

by the penetration of salt water. Furthermore, the "lands

located further inland which were immune from the contamina-

tion were vulnerable to drought for lack of an [adequate]

irrigation system" CZo 1978:67). Toi'shan (the name means

"high mountain") possesses the most rugged terrain and the

least fertile soil of the Four Districts (Sung 1967:14).

Much of the populace lived in coastal villages, exploiting

the nearby fisheries and the huge flocks of waterfowl of the

delta (Chinn 1969:4, Sung 1967:14). The interior hills of

Toi'shan were terraced and planted with sweet potatoes and

vegetables. "And where the ground could be leveled and

flooded, rice was grown . . . [each] family tended a garden

and kept a brood of chickens" (Sung 1967:19). Zo (1978:68)

states that, although the long growing season "is favorable

to agriculture, the unequal annual distribution of rainfall

and the deficiencies of the irrigation system work against
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multiple croppings." Farmers planted some of the higher

elevation cropland with hardy fruit trees such as pears,

peaches, plums and mangoes (Barth 1964:20). Forests of

pine (Cryptorneria japonica) and other lumber species once

covered the mountains of coastal Kwangtung (Chen 1964:66).

By the fourteenth century, overuse and erosion had trans-

formed most of the forestland into a landscape of sub-

tropical scrub (Herrmann 1935:7).

The river system served as the major transportation

route until after 1910. Zo (1978:69) states,

For transportation and communication, the
Sze Yap region depended mainly on its
waterways, for hardly any serviceable road
network between villages was built until
the early part of the century. . . . These
underdeveloped communication factors deter-
mined the development of inter-village re-
lationships and the backwardness of the
region.

Many residents were drawn to waterborne commerce for their

livelihood (Weiss 1974:25); others indulged in piracy (Franck

1925:313). The Sze Yap region was a five-day sail from the

city of Kwangtung and the "sophistication of the metro-

politan center contrasted with the rustic simplicity of

sleepy hamlets tucked away in the delta" (Barth 1964:21).

The "Cantonese" language of coastal Kwangtung included

various dialects. The Sze Yap people spoke a version con-

sidered to be "less pure and genteel" than that of other
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districts (Lee 196Q:144). The Four Districts, in turn,

were divided along clan lines, with each village often

representing a single clan. "The family, chia, and the

larger clan, su, safequarged the value system of the

villages against disintegration" (Barth 1964:28). In his

study of modern China as "the last of the Agrarian States,"

Stover (1974) points out that the entire nation was essen-

tially an interlocking network of semi-independent peasant

villages. Historically, there was no real middle class to

speak of and merchants in general were considered to occupy

the bottom stratum of the social hierarchy. Even the larg-

est Chinese cities were basically merely the aggregation of

many clan groups (i.e., densely clustered villages) within a

restricted space. From this pre-industrial, "pre-modern."

environment of coastal Icwangtung, the sojourners left for

america and its fundamentally different physical envircn-

ment and socio-economic patterns.

The Applegate Valley and
Siskiyou Mountains

The Applegate Valley is located within a portion of

the deeply dissected Siskiyou Mountains (the term "Siskiyou"

denotes that portion of the Klamath Mountain Province situ-

ated between the Rogue River on the north and the Klamath
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River to the south). The Applegate River drains north-

northeast from its headwaters at the Applegate-Kiamath

divide for a distance of about twenty-five miles before

its course changes to the northwest near the present com-

munity of Ruch, Oregon. The Applegate flows into the

Rogue River about thirty miles downstream from this bend.

Below this point the Applegate Valley forms a relatively

broad (1-1.5 miles), plain flanked by pine- and brush-covered.

foothills. Above Ruch the valley takes on a gradually more

pronounced canyon-like character, with steep, timbered

slopes rising abruptly from .the narrow alluvial terraces of

the river. (Most of the "Upper Applegate" drainage lies

within Oregon; however, a significant portion of two major

headwater streams, Middle Fork and Elliott Creek, drain high

mountain areas located south of the Oregon-California border.)

The crest of the Siskiyou Mountains, which separates

the Applegate and Kiamath watersheds, is the dominant natural

feature of the area. Some peaks (e.g., Red Buttes, Kangaroo

Mountain) of this east-west trending divide reach over 6,500

feet a.s.l. in elevation, rising 4,000 feet above the main

stem of the river within a horizontal distance of four miles.

A northward-projecting spur of the crest separates the Apple-

gate from the Illinois River drainage on the west. To the

east of the Applegate River basin, across a rugged section
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of the Siskiyous, lies the broad Bear Creek Valley, which

contains the major population centers of Medford, Ashland,

Jacksonville and Central Point. The Applegate River is fed

by several major tributaries which form canyons perpendicular

to the main north-south drainage. Ascending the river from

Ruch the main streams entering from the east are: Little

Applegate River, Beaver Creek, Squaw Creek and Elliott Creek;

flowing from the west are: Star Gulch, Palmer Creek and the

more circuitous Carberry Creek system (composed of Steve

Fork, Sturgis Fork, O'Brien Creek and Brush Creek).

The Applegate Valley has a moderate, marine-influenced

climate. It is characterized by cool, wet winters and hot,

dry summers with very little cloud cover (Hess 1977).

Severe winter storms can create erosive flooding along the

steep walled channels of tributary streams. During occa-

sional major floods, the river has overtopped its banks and

innundated portions of the adjacent level terraces.

Geologically, the Siskiyou Mountains are composed of

Paleozoic schists in the Squaw Creek-Elliott Creek drainages

as well as Mesozoic metasedimentary and metavolcaniC rocks

elsewhere. Scattered granitoid and other Jurassic Age in-

trusions have contributed to the heavily mineralized char-

acter of the Siskiyous (Wells, 1961). The river system

gradually eroded many bedrock mineral zones and redeposited
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the components as part of alluvial terraces downstream.

The gold thus disseminated in these old river channel de-

posits (some of which are situated over 100 feet above

the present riverbed) became the object of hydraulic mining

operations during the nineteenth century.

The vegetation communities of the Applegate Valley

are largely a function of differences in elevation and

aspect. Oak woodlands, as well as grassy "balds" and brush-

fields dominated by manzanita (ArctostaphyZos sap.), buck-

brush ceanothus (Ceanothus cuneatus) or poison oak (Rhus

diversiloba), are common on southwest exposures at lower

elevations. Forests of mixed conifers (Pinus ponderosa,

Pseudotsuga menziesii, Libocedrus decurrens) and broadleaf

evergreens (Arbutus menaissii, Quercus chrysolepsus) occupy

slopes between 2,500 and 4,000 feet. Dense stands of true

fir grow from about 4,000 feet nearly to the highest eleva-

tions of the Siskiyous, where Shasta red fir (Abies magnifica

shastensis) intermingles with mountain hemlock (Tsuga nier-

tensiana) and sub-alpine meadows. Various riparian species

(Populus., Alnus) grow along the banks of the Applegate

River and its tributaries. Wildlife once included a large

variety of mammals (including black-tailed deer, Roosevelt

elk, black bear, grizzly bear, western timber wolf) and

numerous kinds of birds. The river supported a sizeable

anadromous and native fishery (Port 1945).



Figure 1-3-2. View upstream (south) of Applegate Valley
towards Red Buttes Celev. 6,740 ft.), visible on horizon.
Taken from near Palmer Creek.
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Physically, th.e Sze Yap and the Siskiyou environ-

ments show some similarities. Both are mountainous and

possess flood-prone drainage systems. Level, arable lands

are severely restricted by physiography; the terrain of

the two areas has further functioned to ensure a degree

of "remoteness" to both. However, ths major differences

in climatic regimes as well as proximity to marine re-

sources and large urban centers are obvious. The contrasts

between the socjo-economic environments of the Sze Yap and

southwestern Oregon are significant.

Southwestern Oregon was uninhabited by Euro-Americans

until the mid-nineteenth century. The local aboriginal

population had survived for centuries through a yearly

round of hunting, fishing and gathering (cf. LaLande 1980:

64). Following 1850 the region experienced the sudden

invasion of several thousand miners. This influx was com-

posed of a highly mobile, polyglot mixture of Mexicans,

Orientals, Hawaiian Islanders, Europeans and Euro-Americans

The latter gained immediate political and economic control

(although German Jewish immigrants were an important factor

in the commercial life of Jacksonville for the first two

decades of its existence). The early mining population

was supported in part by a growing number of Euro-American

farmers. Men like John Ross, Jacob Wagner, Robert Beau,
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William Bybee and Michael Hanley acquired large land hold-

ings in the Bear Creek Valley. Their ranches produced big

wheat harvests and supported sizeable herds of cattle for

sale in the local market. Despite the agricultural bounty

the area remained dependent on distant production centers

for most manufactured goods and many food items. Jackson-

ville was one of hundreds of such outposts in an exchange

network which was national (and with the Chinese presence,

international) in scope. The local economy was based on

rapid capital formation through the exploitation of minerals,

timber and arable land. The last half of the nineteenth

century witnessed a change from the barter system of the

"individualistic" early gold rush (which had been supported

by the hunting of local game animals for food to some ex-

tent) into the wage system typical of the more industrialized

sections of the United States.

Although the rude trappings of the mining frontier

quickly faded from much of southwestern Oregon, the Apple-

gate Valley remained something of a remote hinterland tied

to Jacksonville or Medford for staple and luxury goods.

The Chinese community of Jacksonville and the Applegate

Valley, lacking access to agricultural land (aside from

small garden plots), was even more dependent on the "out-

side" for much of its sustenance. In contrast to the



basically self-sufficient (even though often disrupted)

village economy of his Sze Yap homeland, the Applegate

Velley sojourner relied on a white-controlled commercial

establishment to supply his desire for Chinese goods.

This differed from many California mining areas where

sojourner-owned stores (with direct links to Chinese im-

port firms in San Francisco) were fairly common.

The Sojourner's Social Environment

The question arises: what social mechanisms allowed

the Chinese immigrant community, especially in remote

places like the Applegate Valley, to retain its cultural

identity? The answer is found in the integrative bonding

system which evolved in southern China over the past mu-

lenia. The various districts, dialects and clans in Kwang-

tung were represented by corresponding associations in the

United States. In contrast to the Japanese immigrants,

who generally assimilated into the dominant culture at a

much more rapid rate, the Chinese sojourners were insulated

from much of the impact of Euro-American culture by member-

ship in these affinity groups. Chinese male society was

reproduced in miniature throughout the Chinatowns of the

western frontier:
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District companies formed the warp of an
intricate web covering Chinese California.
Family (clan or surname] associations,
guilds and secret societies strengthened
the woof and sustained the invisible world.
these institutions reflected the traditional
life of villages and towns in the Pearl
River Delta. (Barth 1964:77)

To the hui kuan or district associations (i.e., the Chinese

Six Companies of San Francisco and other large cities; often

grouped under the title "Chinese-American Benevolent Associ-

ation") fell the major burden of providing for the immediate

needs of a newcomer. These included such things as passage

fee, outfitting and postal service with Kwangtung (see

Lyman 1974:18-19, Kung 1962:77). The hui kuan also pro-

vided medical insurance and was responsible for returning

the remains of dead sojourners to their home village (Nordoff

1874:147). The Ning Yeong Company (representing sojourners

from Toi'shan) claimed over 75,000 members in 1876 (Zo 1978:

56-57). As a result of their large memberships, the dis-

trict associations wielded substantial financial power.

District groups often formed distinct colonies in the United

States. Some Sze Yap people, for example, clustered to-

gether in the Sacramento Delta farmlands. They favored the

area, perhaps because it was similar."to their home in the

Pearl River Delta . . the landscape, the rhythm of the

crops, the slow unhurried pace't (Chiu 1970:34). There
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the Toi'shan sojourners specialized in growing potatoes

and onions, while those from Chung'shan engaged in orchard

cultivation (Chu 1970:27).

The Chinese further divided into clan associations.

When persons of the same surname were not available, the

sojourner often related to his "colleagues, employers and

friends in pseudo-kinship terms" (Hsu 1971:24-25). The

clan association enforced group solidarity during everyday

encounters with Euro-american society. Leaders (customarily

deferred to as "uncle" or "grandfather" by other members)

purchased supplies, voiced grievances and reached important

decisions for the clan group.

In addition, many sojourners belonged to secret fra-

ternal organizations like the Triad Society or other "tongs."

The tongs had enrolled large numbers of dispossessed peasants

for the purpose of group protection and political action in

Kwangtung. Exported to the United States, the various

secret societies became involved in sometimes violent feuds

over the control of prostitution and gambling. These "tong

wars" evoked a very negative stereotype of the Chinese among

many whites, further restricting the opportunity for cul-

tural exchange (Reynolds 1935:612).
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The Chinatowns, like knots in a loose weaving, held

this geographically-dispersed social network together.

The Chinatown of the western American frontier was, par-

tially at least, a self-imposed ghetto (see Wlodarski 1976:

443). Lyman (1961:72) describes it as "communalistic," a

political system in which a "racially and culturally de-

fined group governs itself, lives according to its own tra-

ditions and is ruled by its own elites . . . a special form

of extraterritoriality." Within the immigrant community

Chinese currency continued to circulate as legal tender and

Chinese law continued to be obeyed. One significant change

from the home culture was the high status afforded to mer-

chants (Lyman 1974:33). Usually despised in China by

mandarin and peasant alike, sojourner businessmen became

the aristocracy of Chinatown. This reversal in status grew

naturally from the vital functions (e.g., credit, employment)

which the aggressive entrepreneur performed for displaced

sojourners.

The highly developed transportation system of the western

United States also reinforced the cohesiveness of the Chinese

community:

They never hesitate to abandon any place and
go where they can better themselves, no matter
what the distance may be. They are constantly
travelling from city to city, making long
journeys to visit relatives and friends. They



are probably by far the most generous pa-
trons of railways, in proportion to their
numbers, of any of our foreign population.
(Culin 1890:199)

Additionally, the cohesion was continually renewed by the

intermittent visits to China that many sojourners endeavored

to make.

In spite of the intensive efforts at conversion and

"Americanization" made by some Protestant clergymen and

others, the bulk of the Chinese immigrants remained totally

unassimilated well into the twentieth century. The sojourner

communities-existed as cultural islands within the dominant

white society. What little acculturation the Chinese

did undergo during the nineteenth century seems to have

been limited to certain aspects of their material culture.

The kind and degree of that acculturation is the focus of

much of the remainder of this report.
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PART II

ARCHAEOLOGY OF CHINESE SITES IN THE SISKIYOtJ MOUNTAINS

Part II deals with the results of archaeological

investigations of Chinese mining camps in the Applegate

Valley/Siskiyou Mountains of Jackson County. Chapter 4

provides a brief review of previous Chinese site archae-

ology in the United States. Materials recovered from site

35JA5003 (a major, long-term Chinese mining camp on the

Little Applegate River) and site 35JA500l (a small, short-

term camp on Squaw Creek) are discussed in Chapters 5 and

6 respectively. Chapter 7 describes several other Chinese

habitation and mining sites located elsewhere in the area.
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4. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS CHINESE SITE ARCHAEOLOGY
IN THE UNITED STATES

Beginning in the late l960s and continuing through

the 1970s,Chinese site investigations became a significant

aspect of historical archaeology in the western United States.

Together, federal historic preservation legislation and the

increased interest in past acculturation of various ethnic

minorities resulted in the compilation of a growing archae-

ological data base regarding the nineteenth/early twentieth

century Chinese sojourner community. (Many of the pre-1979

references cited below are listed in Schuyler (l980r; the

sources given in this chapter, although current for mid-1980,

are undoubtedly incomplete, as the literature on Chinese

site archaeology is expanding rapidly.)

Chinese artifacts have,of course,been recovered from

a number of non-Chinese occupation sites throughout much

of North America. This material resulted from maritime

trade with China during the American colonial and frontier

phases. Chinese ceramics occur in eighteenth century con-

texts from Williamsburg, Virginia (Olsen 1978:5), Fort

Ligonier, Pennsylvania (Grimm 1970) and many other sites.

Oriental porcelain has been found in much earlier deposits

(late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries) at Spanish

colonial sites in Mexico and the American Southwest:
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Rare and valuable in Europe, Oriental por-
celain in New Spain no doubt was costly
when it first reached that market.
Nonetheless, in time, pieces of lesser
quality, particularly small size tea cups
and rice bowls which were tightly nested
together in heavy chests to serve as bal-
last in the Manila galleons, became as
available and apparently so inexpensive
that they were taken in limited quantity

to all frontiers. (Lister and Lis-
ter 1978:10)

The popularity of Chinese ceramics even led to Oriental-

inspired changes in the earthenware majolicas of some native

Mexican potters (Lister and Lister 178:11). Chinese porce-

lain vessels and other wares have been recovered from fron-

tier sites like the Tubac Presidio in southern Arizona

(Shenk and Teague 1975), the San Diego Presidio in Califor-

nia (Krase 1978), and other military outposts of the Spanish

Borderlands. Chinese artifacts, largely blue-on-white

"Canton-ware" porcelain and brown-glazed stoneware, have

been found in aboriginal contexts at Drake's Bay and other

coastal California sites (Quellmalz 1972, Chace 1976b).

They probably resulted from the occasional wreck of Spanish

galleons along that coast, such as the San Agustin in 1595

(Olsen 1978:8). Similar occurrences have been noted for

Oregon sites, either from shipwrecks or the 1770s-1820s

maritime fur trade. Beals (1980) reports on Chinese coins

from proto-historic aboriginal burials in the lower
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Willamette Valley. While in southwestern Oregon and north-

western California during the winter of 1826-27, Hudson's

Bay Company trader, Peter Skene Ogden, remarked in his

journal on the presence of "knives, axes and tea kettles"

among the Indians of the lower Klamath River (Ogden 1961:81).

It is probable that Chinese ceramics were similarly obtained

by such groips. In addition, numerous nineteenth century

Euro-American dumps of the western frontier contain Oriental

artifacts, usually the finer porcelain vessels. Among

these many sites are Kariaka Village at Fort Vancouver, Wash-

ington (Chance and Chance 1976:68), Johnny Ward's Ranch in

rural Arizona (Olsen 1978:10) and the affluent quarter of

Jacksonville, Oregon (M. Lango, personal communication).

Most of the archaeology of actual Chinese habitation

sites has occurred. in urban settings of the Far West. Urban

redevelopment programs and similar projects in California,

Arizona, Nevada and Idaho have funded most of these endeavors.

The mjd-l970s excavation at the Ventura, California Chinatown

is one of the most completely documented investigations

(cf. Greenwood 1975, 1976, 1978 and 1980). Two features,

a trash pit and a wood-lined well, yielded the remains of

over 200 Chinese ceramic vessels as well as other Oriental

items (e.g., opium pipe bowls, medicine bottles, coins,
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gaming pieces). Some Euro-American artifacts (mostly

glass bottle fragments and whiteware shards) were also

recovered. The in-filling of the well shaft with Chinese

refuse evidently occurred over a very short period, "days

or possibly hours (Bente 1976:4901. The Ventura project

produced basic artifact and feature descriptions (Bente

1976) as well as more specific discussions of ceramics

(Chace 1976a) and coins (Kleeb 1976). Greenwood's inves-

tigations also contributed towards more general treatment

of Chinese artifacts in California (Evans 1978 and 1980,

Evans and Chace 1978). Other urban California sites which

have been examined include the Quong Building in the "Chi-

nese Quarters" of the San Diego Gaslight District (Brandes,

et al. 1978), "Old Sacramento" (Praetzellis 1977 and 1979)

and Riverside (cf. Evans 1980:91-93). Construction of a

freeway interchange at the site of the Yreka Chinatown in

the 1960s led to salvage excavations there. The "typical"

assemblage of stoneware and porcelain ceramics and miscel-

laneous items was recovered, published documentation of

the site includes Wood 1970, Heley and Felton 1979.

Farris (1979) describes the Yreka coins, inferring their

continued use as currency among the Chinese sojourners.

More recently, excavations of a downtown San Francisco Chi-

nese dump, site "N5" (Garaventa 1980), has so far produced



over 550 Oriental ceramic vessels (largely utilitarian

brown-glazed stonewares and porcelain in the "Celadon"

and "Four Seasons" patterns).

Salvage excavations at the Tucson, Arizona, Chinese

community in the late 1960s (Ayres 1969 a and b) resulted

in the detailed description of the ceramics from that site

(Olsen 1978). Recent work in the Lovelock, Nevada,Chinese

Quarter has produced a report dealing with the total as-

semblage (Hattori, et al. 1979). Surface collections of

pottery (including opium pipe bowls) from Virginia City

also have been briefly described (Evans 1980, Etter 1980).

In Idaho, features in the Chinese communities of Idaho City

(Jones, et al. 1979) and Boise (Jones 1980) were investi-

gated. A late nineteenth century Chinese dump at Idaho

City produced over 260 Chinese objects, predominately cer-

amics of the usual styles but also including opium-smoking

paraphenalia, a gaming piece and the fragment of a jade

bracelet. A basically similar collection came from the

test excavations in downtown Boise.

The archaeology of non-urban, more transitory Chinese

sites has been limited. Langenwalter (1980) reports on

the analysis of artifacts and faunal/floral remains recovered

from a Chinese store and associated dump (mid-1880s) in
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Madera County, California. Pig was the most common species

among the organic remains and a characteristically "Chineset'

butchering pattern was noted. Artifacts included the usual

Chinese ceramic varieties (brown-glazed stoneware containers,

"Three Circles and Dragonfly" pattern blue-on-white porce-

lain and celadon-glaze porcelain tableware) in addition to

metal food cans and glass beverage bottles (largely alcohol)

of Euro-American manufacture. Several brief reports (Chace

1966, Chace and Evans 1969, Etter 1980, Evans 1980) discuss

materials excavated at Chinese railroad construction camps

(late l860s) at Donner Pass and nearby localities in the

Sierra Nevada. Archaeological surveys in the New Melones

Dam project area located several small sojourner camps

(cf. Schumacher 1972, Costello 1980); evidence of Chinese

abalone fishermen camps on San Clemente Island also has been

reported (Schumacher 1977). Teague and Shenk (1977) report

on excavations at the Harmony Borax Works in Death Valley

National Monument. The site included a Chinese labor camp

which yielded oyster shells as well as Oriental ceramics

and other items. Small Chinese sites have been reported

for various National Forests in California but little docu-

mentation is as yet published. Forest Service archaeologists

tested a Chinese cemetery on the Kiamath National Forest in

Siskiyou County (J. Rock, Kiamath N.F., personal communication).
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More recently in California, the State Archaeologist

has begun excavations at the Woodland Opera House site,

near Sacramento, uncovering a substantial Chinese component

which includes an assemblage of faunal material (mammal,

fish, bird, turtle). Also in progress by the same office,

are archaeological investigations at China Camp State Park,

a Chinese shrimp fishing village on San Francisco Bay. The

finds have included architectural and industrial features,

Oriental ceramics, food remains and well preserved organic

artifacts such as grass matting and basketry (L. Felton,

personal communication)

In other regions, Briggs (1978) describes excavation

of Chinese railroad construction camp features near Langtry,

Texas. Archaeological surveys of National Forests in Idaho

have encountered opium-smoking paraphenalia and other arti-

facts at several small Chinese mining camps (Wylie 1980,

Green 1979, Murphy 1978); detailed site descriptions are

not yet published. In Washington, Gehr's (Gehr 1975) exca-

vation of a lower Columbia River salmon cannery site yielded

ceramics and other evidence of the Oriental work force.

Amateur archaeologists, bottle collectors and others

have been quite active at Chinese sites in the Far West.

"Pot hunting" has been common at San Francisco Chinatown

dumps exposed by modern construction activities (Rush 1976).
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Relic collectors have gleaned thousands of Chinese items

from the Benicia mudflats across the bay (Quellmalz 1972),

formerly the location of a transhipment depot between San

Francisco and Sacramento during the gold rush era. Some

of the brown-glazed stoneware containers recovered from

this site still held the original contents of "dried fish,

eggs, seeds and assorted vegetables" (O'Connell 1980:36).

Other major collecting sites are the Cumberland Chinatown

dump on Vancouver Island, British Columbia (Knoblock 1970:

8-11), and a similar site on the shores of Puget Sound.

Very few of these collections have been adequately described

in published sources.

In southwestern Oregon the current owner of the old

Ashland city dump has "mined" Chinese and other artifacts

for a number of years. The badly disturbed remnant of a

Chinese hydraulic mining camp between Ashland and Talent

also has yielded Oriental ceraiuic shards to local collectors.

Relic hunters have dug at site 35JA5003, the location of

Gin Lin's mining camp on the Little Applegate River. Mr.

Marshall Lango has excavated a privy and other features

within the old Chinese Quarter of Jacksonville. Various

ceramics, opium paraphenalia, coins, pig tusks and other

items were recovered. (A portion of the Lango Collection

is described in Chapter 7 of this report.)



5. SITE 35JA5003: GIN LIN'S CAMP AT "LITTLE
APPLEGATE DIGGINGS"

Physical Setting

Site 35JA5003 is located on privately-owned land in

Section 11, Township 39 South, Range 3 West (W.M.) at an

elevation of approximately 1,525 feet above sea level.

Surface material indicates that the site occupies an area

approximately one acre in extent. It is situated on an

alluvial terrace about 0.1 mile south of the Little Apple-

gate River. The Little Applegate, flowing in a north-

westerly direction, joins the main Applegate River slightly

less than a mile downstream from site 35JA5003. For five

miles above its mouth the Little Applegate occupies the

bottom of a fairly broad (ca. 0.7 mile wide) valley, com-

parable in width to the main Applegate Valley. The south

bank of the Little Applegate has been hydraulically mined

for nearly the entire length of this stretch of the river.

The mined area extends into the "high terrace" alluvial

deposits up to several hundred feet back (south) from the

present riverbed; the "floor" of the mining cut lies between

ten and thirty-five feet below the original (i.e., pre-

nineteenth century mining) surface of the ground. Although

it is now revegetated, the area contains many highly visible
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Figure 11-5-2. Panoramic view (southeast) of site 35JA5003.
River is located to the left (north) of the site.

Figure 11-5-3. Panoramic view (southeast) of site 35JA5003.
pies the open field in the foreground.

The Little Applegate

Site 35JA5003 occu-
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piles of boulders and cobbles ("tailingstt) left by the

mining. This 3.5 mile long hydraulic excavation along

the lower Little Applegate River represents the removal

of several million cubic yards of alluvial material and

it forms a prominent cultural feature upon the local land-

scape. Site 35JA5003 is located just south of the edge of

the 25-foot deep hydraulic cutbank, on the original terrace

surface.

Bedrock in the area, as exposed in the surrounding

foothills, is metasedimentary (argillites and phyllites

with quartz veins). Terrace deposits consist of stream-

rounded boulders, cobbles, etc. contained ma reddish-

brown matrix of alluvial silt. Vegetation of the vicinity

is a typical oak woodland/transition pine forest with ex-

tensive grassy "balds" and brushfields. Widely scattered

oaks and clumps of buckbrush ceanothus presently grow at

site 35JA5003, but most of the surface supports a thick

growth of star thistle (Centaurea solatitialis), indicating

heavy disturbance to the soil. through agricultural activity.

Site History

Site 35JA5003 is the location of Gin Lin's hydraulic

mining camp (ca. 1875-1885). Gin first purchased land



(one of the few Chinese allowed to do so) in the Little

Applegate Valley in 1864. This transaction involved the

Wilson Ranch at the mouth of Sterling Creek, about two

miles upstream (southeast) from site 35JA5003:

Bunkum, 26 Sept. 1864
Know all men that I, John A. Wilson, have
this day bargained, sold and delivered to
fln Lin and Co., for the sum of $900, the
following property to wit:. one ranch,
known as the Wilson Ranch, at Bunkum [con-
fluence of Sterling Creek and Little
Applegate], and the house and fixtures and
all improvements on the same. Also the
field up the gulch known as Horse Pasture
Also all my mining claims at Bunkum with
all the flumes and sluices and the tools
to said claims. (signed] (in: Atwood
1976 :8)

Gin Lin evidently engaged in placer mining at this location

during the 1860s and early l870s. He gradually gained con-

trol of other parcels along the Little Applegate and in the

18'70s his Chinese crew constructed a 4.5 mile long ditch

from near the mouth of.Yale Creek to his diggings down-

stream. The so-called China Ditch carried a large volume

of water around the forested contours of the foothills south

of the river. At convenient locations the water was diverted

into steel pipe leading straight downslope to the mining

area. (Several man-made gullies in the vicinity of site

35JA5003, originally excavated for the directed flow of

mining water, lead down from the long-abandoned China Ditch
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Figure 11-5-4. Circa 1880 Britt (stereopticon "double image")
photograph of Gin Lin's Little Applegate hydraulic mining op-
eration, several hundred meters upstream (southeast) from the
camp of his Chinese miners. (Southern Oregon Historical
Society)

Figure 11-5-5. 1980 photograph taken from the same location.
The hydraulic mining cut occupies the area in the middle
ground.now revegetated with confiers and oaks.



to the mined area.) Figure 11-5-4 is a Ca. 1880 scene

captured by Jacksonville photographer Peter Britt. It

shows the hydraulic pipe leading down to one of Gin Lin's

"giant" nozzles.

Gin Lin's hydraulic operation was known variously as

the "Little Applegate Diggings," "Uniontown Diggings" and

"Cameron Diggings" (the latter two because of the mine's

proximity to Robert Cameron's trading post near the con-

fluence of the Little Applegate and the main river).

Fletcher Linn, son of Jacksonville planing mill owner,

David Linn, visited Gin's operation while he was a young

boy in the late 1870s. He later recalled that:

The clean-up [of the sluices] was the larg-
est of its kind that 1 ever saw, and the
Chinese workers were carrying out the gold
in buckets full. All 'Gin' would say as he
glanced at the buckets and then at father
was, 'Pretty good, cousin, pretty good.'
(Linn n.d. :107)

Some estimates for the Little Applegate Diggings (Grants Pass

Daily Courier 3 Apr. 1935:13) put Gin's returns at about

$2,000,000 worth of gold.

Gin Lin employed a crew of about fifteen Chinese workers

(the 1880 census figures show eight persons in his household)

and a few whites (Linn nd. :107, Grants Pass Daily Courier

3 Apr. 1935:13). The employment of Euro-Americans (who most
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Figure 11-5-6. View south of runoff channel from the China
Ditch, located about one-hundred meters southeast of site
35JA5003.
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Figure 11-5-7. View northwest of headwall of Gin Lin's mine.



Figure 11-5-8.. View south from floor of Li.ttle Applegate Dig-
gings. Site 35JA5003 is located on the unmined portion of the
terrace, above the headwall.

Figure 11-5-9. View south of Area 1, showing excavation of
Test Pit 1.
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probab1y resided at nearby communities like Uniontown,

Bunkum or sterlingville) may have been. a diplomatic move

on Gin's part, undertaken with the hope of retaining the

good will of local residents. He also was careful to halt

his mining operation for short periods during the late

summer so that Unjontown ranchers could utilize the ditch

water to irrigate their pastures (Democratic Times 29 Aug.

1878:3).

The Little Applegate hydraulic operation used two

large "giants" (iron nozzles for directing the high-pressure

spray of water). During the winter mining season, when water

was most plentiful, both giants were kept operating around

the clock (Democratic Times 28 Dec. 1883:3). Jacksonville

newspapers made numerous comments about Gin's success at

the Little Applegate site, even during the dry winter of

1882-3 which proved disasterous for many other hydraulic

miners (Democratic Times 4 Nov. 1882:3, 10 Aug. 1883:3).

By the mid-1880s Gin Lin had evidently exhausted most

of the high value placers at Little Applegate Diggings.

(Local folklore claims that a small area was avoided when

Gin's giants began to expose skulls and other bones from

an aboriginal burial ground; it remained as a remnant

"island" of alluvial deposits until a local resident
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supposedly mined the site in the 1930s.) In 1885 Gin Lin

bought another large hydraulic mine, on the Rogue River

near Galice Creek (Democratic Times 25 Sept. 1885:3). After

Gin's move to Josephine County little more was heard of him

in the Jacksonville press.

Following Gin Lin's departure, a portion of the mine

excavation was used as a kind of ready-made cattle enclosure.

During the twentieth century local residents have tossed

domestic garbage over the edge of the hydraulic cut, creat-

ing several sizeable dumps. The buildings at the Chinese

camp were evidently (at least partially) burned and/or dis-

mantled for their lumber. According to the current land

owners, site 35JA5003 was plowed and used for (irrigated?)

pasture. Although the site has not been used for agricul-

tural purposes for a number of years, local relic collectors

have excavated a cluster of six or seven potholes in a con-

centrated area of surface artifacts.

(In 1979, Mr. Ming Kee of Aurora, Oregon donated a

number of Chinese artifacts to the Jacksonville Museum.

Mr. Kee's mother was a niece of Gin Liri, and some of the

items are said to have perhaps belonged to him. The Kee

Collection contains "luxury" ornamentals and other expen-

sive objects dating to the late Manchu Dynasty (pre-1910].



Interesting as they are, these artifacts were not included

in this study.)

Archaeological Field Methods

Survey and test excavations at site 35JA5003 were con-

ducted in July, 1980. Surface cultural material noted during

the survey consisted largely of numerous ceramic (mostly Chi-

nese) shards, glass fragments (predominantly from "black" and

"amber" glass Euro-American beverage containers), hole-in-the-

top tin cans and machine-cut square nails. Other artifacts

included hard-rubber and leather components of footwear and

other articles, pieces of sheet brass from opium containers,

and miscellaneous items and fragments of ferrous metal.

Although cultural evidence was dispersed over the entire

site surface, two major concentrations of material were noted.

Area 1 is a somewhat circular (diameter: approximately 10

meters) scatter of debris situated at the northeast margin

of the site, next to the edge of the hydraulic cut. Area 2

is a larger (diameter: approximately 20 meters) and more

dense concentration located west of Area 1, near the center

of site 35JA5003 (see Fig. 11-5-10 and 11) . Several relic

collectors' potholes (up to 1.5 meters in diameter and 60

centimeters in depth.) have been excavated in Area 2; the
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back-dirt piles contain numerous broken bottles and ceramic

vessel fragments.

Two 1 meter x 2 meter test pits were opened. Test Pit 1

was located near the center of Area 1 and Test Pit 2 near the

center of Area 2 (see Fig. 11-5-12 and 13). Excavation pro-

ceeded by 15 cm arbitrary levels (and, when present, natural

or cultural strata) to culturally sterile soil. There was no

attempt to record artifacts in situ. Cultural material was

recovered by passing the soil through a 1/4"-mesh shaker screen.

Resu its

Test Pit 1

The north half (1 m2) of Test Pit I was excavated to

the bottom of Level 1 (15 cm); excavation of the south half

ended at the bottom of Level 2 (30 cm) when it became ap-

parent that cultural material occurred no deeper than 15

centimeters. The upper 5 cm consisted of a yellowish-brown,

well-compacted silty loam with an abundance of fragmentary

cultural debris. Below 5 cm the soil was a lighter colored,

compacted silty clay with numerous pebble-sized quartz

fragments. (The upper soil of site 35JA5003 probably devel-

oped largely from the gradual accretion of sheet-wash de-

posits originating in the hills immediately to the south.)
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Figure 11-5-10. Test Pit 1; excavated to bottom of Level 1
(15 cm).

Figure 11-5-il. View northwest of Area 2, showing excava-
tion of Test Pit 2.
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The arti.fact count declined significantly below 7-8 cen-

timeters.

Artifactual material consisted largely of ceramic

shards, glass vessel fragments and square iron nails.

(Actual artifact counts from test pits are displayed in

Appendix A.) The ceramics were overwhelmingly from Chinese

foodstuff containers and tablewares. They included 79

fragments of brown-glazed stoneware. Differences in shape,

paste and/or glaze allow the inference that these shards

represent a minimum of 5 individual vessels. There were 39

fragments of Chinese porcelain, largely blue-on-white

"Swatow ware" or "Canton export ware," from a minimum of

6 objects (at least 3 are rice bowls). The predominant

identifiable decoration was the "Three Circles and Dragon-

fly" pattern. Fragments of an unfaceted opium pipe bowl

(clear-glazed orange earthenware) were recovered, as were

several small pieces of Euro-American whiteware.

Vessel glass included over 60 fragments of "black"

(dark olive-green) glass, representing a minimum of 4 cir-

cular walled bottles (probably wine or ale). Several of

the larger fragments indicate "kick-up" bases. There were

also fragments of at least 7 other glass vessels (1 light

olive-green circular walled bottle; 1 "amber" circular-
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walled vessel; 1 clear-glass, circular-walled vessel;

1 or 2 "amethyst," circular-walled vessels; 1 light green

[kick-up base] bottle; 1 "aqua," square-walled [bitters?]

bottle; 1 "aqua," circular-walled vessel; 1 "emerald," cir-

cular-walled [Chinese wine?] bottle). Several fragments of

a clear-glass kerosene lamp chimney were also found. Three

fragments (two different thicknesses) of clear window glass

were recovered. (Note: the term "amber" glass in this re-

port denotes all brownish hue glass; it does not refer to

the high selenium content "amber" glass made between about

1918 and 1930.)

Fragmentary and whole machine-cut square nails (mini-

mum of 73 nails) ranged in pennyweight from 20d to 4d. The

12d and 6d sizes were by far the most common. Other wood

fasteners included 6 hand-wrought "brads" (L-head finishing

nails); 1 hand-wrought square tack; 11 wire (round) nails

of various sizes; 1 "board joiner" corrugated strap; 1 hand-

cut, triangular object from a tin can (?). Several frag-

ments of 1" strap iron (one was a barrel hoop fragment with

two rivets) completed the ferrous metal objects recovered

from Test Pit 1. Non-ferrous metal items included 4 wall

fragments of at least 1 brass opium box and 2 pieces of

melted lead.
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Miscellaneous items included a number of fragments of

red brick. Cone large piece, broken off at both ends, is

5 cm thick by 10 cm wide; it has a coarse, quartz grit

temper which includes several small, rounded pebbles.)

Organic objects consisted of bone and teeth fragments, 1

piece of shoe/boot leather and a fragment of charred wood

(possibly milled lumber).

All of the ceramic and glass fragments are small (less

than 3 cm maximum dimension) in size. Very few of them can

be cross mended,probably indicating the wide dispersal of

the broken objects in Area 1.

Test Pit 2

The north half of Test Pit 2 was excavated to the

bottom of Level 1 (15 cm). Excavation of most of the south

half of Test Pit 2 ended at the bottom of Level 3 when it

became apparent that, for the most part, cultural material

occurred no deeper than 30 centimeters. The soil profile

was essentially identical to that of Test Pit 1. The southern

edge of a pit-like feature (Feature 2-1) was encountered in

the northern extreme of the south square-meter of Test

Pit 2, at a depth of 30 centimeters. The edge of Feature

2-1 ran east-to-west; it was excavated to its lowest point

(70 cm) in the south half of Test Pit 2. (Time/manpower
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Figure 11-5-12.
vated to 15 cm;

Figure 11-5-13.
cobble on floor

View west of Test Pit 2. North half exca-
south half excavated to 45 cm-70 cm.

East wall of Test Pit 2, showing large
of Feature 2-1.
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constraints precluded a full exposure of Feature 2-1 or

removal of its fill during the 1980 season.) The fill con-

sisted of loose, angular gravel mixed with small cobble

fragments, charred wood fragments, ash and miscellaneous

cultural debris.

Excluding for the moment the artifacts from the fill

of Feature 2-1, the cultural evidence from Test Pit 2 was

basically similar in kind to that from Test Pit 1. However,

artifacts were present in a larger quantity and to a deeper

level in the soil. The material had been thoroughly mixed

(probably by plowing), in that fragments obviously derived

from the same objects were found at various depths to about

30 centimeters.

Chinese ceramics included over 60 fragments of brown-

or black-glazed stoneware, representing a minimum of 9 ob-

jects. There were 18 shards of porcelain tableware (again

largely rice bowls or tea cups), from a minimum of 4 ob-

jects. The identifiable decoration styles included the

"Four Seasons" pattern, celadon glaze and a hand-painted

bird-in-foliage design. One fragment of an unglazed grey

stoneware opium pipe bowl (faceted, with Chinese character

inscribed into clay before firing) was recovered. Euro-

?merican ceramics consisted of 1 rim fragment of a blue-

striped white chinaware cup (?) and 2 fragments of whiteware.
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Vessel glass included 10 fragments of "black" glass,

representing a minimum of 7 circular-walled bottles (again

"kick-up" bases predominated). There were also fragments

of at least 14 other glass vessels (1 light-green, circular-

walled vessel; 1 "emerald" [Chinese wine?], circular-walled

vessel; 4 green, circular-walled vessels; 2 "aqua," circular-

walled vessels; I small, clear-glass, square-walled [Chinese

medicine] bottle, 1 "amethyst" glass pickle or condiment jar;

2 "anther," circular-walled [whiskey?] bottles, I "dark-amber,"

circular-walled vessel; 1 "amber," square-walled, embossed

["Electric" Brand Bitters] bottle). Three fragments (two

different thicknesses) of window glass were also recovered.

Fragmentary and whole machine-cut square nails (mini-

mum of 130 nails) ranged in pennyweight from 20d to 3d.

The larger sizes predominated (20d=lO+, 16d20+, l2d30,

8d=15+, 6d=40) . Other wood fasteners included 20 hand-

wrought "brads;" 1 bevelled flat-top screw, 10 wire nails;

and 2 hand-cut (probably from tin-plated food can), tri-

angular sheets of metal. One of the latter has been

pounded along the edges in order to form a 6d-size "square

nail"-like object; the other piece evidently forms the

"blank" for 2 additional "nails." One opened sardine-type

can, numerous fragments of other cans, and a 20 cm long



piece of wire completed the iron objects recovered from

Test Pit 2. Non-ferrous metal items included 1 brass/

steel suspender-type buckle with toothed clasp, 1 brass

"Levi's"-type pants' fly or suspender button, fragments

of whitemetal foil, 1 brass .22 caliber rim-fire bullet

casing, as well as the wall and strap fragments of a brass

opium box.

Miscellaneous items included several small fragments

of red brick, 1 piece of shoe/boot leather and a few frag-

ments of bone and teeth. One peach pit was found.

As with Test Pit 1, the artifactual material was frag-

mentary and small in size. The greater depth of the cul-

tural horizon may be the result of deeper plowing in this

portion of site 35JA5003.

Material from the fill of Feature 2-1 included 2 f rag-

ments of brown-glazed stoneware (1 vessel), 2 fragments of

porcelain tableware (2 vessels, 1 a rice bowl with blue-on-

white abstract floral exterior design) and 1 large base-to-

rim fragment of a Euro-American whiteware plate. One lip

fragment of an opium pipe bowl (burnished, unglazed orange

earthenware) was found. Six circular-walled glass vessels

(1 ttblack glass, 2 green glass, 1 clear glass, 1 "amber"

glass) and 1 "amber," square-walled vessel are represented
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by less than 20 fragments. Three window glass fragments

(all of one thickness) were also recovered.

Eight machine-cut square nails (largely of the 6d and

5d sizes) and 1 hand-wrought square "brad" were found. Mis-

cellaneous items included 1 large (approx. 10 cm long) frag-

ment of burned wood, 3 small bone fragments and 1 minute

piece of egg shell (probably chicken or duck). One uniden-

tifiable object was a burned chunk of interlayered rubber

and fabric (approx. 2 cm thick), fastened together by a sys-

tem of numerous small, headless nails. This item may be

from the sole of a waterproofed "gumboot," often worn by

hydraulic miners while working in wet or muddy areas.

The presence of ash and charcoal in the fill indicates

that Feature 2-1 may have been utilized as a trash burning

pit. However, aside from some of the nails, none of the

associated artifacts show evidence of having been subjected

to intense heat. Alternatively then, Feature 2-1 may have

been the site of a wooden structure with a cellar, the

straight-walled depression of which was partially revealed

in Test Pit 2. As revealed by the test excavation, Feature

2-1 is a steep-walled depression with a flat floor about 70

cm below the present ground surface. The 40 cm-deep wall

(admittedly only a 1 meter-long section was exposed) is
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oriented east-west. One large (approx. 20 cm diameter by

10 cm thick) flat-topped stream cobble was found resting

on the floor of Feature 2-1; it conceivably could have been

placed there for use as a structural footing of some sort.

Although a firmer interpretation of the function of Feature

2-1 is impossible with the available data, it appears to be

a man-made excavation into which remnants of burned wood,

along with ash-filled gravel anda few artifacts, were

placed. After it was filled, plowing and other disturbance

obliterated any sign of the pit's presence above the 30 cm

level.

Artifact Analysis

The artifact assemblage recovered from the test ex-

cavation at site 35JA5003 is generally similar to materials

from other nineteenth century Chinese habitation sites in

the western United States (e.g., Ventura, Harmony Borax Works,

Boise, Idaho City). The assemblage shows an overwhelming

preference for Oriental foodstuffs (most packaged in Chinese-

manufactured containers) and tablewares whereas most beverage

bottles and various tools (and other metal objects) are of

Euro-American manufacture.
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Ceramics

Over 99% of the ceramic fragments from site 35JA5003

are of Chinese origin. Chinese ceramics, like Chinese

coins (Keddie 1978:4), are notoriously difficult to use as

chronological markers. Many styles and patterns persisted

in popularity through various imperial reigns and dynasties.

Even the "reign marks" inscribed on the bases of many ves-

sels may actually have been "counterfeit": ". . . seals

from particularly prestigious reigns . . . were often copied

onto much later wares to bask in the glory of earlier master-

pieces" (Olsen 1978:42). Nevertheless, the presence of

brown-glazed stoneware and the various porcelain wares at

a site is considered an index artifact of Chinese occupation

(Chace 1976:528, Gehr 1975:130), whether or not the date of

that occupation is actually known.

Brown-glazed stoneware: This ceramic style, utilized

for the transport and sale of foodstuffs, etc., is known

variously at Utility Brownware, Chinese brownware and by

other terms. It is often referred to in the archaeological

literature as jian you, after the characteristic vitreous

brown-to-black exterior glaze (known as "timmoku" in Jap-

anese wares). In China, brown-glazed stoneware is apparently

included under the generic term mm gei ("pottery of the
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people't) because of its widespread popularity as a basic

utilitarian item (O'Connell 1980:11). Olse.n (19.78:32)

compares these ceramics to the Mason jar in Euro-American

culture, pointing out that vessels were often reused after

emptied of their original contents.

It is uncertain where. most brown-glazed stonewares

found in the United States were manufactured. Olsen (1978:

47) surmises that most Items were made in Kwangtung Prov-

ince, near the coastal cities of KwangtungorSwatow (to the

north, near the border with Fukien Province). Jenyns (1959:

78-79), in his discussion of provincial Chinese kilns, states

that:

the number of provincial potteries must be
immense . . . The poverty of communication
made it essential for each district to pro-
duce its own roof tiles, storage jars and
cooking utensils. . . . these wares were
unlikely to travel beyond the local market
town.

He mentions the stoneware kilns of Shekwan and Fatshan in

Kwangtung but these operations mainly produced the finer

wares. It is probable that small cottage-industry opera-

tions located near the export centers of Kwangtung and

Swatow produced the bulk of brown-glazed stonewares found

in the United States. Chen (1940:37) states that "a con-

siderable part" of the stoneware produced near Swatow "was

exported to the Nan Yang [overseas Chinese], who generally
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prefer the pottery of south China for household purposes."

Bushnell(1921:ll) specified the district of Yang'chiang,

near the southern Kwangtung coast, as producing a "dense,

refractory stoneware" that saw wide use for domestic items.

Whatever the origin of the brown-glazed stoneware from

site 35JA5003, it shares characteristics with samples from

other Chinese sojourner sites. The paste is of various

hues, ranging from buff-white through light grey to reddish

brown. (While the more porous pastes may be referred to as

"earthenware," all of the shards from site 35JA5003 are a

semi-vitreous stoneware.) The exterior glaze of these cer-

amics is derived from vegetable or wood ash (O'Connell 1980:

39). The fragments from the test excavations include several

colors: light "chocolate" brown, medium-dark brown and a

very dark (almost black) brown. Numerous small bubbles and

other surface imperfections are common. Interior surfaces

are either unglazed or very lightly glazed. The exterior

base and footring fragments from site 35JA5003 are glaze

free, said by Olsen (1978) to indicate pre-1900 manufacture.

Basal portions were hand-shaped using a pottery wheel; upper

sections were apparently either molded or thrown separately

and then attached to the base. Although none of these were

found at site 35JA5003, some brown-glazed stoneware vessels
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(open-mouth jars) had unglazed, shallow bowl-like lids

(mistakenly referred to by Quellmalz [1972:1491 as opium

smoking paraphenalia). Narrow-mouthed containers, like

those evidently found at site 35JA5003, had wooden or paper

stoppers. None of the stoneware shards show potter's marks

or other identifying characters.

Brown-glazed stoneware containers held a variety of

foodstuffs: dried vegetables, fruits and fish; pickled or

salted condiments (e.g., radishes, eggs); cooking oil and

sauces; alcoholic beverages (see Chace 1976a, Olsen 1978).

Several fragments of a shallow, large-diameter stoneware

"pan" were noted during the surface survey of site 353A5003.

This kind of vessel is thought to have been used for cooking

herbs and greens (Chace 1976a:521). In addition, a local

relic collector stated that at least one large (approx. 5

gallons) globular stoneware jar (bulk soy sauce or cooking

oil?) was recovered at the site. However, all of the diag-

nostic shards (e.g., base fragments) which were recovered

from the test pits appear to be from either 40 oz. soy sauce

jars (no spouts were found), somewhat similar-sized "Tiger

Whiskey" bottles or possibly from open-mouth food jars.

The typical brown-glazed stoneware soy sauce jug was a

squat, round-shouldered container with a narrow, lipped
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Figure 11-5-15. Brown-glazed stoneware fragments, site
35JA5003.

Figure 11-5-16. Ceramic fragments, site 35JA5003. A: brown-
glazed stoneware; B: "Three Circles and Dragonfly" rice bowl;
C: "Four Seasons" bowl; D: white rice bowl; E: earthenware
opium pipe bowl.
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opening at the top and a short spout affixed near the

shoulder bulge (see Figure 11-7-23). Soy sauce was and is

a prime ingredient in "Cantonese" cuisine and these jars

are quite common in Chinese sojourner sites. The "Tiger

Whiskey" bottle has a globular, pear-shaped body with a

narrow neck. topped by a flaring mouth. The contents were a

distilled, or at least strongly fermented (up to 96 proof),

alcoholic beverage which was known as Ng Ka Py or Wu Jia Bi

(Chace 1976a:517, Olsen 1978:27, O'Connell 1980:39). Local

whites usually referred to it simply as "Chinese wine."

The wide-mouth food containers were similar in size and

shape to the soy sauce jar except for the much larger, un-

lipped opening and the lack of a spout. Contents included

salted cabbage, salted radish, salted onion, pickled lemon,

shrimp sauce and other items (Chace 1976a:5l9).

Porcelain tableware: Porcelain from site 35JA5003 occurs

in a variety of styles. Most of the diagnostic shards are

from rice bowls, although some rim fragments may be from

tea cups. Over two thirds of the porcelain fragments are

blue-on-white "Canton export ware." (This is sometimes

called "Swatow ware," after the other major export center

of Kwangtung. Swatow ware found a ready market in India



Figure 11-5-17. Artifacts from site
35.7A5003 a: nail-like
objects (blanks and completed form;
b: opium pipe bowl; C: brass button;
d: "bird-in-foliage" design ceramic
fragments; e: fragments of "Four Sea-
sons" pattern bowl; f: faceted opium
pipe bowl fragment.
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and Japan during the seventeenth century but probably did

not predominate in exports to the United States (Weiss

1971:54.) No porcelain was actually made in Kwangtung Prov-

ince because it lacked the kaolin clay (e-t'u) deposits of

north China. As a result, all fired porcelain ceramics

were imported from northern kilns like that at Ching Te

Chen in Kiangsi, and then were decorated and glazed in Kwang-

tung and Swatow export factories (Jenyns 1959:79). The

Chinese used "blue flower" ware (qing hua) as a generic term

for most blue-on-white porcelain tableware (Olsen 1978:16).

Fragments of blue-on-white "Three Circles and Dragonfly"

pattern, a very popular decorative motif, predominated in

the collection from site 35JA5003. A light greyish glaze

covers the hand-painted floral design; the inner walls have

an encircling double ring of blue stripes (see Figure 11-5-18).

Several fragments of "Four Seasons" pattern multi-chrome

enamel porcelain were recovered (see Figure 11-7-20).

These are sections of the winter plum blossom portion of

the design. The other three flowers depicted in the "Four

Seasons" design were water lily, peony and chrysanthemum

together with the plum blossom they represent spring, summer,

fall andwinter respectively (Greenwood 1978:47). The other

identifiable porcelain found at the site consisted of an

unnamed bird-in-foliage design and several fragments of
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Figure 11-5-18. Ceramic fragments, site 35JA5Q03. A: "Four
Season5" bowl; 3: celadon rice bowl; C: bird-in-foliage bowl
or cup; D: Euro-American ceramics; E: opium pipe bowl (fa-
ceted); blue-on-white porcelain.

Figure 11-5-19. Glass fragments, site 35JA5003. A: kerosene
lamp globe; B: emerald-green (Chinese?) bottle base; C:
"black" glass bottle with kick-up base.
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"celadon" exterior glazed tableware (with white interior

surface). Celadon ware (dong qing, "winter green") was

produced in Yang'chun District and other localities of

coastal Kwangtung, near Swatow (Bushnell 1921:11). The

identifiable porcelain from site 35JA5003 includes patterns

identical to those recovered from the Chinese section of

Jacksonville CLango Collection).

Ceramic opium bowZ fragments: Test excavation yielded

fragments of two opium pipe bowls: one an unfaceted, clear-

glazed orange earthenware bowl and the other a faceted, un-

glazed stoneware. Both o.f these varieties are considered to

be from relatively inexpensive pipes which are characteristic

of non-urban work sites. (Etter 1980:98-100). The faceted

style of opium bowl has been referred to in the archaeo-

logical literature as the "lotus" form; more probably the

faceted bowls were meant to symbolize an opium poppy, not

a lotus, in bloom. The ball-shaped opium bowls found at

some sites may have symbolized the mature opium seed-pod

(M. Lango, personal communication). Opium smoking para-

phenalia are discussed in chapter 6.

Euro-American ceramics: Only two varieties of non-

Chinese ceramics were recovered during testing: clear-

glazed whiteware and blue-on-white chinaware. These



represented a very minor portion (less than 1.0% of the

total sample. Similarly small percentages of Euro-

American ceramics in non-urban Chinese assemblages have

been reported from the Lower China Store (Langenwalter

1980:106), Harmony Borax Works (Teague and Shenk 1977:

109) and other sites.

Glass

The glass objects recovered from site 35JA5003 are

overwhelmingly of Euro-American manufacture. Most of the

glass fragments appear to be pieces of containers for liquids,

largely alcoholic beverages. Diagnostic bottle fragments

indicate manufacturing dates between 1860 and 1900.

"Black" glass vessels: The black glass vessel frag-

ments (actually a dark olive-green) are typical of nine-

teenth century wine and ale bottles. Most of the basal frag-

ments indicate kick-up bases; wall fragments show minute

horizontal striations which resulted from turning of the

still-plastic vessel while in the mold, in order to erase

the mold seams. Black glass bottles were mass-produced be-

tween the 1840s and mid-l880s, when their use rapidly de-

clined. Many of the crude black glass bottles in the western

United States were evidently made in San Francisco due to the
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Figure 11-5-20. Bottle fragments, site 35JA50Q3. A: "Elec-
tric" Brand Bitters; B: condiment jar; C: Chinese medicine
bottle; D: "black" glass bottle-neck.

Figure 11-5-21. Bottle bases (surface collection), site
35JA5003.
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costly shipping rates from the East Coast. "As late as

1880 the Sar. Francisco glass houses were turning out bottles

as crude as those made in the East many years earlier,

mainly because of unskilled labor and the inability to re-

tain the workers" (Wilson and Wilson 1968:131).

Other ve.sel glass: Site 35JA5003 yielded fragments

of clear, "aqua" (light blue-green), green, "amethyst"

(manganese), and "amber," circular-walled bottles. The

latter may have contained whiskey. Numerous pieces of an

amber, rectangular walled ("French square") bottle were re-

covered from Test Pit 2. Embossed panel fragments read

"Electric Brand Bitters" and portions of "H.E. Sucklen and

Co./Chicago, Ill." Bucklen's "Electric" bitters was a very

popular brand of patent medicine during the late nineteenth

century, having first been marketed in 1880 (Watson 1965:

plate 115, Wilson and Wilson 1971:113). One lip fragment

appears to be from a condiment jar, either pickles, capers

or olives (Putnam 1965). The "emerald" green vessel frag-

ments may be from a Chinese rice wine bottle; the color is

unusual for Euro-American glass during the late nineteenth

century. The only definitely Chinese object is represented

by the cross-section portion of a small, square-walled

"medicine" bottle (clear glass with a slight green cast).
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(Chinese medicine bottles contained tinctures of various

pharmaceutical plants that were used to treat a wide range

of physical disorders; the term "opium bottle" is a misnomer.)

Lamp and window glass: Fragments of a thin-walled,

clear glass lamp globe indicate the use of kerosene light-

ing at site 35JA5003. Four thicknesses of window pane

glass may indicate the presence of several glass-covered

openings in the original structures at the site.

Metal

Aside from the opium box fragments and the "home-made"

nails all of the metal objects are probably of Euro-American

origin. Most of the metal artifacts from site 35JA5003 are

iron hardware items used in wooden structures or fragments

of tin-plated cans, probably food containers.

flails: Most of the Euro-American nails are machine-

cut square nails, ranging in size from 20d to 3d. The cut

nail form was prevalent during the last half of the nine-

teenth century and was largely replaced by the wire nail in

the west after 1900 (Nelson 1968). Many of the cut nails

from site 35JA5003 are either fragmentary or are bent into

45°-90° angles, indicating their probable use (and possibly

forced removal) from wooden structures. The range in sizes



Figure 11-5-22. Hole-in-top tin-plated can (surface collec-
tion), site 35JA5003.

Figure 11-5-23. Metal artifacts, site 35JA5003. A: sardine
can; B: 20d-6d machine-cut nails; C: hand-wrought "brad";
D: screw; E: wire nails; F: "home-made't nail objects; G: .22

caliber casing; H: suspender buckle; I: brass button.
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with most between 12d and 5d, would be most usual in

lumber-frame buildings (either horizontal shiplap siding

or vertical board-and-batten sheathing over a stud frame).

The artifactual evidence does not point to the presence of

log structures at site 35JA5003. (Although these nails

were certainly made in the U.S., it should be mentioned

that carpenters and shipbuilders in nineteenth century

China also used (British-made?] cut nails; Brandes 1978:65.)

The few wire nails found at the site must post-date the

Chinese occupation. They may come from twentieth century

fence-posts. The corrugated board-joiner strap is probably

also post-1900 in date. The hand-wrought brads are finish-

ing nails. They may be from furniture or cabinetwork. The

examples of home-made nails/nail blanks, cut from tin-plated

sheet metal (food cans?) are particularly interesting. Each

stage in the manufacturing process is represented: (a) the

elongated diamond-shaped blank; (b) the isoceles triangle

form produced by breaking (a) in half; and (C) the edge-

pounded final product, similar in shape, size and strength

to a Sd cut nail (see Figure 11-5-24). The manufacture of

this kind of hardware evidently took place at site 35JA5003,

utilizing discarded food containers. These nails could have

been used in habitation structures or in mining equipment

like sluice boxes and flumes.



Containers: Most of the metal containers from the

test excavations were fragmentary, tin-plated cans. A

number of hole-in-top tin cans were noted during the sur-

face survey. They had overlapped, lead-soldered s earns

along the walls and l"-diameter soldered caps in the center

of one end. These were Euro-American items manufactured

after about 1860 for the preservation of vegetable and meat

products. This kind of can was produced into the early 1920s

when it was replaced (except for evaporated/condensed milk)

by the crimped-edge form still in use today (Fontana and

Greenleaf 1962). The large number of these cans at site

35JA5003 indicates a fairly heavy reliance upon Euro-American

preserved foods. The one "sardine" can, nearly identical in

size and shape to those sold today, indicates the consump-

tion of preserved fisha popular item in the Kwangtung diet.

Other metal containers were fragments (walls and lid

strap) of at least two 5-tael size opium boxes. These were

imported from China, probably from Hong Kong. Opium-smoking

paraphenalia are discussed further in Chapter 6.

MisceZ4aneous rneta7 objects: The remaining metal arti-

facts from site 35JA5003 are largely of brass. They include

several items from Euro-American clothing: a flLevitsu...type

button and a suspender buckle. The utilization of non-
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Figure 11-5-24. 'Blank" and nail-like object made from tin-
plated sheet metal, site 35JA5003.

Figure 11-5-25. Side and end views of large brIck fragment,
site 353A5003. Note inclusion of alluvial pebbles in the
quartz-tempered clay.
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Chinese garments is indicated. These items probably were

purchased locally. (See Chapter 8 for discussion of so-

journer purchases of Euro-?merican clothing from the Kubli

Store.)

Brick

Several brick fragments (some of them with mortar still

adhering to the sides) were found at site 35JA5003. The one

large piece is of very uneven thickness and contains a coarse-

grit temper which is unlike that found in the brick buildings

of Jacksonville. The low-fired bricks at site 35JA5003 may

have been manufactured near the site, perhaps by the Chinese

miners. They could have been used in chimneys (although it

is conceivable that they were utilized to build a k'ang,

the small, ceramic fireplace commonly found in Chinese houses).

Organics

The organic remains from site 35JA5003 included two

fragmentá of leather, one of wood and several pieces of

bone and egg. The small leather fragments are probably

portions of Euro-American footwear. The rubber/fabric ob-

ject from the. fill of Feature 2-1 may also be a piece of

footwear ("gumboot"?). The one charred fragment of wood is

not definable as to its original shape or function. The one
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peach pit indicates consumption of fruit from local

(Jacksonville?) orchards.

Faunai remains: The faunal material from site 35JA5003

included fragmentary bones and teeth and a minute piece of

egg shell. The latter is too small for positive identif i-

cation; it is probably from a domestic chicken or duck egg.

The collection included one 3rd-4th metacarpal (left-side)

from a domestic duck (C. Jenkins, personal communication).

The Peking duck is a Chinese domesticated breed of large

fowl which was commonly raised in the United States during

the nineteenth century. One fish vertebra (salmon, On-

cohynchus ep.) was noted in the back-dirt pile of one of

the collector's pot-holes in Area 2.

The remaining identifiable bones and teeth are all

from mammals. All but one of the bone fragments are des-

cribed as beingfrom domestic pig (Sus scrofa). These in-

cluded two scapulae, one of which has butchering marks

along one surface of the neck. According to Jenkins:

[the scapulae] were quite similar to the
comparative sample i.e., pig skeleton] but
varied slightly along the axillary margin.
However, the differences were less than the
similarities. The most striking similarity
was the long neck and the absence of a well-
defined acromonial process. One fragment is
from the left side, the other from the right.
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Other pig bones were one 2nd phalange and one metacarpal!

tarsal fragment. All of the teeth were Sue: one maxillary

incisor (right side), one maxillary incisor root (3rd posi-

tion, left side), one mandibular incisor fragment and one

mesial fragment of a 2nd premolar.

Eleven additional fragments were unidentifiable.

The utilization of at least one native game species is in-

f erred from the presence of one 2nd phalange from a black-

tailed deer (Odocoileus hernionus coluinbianus) recovered

from Test Pit 1. Gin Lin's crews evidently feasted upon

other wild game as well. The Oregon SentineZ (4 Dec. 1878:

3) states that Gin's miners aimed the spray of one of the

giant nozzles upwards at a passing flock of low-flying

Canadian geese, knocking two of them out of the sky. It

is a safe assumption that the hapless birds were consumed

by the hydraulic marksmen at Little Applegate Diggings.

At least one adult pig is represented in (the admit-

tedly very small) sample from site 35JA5003. The occur-

rence of Sus remains is consistent with collecitons from

other Chinese sojourner sites: e.g., Lovelock (Dansie

in: Hattori, et al. 1979:351-410), the Lower China Store

(Langenwalter 1980:1d4-106) and other sites. No beef or

sheep bones are documented for Gin Lin's camp, although
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th.e larger unidentifiable fragments from the site prob-

ably are the remains of either cattle, sheep or pig.

The butchering marks on the one scapula are the ap-

parent result of repeated chopping/battering with the thin

edge of a heavy metal blade; they are consistent with the

marks of a Chinese meat cleaver (cf. Langenwalter 1980:107,

Walker 1980). Unfortunately this scapula fragment was a

surface find which had experienced significant deteriora-

tion; no detailed analysis of the butchering marks was

possible.

Site Analysis: Conclusions

The cultural material recovered from site 35JA5003 is

consistent with an occupation span between 1875 and 1885.

The mix of Oriental ceramics/Euro-American metal items is

characteristic of other Chinese sojourner sites in the

western United States. Most artifacts can be characterized

as domestic (food preservation; food, beverage and drug

consumption; wearing apparel, etc.) or utilitarian (struc-

tural hardware, etc.). All of the cultural debris appears

to be from relatively common and/or inexpensive items.

Luxury goods were either not present or were removed when

the site was abandoned. Consumption of meat products was
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evidently largely confined to pork and fowl. Some use of

native wild game seems to have taken place. The small

sample of faunal remains precludes any further conclusions.

At least two "activity areas," 1 and 2, are evident.

Both of these areas contain similar material. They prob-

ably represent the former sites of living quarters with

associated cooking/eating areas. The more dense artifact

count from Area 2 (including the higher nail inventory) may

indicate a larger and more complex structure than at Area 1.

The structures at site 35JA5003 were probably wood frame

buildings. The possible portion of at least one structure

(Feature 2-1) may have been oriented with the cardinal

directions.

Portions of the buildings at site 35JA5003 were prob-

ably burned sometime after the site was abandoned by Gin

Lin and his miners. Some of the structural components

(wall boards, studs) may have been salvaged for use elsewhere.

The original deposition pattern of discarded material

(broken ceramics, empty bottles, etc.) is unknown due to soil

disturbance by plowing or other causes. Some portions of the

site may have been eroded by hydraulic mining to the north.



6. SITE 35JA5001: SQUAW CREEK CRINESE CAMP

Physical Setting

Site 35JA5001 is located on federally administered

land in Township 41 South, Range 3 West (W.M.) at an ele-

vation of approximately 2,000 feet above sea level.. Sur-

face cultural features and artifacts indicate that the

site occupies an area less than 0.2 acres in extent. It is

situated on a steep (35%+), south-facing slope, adjacent to

the flood channel of Squaw Creek. Squaw Creek flows through

a steep-walled, forested canyon in a westerly direction,

joining the Applegate River about three miles downstream

from site 35JA5001. The summits of the parallel east-west

ridge system which contains the Squaw Creek drainage of the

site reach elevations of over 4,000 feet a.s.1. Squaw Creek,

which is visible from site 35JA5001, lies about thirty feet

below the site. The streaxnbed occupies a narrow (approx.

15 feet), debris-clogged channel with flood-eroded banks.

Bedrock of the site, exposed in several large rock out-

crops, is greensehist (with quartz veins) of the Paleozoic

age Condrey Mountain Formation (Wells 1961). Squaw Creek

contains graphite mica-schist boulders, cobbles and sand

derived from extensive schist deposits in its upper drainage.
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Vegetation of the site is ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir

forest with an understory of canyon live oak, California

black oak (. keiloggii) and Pacific madrone. Shrubs in-

clude abundant poison oak (Rhus diversiloba), Oregon grape

(Mahonia aquifolia) and scattered creambush oceanspray

(Holodiscus disco7or). Open oak woodlands and manzanita

brushfields occur on the south slopes above the site. The

north-aspect slope across Squaw Creek is a much more heavily

forested environment. The banks of Squaw Creek support a

thick growth of riparian species: alder, poplar, willow

(Sali ssp.) and big-leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum). Judging

from the very scattered presence of large rootwad holes

(from windthrown trees), stumps and large-diameter trees,

site 353A5001 was probably a much more open environment a

century agowith a few massive pines providing shade.

Based on tree-ring increment borings the current stand of

medium-diameter Douglas-fir is no older than eighty years.

Site 35JA5001 is composed of a series of five (and

portions of a sixth and seventh) level-flooredplatformsor

terraces excavated into the slope. They are arranged in a

generally north-south, step-like sequence which occupies a

total vertical elevation distance of about 15 meters. The

terraces (numbered 1 through 7, starting with the uppermost
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Figure 11-6-i. View west of Squaw Creek canyon, from point
about one-hundred meters downstream (west) of site 35JA5001.
Note contrast in north aspect Cleft) and south aspect
(right) slopes.

Figure 11-6-2. View east (upstream) of Squaw Creek, from
point near site 35JA5001. Riparian trees are alders.
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feature) are obvious cultural modifications of the natural

slope. Most of them have some form of stacked rock re-

inforcing across the face of the upsiope cut and/or similar

buttressing along portions of the downslope edge. The

terraces are rectalinear features with floor edges generally

oriented to the cardinal directions. Average floor dimen-

sions are 5 .x 5 meters. A seasonal runoff gully once flowed

northeast-to-southwest through the area now occupied by

Feature 2. This natural drainage was evidently altered by

the occupants of site 35JA5001 when they excavated Feature 2

across the path of water drainage. Normally, water would

have continued to flow during storms through the center of

the feature floor. However, a shallow diversion ditch also

was excavated, directing the runoff flow in a north-to-south

channel which passes east of the terrace features.

As originally found during archaeological survey, the

terrace features were vegetated with shrubs and forbs; the

exposed rocks had a heavy surface covering of moss and

lichen. Several of the features have mature trees (Douglas-

fir, madrone) growing from the surface of the floors. In-

crement borings date these trees between seventy and eighty-

five years old, indicating that the site was probably aban-

doned sometime prior to 1895.
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Site History

No specific historical documentation of site 35JA5001

has been found to date. The inhabitants may have been

laborers who worked on the construction of the Squaw Creek

Ditch in the late 1870s. A company to build a mining ditch

from the Squaw Lakes (located about three miles upstream

from site 35JA5001) was first formed in 1864 (Oregon Intel-

ligence 30 Jan. 1864:3) but this enterprise apparently

failed. Later, the locally-owned Squaw Creek Mining and

Ditch Company (Messrs. Klippel, Bellinger and Hanna of Jack-

sonville) undertook ditch construction from below Big Squaw

Lake to the north of French Gulch in 1877-78 (Klippel file

in: Jacksonville Museum Archives, Democratic Times 16 Aug.

1879:3). Chinese workers were employed until the "lUippel

Ditch" (located several hundred feet upsiope from site

35JA5001) was finished in the summer of 1878, when it was

stated that "the Squaw Lakes Ditch Co. will hereinafter

hire none but white laborers . . . No Chinese need apply"

(Democratic Times 29 Aug. 1878:3). 'Klippel and his associ-

ates evidently mined the placer deposits at Dividend Bar,

upstream from site 35JA5001. (Dividend Bar is the nearest

location of hydraulic mining evidence to the Squaw Creek

Chinese camp.) In 1879 the Democratic Times 16 Aug. 1879:3)

stated:
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. . the (Squaw Creeki company took advan-
tage of a cessation in mining for the moving
of their 'Giant' and hydraulic pipes. . . As
we remarked in a former issue, the success
of this company opens up a new era for mining
in Jackson County, as it insures the success
of kindred enterprises that are being built up
along the Applegate and its tributaries.

Klippel is said to have mined on Squaw Creek through the

188 Os (Klippel file in: Jacksonville Museum Archives). An

1881 Jacksonville newspaper article mentions one S.C. Carter

as selling his Squaw Creek mining claims "to a Chinese com-

pany" (Democratic Times 8 July 1881:3). Although no more

specific location is given, it is possible that site 35JA5001

may have been the encampment of this group and not Klippel's

ditch-diggers. No additional historical data is available.

Site 35JA5001 was left relatively undisturbed after its

abandonment sometime in the late nineteenth century. Most

of the cultural debris found on the feature surfaces during

archaeological excavation probably remained near their

original place of deposition. Sometime in the mid-twentieth

century, however, a "borrow pit" (approx. 20 m long x 10 m

wide x 2 m deep) was excavated just downslope from the site

(i.e., adjacent to the Squaw Creek flood channel). The pit

produced dirt fill for use in reconstruction of the old

Squaw Creek road, which follows the north side of the stream

channel. The pit excavation removed portions of two terrace
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features (6 and 7), leaving only small upsiope sections

of them intact. (It is possible that additional cultural

features were formerly located on the original surface of

the pit, and that all sign of them has been obliterated

by excavation.) Several mature conifers were logged from

the periphery of the site in the l960s. This activity

caused no appreciable impact to the soil surface, as the

trees were felled downslope or away from the site.

Site 35JA5001 was first noted in 1975, during a Forest

Service road survey project along Squaw Creek. Testing of

a portion of one feature revealed the site's archaeological

significance, and cultural resource management recommenda-

tions were implemented. These measures protected site

35JA5001 from potential impacts caused by construction of

the new Squaw Creek Road (FS Road 4136) upslope. Since 1975

knowledge of the site's existence, while not widespread, has

grown. It became vulnerable to both relic collecting and

mass-wasting caused by the over-steepened slope of the borrow

pit. For these reasons, archaeological recovery of arti-

factual material from site 35JA5001 was considered to be

appropriate.

(When originally recorded with the Oregon archaeological

site files at the Museum of Natural History, University of

Oregon, the Squaw Creek Chinese camp was given the site



Figure 11-6-5. Panoramic view to east, site 35JASOQ1. Feature 1 at upper left,
Features 2 and 3 at center, Feature 4 at right. Feature 5 (not shown) is to right
of scene.



Figure 11-6-6. Composite view to west, showing slope of site
exposed by borrow-pit cut. Squaw Creek is located among the
alders at center left.

Figure 11-6-7. View northeast of site 35JA5001 (left) and
borrow pit excavation (right).
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number 35JA30. This number was used for field notes,

feature drawings and artifact labeling. Unbeknownst to

the writer, the number was later changed by the University

of Oregon to 35JA5001. The labeled artifacts retain the

original 'site identification number.)

Archaeological Field Methods

Initial site survey and testing of the southeast

quadrant of Feature 1 was accomplished in the fall of 1975.

Excavation of the other features (2 through 5) took place

during the summer of 1980. When used to describe archae-

ological investigations at site 35JA5001, the term "excava-

tiont' is actually somewhat misleading. Testing of Feature 1

and subsequent work at other terrace features determined

that cultural evidence was confined to the surface. All

artifacts occurred at or near (+ or - 2.0 cm) the interface

between the organic litter cover and the mineral soil surface

of the features. Excavation of the soil to deeper levels

did not yield any cultural debris. "Excavation" of the

features at site 35JA5001 rapidly became the process of

peeling back the thin stratum of duff and leaf litter, ex-

posing and recording the artifacts and other items in situ.

This method resulted in the removal of artifacts while the
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features (with their rock components) were left intact.

The organic material was replaced on the exposed surfaces

when the project had been completed.

Over 99% of the artifacts were found and recorded in

situ. The back-dirt (largely leaf-mold and decomposed wood

fiber) from the peeling operation was sifted manually and/or

passed through a 1/4"-mesh shaker screen. One nail f rag-

ment, three shards of brown-glazed stoneware and one piece

of light-green glass were recovered from the back-dirt.

Excavation proceeded by 2 m2 units. Most of the

terrace features are of such a size and shape that four

2 meter x 2 meter excavation units, their common corners

centered in the middle of the feature floor, were sufficient

to provide exposure of the entire feature surface (including

cut-bank and retaining walls). The resulting 4-piece grid

divided the typical feature into northeast, southeast,

southwest and northwest quadrants. In addition, three 2 m2

units were placed between or adjacent to several terrace

features, thereby exposing the soil in areas of natural

slope. No artifacts were found in these units. Due to

limited time and manpower it was impossible to excavate

additional units. Over twenty small "test scrapes" (approx.

40 cm in diameter) down to mineral soil were made at various
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places within the. site. These were. located in areas

where downslope soil movement or water drainage would

have been most likely to redeposit artifacts. One arti-

fact, a small opium pipe bowl fragment, was recovered in

this manner. Finally, the entire site was "swept" with a

Garrett sound-enhancing metal detector. Several brass

opium box fragments and one nail were found by this means.

All of these items were located either adjacent to the ex-

posed surfaces of Features 2-4 or in the unexcavated sur-

face of Feature 6 (two boxes). Some ceramic and glass

fragments were undoubtedly missed. In the writer's judg-

ment, however, the archaeological project recovered a

sufficiently large sample of the total artifact inventory

to be representative.

Results

Excavation of the features yielded information about

the construction (and possible superstructures) of the

terrace features. The artifacts recovered from the exca-

vation permit inferences as to the activities that took

place at site 35JA5001.
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Figure 11-6-8. View west of rock buttress along southeast
perimeter of Feature 1, site 35JA5001.

Figure 11-6-9. Same view after some of the vegetation has
been removed.
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Feature 1

Feature 1 is the uppermost terrace feature at site

35JA5001. The east half of the feature's floor has a semi-

rectangular outline. The west half has been excavated into

the slope and this portion of the floor margin is basically

circular in plan. The rectalinear floor edges are aligned

generally to the cardinal directions. The floor measures

4.0 in north-south and 4.2 in east-west. The downslope "fill"

portion of the floor occupies the southeast quadrant of

Feature 1. Here, the floor level is approximately one meter

higher than the adjacent natural slope. Greenschist boulders

(probably removed from the soil during excavation of the

terrace) have been placed along the southeastern margin of

Feature 1, forming a dry-stone retaining wall or "buttress"

that has prevented the southeast quadrant of the floor from

eroding downslope (see Figure 11-6- 9). The entire length

of this stacked-rock wall measures approximately 3 meters;

it is the most visually prominent modification to the terrain
at site 35JA5001.

Only the southeast quadrant of Feature 1 was excavated.

The organic litter on the remaining surface is extremely

light; in many places mineral soil is plainly visible. No

artifacts were observed and no metal readings were obtained
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Figures 11-6-11/12. Views of southeastern quadrant, Feature
1, site 35JA5001.
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in the other three quadrants. A decision was made to con-

centrate efforts on the lower features that had a signifi-

cant depth [3-6 cm] of organic cover. Artifacts included

a scatter of over 30 shards of brown-glazed stoneware found

along the east edge of the feature. These included base,

rim and wall fragments. All of them appear to be pieces

from a single vessel. Two fragments of clear ("aguatt-hue)

vessel glass were found. The larger fragment bears an

embossed "W" or "M" and portions of another, unidentifiable

letter. The glass pieces appear to be from a rectangular

walled bottle or jar. Metal objects included a small piece

of strap iron and part of a rectangular, tin-plated can lid

(tobacco?). A circular piece of the latter artifact has

been cut away, possibly by a knife. The resulting hole has

a diameter of 3.0 cm. One brass opium box lid was also

found. It bears a stamped seal in the center which includes

several Chinese characters (see Figure 11-6-49). No evidence

of a superstructure was found during excavation (e.g., post

molds, etc.). However, a 30 cm long piece of charred wood

was found wedged among the rocks in the vertical face of

the dry-stone buttress. No cut-marks or other signs of

human modification were evident. This object may have

occurred naturally after the site was abandoned although it

conceivably served as some sort of stake or other structural

device (remnant of an upright pole?).



Feature 2

The upper (north) edge of Feature 2 is located about

one meter downslope (south) from the base of the Feature 1

buttress. The terrace floor has a distinctly rectalinear

outline, with the edges oriented almost exactly to the

cardinal directions. The dimensions of the floor are

3.5 x 3.5 meters. The northeastern part of the floor has

been excavated into the slope, creating a 0.7 m high cut-

bank bordering most of the north and east edges of the floor

(see Figure 11-6-16). Numerous greenschist boulders and

angular cobbles have been placed on the face of this exca-

vated cut-bank, forming a retaining wall to prevent down-

slope soil erosion onto the floor of Feature 2. This "rock

work" is less carefully constructed than that of the Fea-

ture 1 buttress. (Several of the rocks have rolled down

onto the terrace floor. Judging from the thick moss growth

on their upper faces, as well as from the fact that they

intrude into the organic litter to the surface of mineral

soil, this probably occurred soon after the feature was

abandoned.) One of the rocks on the east cut-bank is an

alluvial mica-schist boulder, indicating that at least some

of the rocks were carried up to the terrace feature from

Squaw Creek. The western edge of the floor grades almost
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Figure 11-6-13. View northeast, Feature 2, prior to its ex-
cavation in surraner of 1980. Note the Douglas-fir trees grow-
ing from the floor at the terrace platform.

rigure 11-6-14. View west of same feature, during excavation
of northwest and southeast quadrants.
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Figures LI-6-16/17. Views of the rock retaining wall along
north perimeter cut-bank of Feature 2, site 35JA5001.
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Figure 11-6-18. View east,
showing line of moss-
covered greenschist slabs
along south perimeter of
Feature 2.

Figure II-6-l. View north, showing floor and cut-bank of
Feature 2 (lower center) and rock buttress of Feature 1
(upper center).
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imperceptibly into the natural slope. The south edge of

the floor is bounded by four large grenschist slabs,

aligned east-west. Three Douglas-fir trees (one medium

diameter and two pole-sized) are presently growing from

the surface of Feature 2.

The entire surface of the feature (including the cut-

bank) was excavated. Very little cultural debris was found.

Two machine-cut square nails (l2d) were found near the south-

west corner of the terrace floor. One threaded bunghole

stopper C?), made from cast lead, was recovered in the north-

west quadrant. Portions of one brass opium box (walls and

strap) were located near the southwest corner of Feature 2

(just outside of the excavation unit). A concentration of

burned wood and charcoal flecks in the west half of the floor

may be evidence of a small hearth or the remains of a wooden

superstructure. The excavation revealed no post-molds or

other possible structural evidence.

Feature 3

The northeast corner of Feature 3 is located about one

meter downslope (south) of th southwest corner of Feature 2.

This terrace floor also has a distinctly rectangular shape,

oriented to the cardinal directions. The floor measures
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Figure 11-6-20. VieW north-
east, showing Feature 3
prior to its excavation.
Large diameter madrone tree
grows from the center of
the platform floor.

Figure 11-6-21. View southeast, showing excavated northwest
quadrant in the foreground. Artifact cluster is visible near
base of small diameter fir.
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3.75 m north-south and 3.0 in east-west. The northeast

half of the floor has been excavated relatively deeply

into the slope, creating a 1.0 in high. cut-bank above the

north and east edges of the floor. As with Feature 2,

angular greensch.ist boulders and cobbles have been placed

on the cut-bank surface to inhibit soil movement dowaslope.

The west edge of the floor grades into the natural slope.

The southern edge is defined by an abrupt change in slope

angle, from nearly level to about 4Q0 Three pole-sized

Douglas-fir trees and one large-diameter madrone presently

grow from the surface of Feature 3.

The entire surface of Feature 3 (including the cut-bank)

was exposed by excavation of the 5 cm deep organic litter.

It yielded the greatest variety of artifacts from site

35JA5001. Nine shards (foot-ring, wall and rim) of one

blue-on-white porcelain rice bowl were recovered from the

northwest quadrant. These were part of a larger cluster

of other artifacts (see Figure 11-6-24). The exterior

underglaze design is an abstract motif of swirls and part

of a Chinese character; this design is known as the "Double

Happiness" pattern. Ferrous metal objects included one

opened and smashed hole-in-top tin can, two 20d machine-cut

square nails, the metal portion of two eating utensil C?)
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Figure 11-6-23. View
northeast, showing rock
reinforcing wall along
cut-bank of Feature 3.
Feature 2 is in upper
center of scene.

Figure 11-6-24. Detail
of artifact cluster;
northwest quadrant of
Feature 3; showing rice
bowl fragments, boot
sole, "bucket handle,"
etc.
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handles, one 0.75 m long piece of 1" strap metal (barrel

hoop?), and a wire "bucket handlet' C?). Scattered pieces

(lids, straps, walls and bases) of two complete brass

opium boxes were also found. Several sections of a leather

bootsole (right foot) were located among the ceramic frag-

ments and the bucket handle. There was no evidence of

any superstructure.

Feature 4

The northern edge of Feature 4 is located about 1.5

meters directly below (south) of the south edge of Feature 3.

This terrace has a basically rectangular, but somewhat "dog-

leg" shape. The short axis (2.2 m) is aligned north-south;

the long axis (5.3 m) runs east-west. Very little soil

excavation was necessary to form this feature as it occupies

a relatively narrow bench in the natural slope. The north

and south edges of the floor are defined by an abrupt change

in slope (0° to about 450) The east edge grades into the

natural bench. The west edge is bounded by a pile of large

greenschist boulders. This stack of boulders measures 1.5 m

in diameter and about 0.5 m high. It probably represents

the excess rock left after construction of the other features

had been completed. The boulders may have been quarried

from the large greenschist outcrop at Feature 5, about



Figure 11-6-25.. View south, showing Feature 4 Cleft center)
and Feature 3 (lower, center), site 35JA5001.

Figure 11-6-26. View west, showing Feature 4, with pile of
stacked greenschist boulders at western edge of excavated
floor. Feature 5 is located approx. 11 in beyond and down-
slope from rock-pile.
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Figure 11-6-28. View soutbeast of Feature 4. Edge of borrow-
pit is located short distance beyond the excavated area.

Figure 11-6-29. View of stacked greenschist boulders on west-
ern edge of Feature 4.



Figure 11-6-30/31. Views east showing panorama of site 35JA5001 after excavation.
Feature 2 (left), Feature 3 (center), Feature 4 (right).



11 meters to the vest. Two medium-diameter Douglas-fir

trees presently grow from the southern periphery of Fea-

ture 4.

The entire surface of Feature 4 was excavated. Arti-

facts included a dense cluster of over 70 fragments of

green glass; these were all from the wall and shoulder por-

tions of a circular-walled bottle. One 6d machine-cut

square nail was recovered, as were the lids and other pieces

(incomplete) of five opium boxes. There was no discernible

evidence of a superstructure.

Feature 5

The east edge of Feature 5 is located about 11 meters

west of the west edge of Feature 4, and about 2 meters lower

in elevation. This terrace is situated on the west side of

the old runoff channel while Features 3 and 4 are located

to the east of this gully. The floor plan of Feature 5 is

basically rectangular and aligned to the cardinal directions.

It measures 4.0 m north-south and 3.0 m east-west. The north

edge of the floor is formed by the vertical face of a large

greenschist outcrop. This natural wall is about 3 meters

high. The western edge of the floor is bounded by an ir-

regular-shaped, lower continuation of the outcrop. Here,
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Figure 11-6-33. View north-
east showing rock buttress
along southwest edge of
Feature 5.
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Figure 11-6-32. View north of
schist outcrop at north peri-
meter of Feature 5, site
35JA5001.
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much of the rock is fractured and loose (the result of

quarrying to construct the terrace?). A number of large

boulders have been stacked to a height of 1.5 meters in

order to form a steep wall along the northwest margin of the

terrace floor. The east edge of the floor is defined by a

shallow excavation into the natural slope; angular cobbles

have been placed on the cut-bank to retain the soil. The

south edge of Feature 5 is marked by a vertical 6.5 meter

drop to the flood channel of Squaw Creek. A stacked-boulder

buttress has prevented the southwestern margin of the ter-

race floor from moving downslope. In order to construct

Feature 5, a good deal of quarrying must have been accom-

plishedprobably resulting in an irregular floor level.

Mica-schist sand and alluvial pebbles were brought up from

Squaw Creek by the occupants and spread over the west half

of the terrace excavation, thereby producing a level floor.

Three medium-diameter Douglas-fir trees presently grow from

the surface of Feature 5.

The entire surface of Feature 5 (including the cut-bank

and stacked boulder wall) was excavated. Artifacts included

over 60 shards (base, wall, rim and spout fragments) from

a brown-glazed stoneware soy sauce jug. One basal fragment

of. a circular-walled, clear-glass bottle or jar was located



Figure 11-6-35. View east, showing east half of Feature 5,
site 35JA5001.

Figure I1-6-36. View west, showing west half of Feature 5.
Note schist boulders stacked on rock outcrop.
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Figure 11-6-37. View southeast from rock outcrop, showing
northeast, southeast and southwest quadrants of Feature 5
after excavation.

157

Figure 11-6-38. View west, showing stacked rodks along peri-
meter of Feature 5 floor.
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Figure II6-3a. Detail of northwest quadrant of Feature 5,
showing brass disc (arrow) and fragments of stoneware soy
sauce jug.

Figure Ir-6-40. Fragments of stoneware soy sauce jug from
Feature 5. Note spout fragment.

cm



near the center of Feature 5. Strap and wall pieces

(edges melted from fire) of one brass opium box were

found. An interesting final item was a 3 cm diameter

disc cut from the brass sheet of an opium box. The center

of the disc has been perforated, possibly with a nail.

Possible evidence of a wooden superstructure was

found in the east half of Feature 5. This was the remains

of a burned pole or post aligned north-south along the east

edge of the floor. This wood may be merely a large branch

or sapling tree which burned after the site's abandonment.

However, it could represent a formerly upright post or

perhaps some sort of fallen ridge-pole. The evidence is

inconclusive; no cut marks, nail holes or other human modi-

fications were found on the wood fragments.

Feature 6

Feature 6 is located about 3 meters (horizontal) south

of the south edge of Feature 4, and about 1.5 meters lower

in elevation. Only a small western segment of this terrace

remains intact; most of Feature 6 has been removed by the

borrow pit excavation. Not enough of the feature remains

from which to infer its probable size and shape. The rem-

nant portion has northern and western edges aligned to the

cardinal directions.
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Using a metal detector, the base and wall pieces of

two brass opium boxes were found on the surface of Fea-

ture 6, beneath the organic litter. No further excavation

was undertaken.

Feature 7

Feature 7 is evidently a remnant of a level-floored

terrace, most of which has been removed by the borrow pit

excavation. No artifacts were found there with either the

metal detector or a small "test scrape." This feature is

the lowest in elevation of the seven terraces at site

35JA500 1.

Artifact Analysis

The artifact assemblage from site 35JA5001 contains

fragments of less than twenty-five items. Most of these

are associated with either food preparation and consump-

tion or drug use.

Ceramics

Three ceramic vessels are represented. Less than 50%

of each item was recovered; the other fragments probably re-

main under the cover of organic litter at the site, beyond

the excavated floors of the terrace features.
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V
Figure 11-6-41. Fragments of storteware food jar from Feature
1, site 35JA5001.

Figure 11-6-42. Fragments of "Double Happiness" porcelain
rice bowl from Feature 3, site 35JA5001. (Opium pipe bowl
fragment on the right.)
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rown-glazd stoneware: Portions of two brown-glazed

stoneware containers (one open-mouth food jar and one soy

sauce jug) were found. (See previous chapter for general

discussion of this kind of ceramic container.) Based on

differences in basal profiles, as well as in exterior and

interior glazes, it is certain that two different vessels

are represented. Both of the shard scatters were fairly

extensive, covering areas about 2 m or more in diameter.

(Judging from the location pattern of different sized frag-

ments relative to large rocks, it is possible that the two

containers may have been purposely broken, having been

thrown against the rock buttress of Feature 1 and the schist

outcrop of Feature 5..)

Porcelain: about 30% of one blue-on-white "Canton ex-

port ware" rice bowl was found. The underglaze design is

in the "Double Happiness" pattern. A whole rice bowl of

identical decoration was recovered from a privy pit in the

Jacksonville Chinatown (see Figure 11-7-22). Rice bowl frag-

ments of similar design have been reported for other non-

urban Chinese sites in southwestern Idaho (Wylie 1980:Fig. 6)

and near Donner Pass in California (Evans 1980:92).
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Ceram-c opium bowl fragment: One small fragment of an

unglazed, "burnished" orange earthenware opium pipe bowl

was found on the slope between Features 4 and 5. It ap-

pears to be from the upper surface of a flat-topped bowl.

Opium smoking is discussed in more detail below.

Glass

All of the glass recovered from site 35JA5001 is of

Euro-Pmerican origin. The fragments appear to be from 3

vessels, most likely bottles. The two "aqua" fragments

from Feature 1 may be from a bitters bottle or medicine

container with an embossed label. The clear-glass base

fragment from Feature 5 is from a relatively thick (0.6 cm),

circular walled bottle or jar with a basal diameter of about

6.0 centimeters.

The green glass bottle from the floor of Feature 4 is

especially interesting. The over 70 fragments of this

vessel were densely clustered and contiguous, indicating

that the object was crushed (from either human or natural

causes) where it rested. All of the fragments are from the

circular wall and/or rounded shoulder of a "brandy squat"

bottle (similar in size and shape to the 1-pint container

still used for Couvoisier cognac, although the fragmented

glass is of typical nineteenth century quality). Upon
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reconstructing the vessel it became evident that both the

base and neck portions of the bottle had been purposely

removed. (The method of glass-cutting is uncertain; it

was perhaps accomplished by igniting a kerosene-soaked

"wrap-around" string and then plunging the heated part into

cold water.) Whatever method was used, the base and neck

breaks are quite "clean" (see Figure 11-6-43). No base or

neck fragments of the bottle were found at site 353A5001,

possibly because the modification to the vessel was done

elsewhere (e.g., Squaw Creek?).

The oniy logical explanation for this artifact is that

the bottle, after emptied of its original contents (likely

brandy or wine), was intentionally cut to produce an object

with a much different function. The probably use of this

object becomes clear when it is related to the prevalent

activity revealed at Feature 4opium smoking. The inges-

tion of opium smoke required the drug itself, a specially

made pipe with ceramic air chamber or partially enclosed

bowl, and .a continually lighted lamp. The flame of the lamp

was used first to soften the gummy opium substance before it

was placed into the small aperture of the bowl, and secondly

to ignite the opium after it had been placed inside. (The

user held the bowl upside-down, with the opium-encrusted
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Figure 11-6-43. Cut bottle probab1e "opium lamp globe")
from Feature 4, site 35JA5001.

Figure 11-6-44. Vertical view of cut bottle "lamp globe."



Figure rt-6-45. Artifacts from site
35JA5001 a: cut bottle
(opium lamp g1obe) b: Doub1e Hap-
piness ricc bowl; C: utensil handle,
steel; d: perforated brass diSC (from

opium box).

crs
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aperture directly over the flame; Greenwood 1978:48-49,

Wylie 1980:3-4, Etter 1980:99). The Chinese sojourners

utilized small lamps called yin tene, which were manufac-

tured specifically for thispurpose (Etter 1980:99). An

open-top cylindrical container (usually of brown-glazed

stoneware and measuring about 5 cm in diameter and 5 cm

high) held a wax candle or an oil wick. A 5-7 cm high

glass lamp globe fitted onto the rim of the ceramic body;

this protected the flame from wind or exhalation. The hole

in the top of this conical glass chimney was about 2 cm in

diameter. (Brandes et al. [1978) record such a yin tene

glass chimney, broken, from the excavation of the Quong

Store in San Diego.) The cut bottle from Feature 4 would

have fit directly over the entire body of a typical opium

lamp base, with its neck hole having the correct diameter

and height to serve as an opium lamp chimney. It seems

virtually certain that this object served as a yin tene

chimney for the opium smokers at site 35JA5001. It was

probably made from a bottle available at the site after

the original "made in China" glass chimney had been broken

or lost.



Metal

Ferrous and lead objects: All of the iron or steel

artifacts are apparently from Euro-American objects.

The five machine-cut square nails, ranging in size

from 20d to 6d, may have been used in the construction of

wooden superstructures on some of the terrace features

(see following section of Chapter 6). The wire "bucket

handle" is a 20 cm curved length of steel wire, with both

ends bent back to form "catches." The catches most likely

passed through holes in the wall of some sort of metal con-

tainer, or possibly a porcelain teapot. The container may

have been merely an opened can used for carrying and/or

boiling water.

The two broken metal portions of utensil handles appear

to be the remnants of a knife and/or forks. One of these

has two small holes in the proximal end (see Figure 11-6-46).

The holes were evidently for metal pegs which connected the

two wooden half-sections of the utensil handle.

The hole-in-top can (10 cm high and 10 cm in diameter)

undoubtedly contained preserved food, either meat or vege-

table products. The rectangular can lid segment is con-

sistent with the size and shape of cut-plug smoking tobacco

cans. The lid has been cut in half and a circular section

of the sheet metal cut away.
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Figure 11-6-46. Metal and glass artifacts from site 35JA5001.
A: wire handle; B: utensil handle; C: cast-lead screw lid;
D: glass vessel fragments; E: machine-cut nails; F: perfor-
ated brass disc.

Figure 11-6-47. Can fragments from Features 1 and 3. A: hole-
in-top food can; B: possible cut-pi tobacco can.
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The 0.75 cm length of strap metal has a broken, riv-

eted connection at one end, indicating that the original

shape of the strap was probably circular. If so, it most

likely served as a hoop for a small diameter, wooden-stave

barrel. If the assumption of a barrel is correct, the lead

bunghole cap may be functionally associated with the strap

metal. The cap has a threaded body and knurled rim to im-

prove grip when tightening or loosening.

ras. opium bores: Portions of at least 9 rectangular

brass opium containers were found at site 35JA5001. These

included walls, bases, lid/wall straps and lids. The di-

mensions of a complete box measured 9.3 cm long x 6.5 cm

wide x 4.3 cm deep. In shape, size and operation the 5-tael

(6-2/3 oz.) opium box was somewhat similar to the "modern

Band-Aid box" (Wylie 1980:5). Jones et al. (1979:44) pro-

vides a description of how the containers were made:

The body formation was derived by placing a
brass sheet around a rectangular form and
beaten into shape. For the bottom, a rec-
tangular piece of brass sheet was used.
Small squares were cut out of the corners
and the remaining wings bent to form a lip.
This was placed on the can end and soldered.
The lids consisted of a rectangular piece of
sheet brass with a 7/8" wide brass strip which
was soldered to form a lip. In this manner,
the lid would be slipped on and off and still
be tight enough to retain the contents.
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All of the box lids from the si.te have been stamped with

the identical embossed trademark or salutation, a hexa-

gonal outline that encloses several Chinese characters.

The uppermost characters translate as "Top Quality."

According to Jones (personal communication), the lids

from Squaw Creek camp are the trademark of the Fook Lung

(Loon?) Company of Hong Kong, a major exporter of opium to

the United States. (There seems to be some disagreement as

to whether the embossed symbol on opium box lids are ac-

tually trademarks or if they served merely as a "salutation"

or greeting to the user. Lango recovered one 5-tael opium

box from the Jacksonville Chinese Quarter which had the

orange paper label still adhering to its walls; the writing

was translated as giving the manufacturer's name and a

guarantee that stated, "We don't cheat anyone;" see Figure

11-6-49.)

Kuffner (in: I-Iattori,et al. 1979:607) estimates the

capacity of a 5-tael box at 200 cc of opium, and she further

infers that each box probably contained enough of the drug

for "between 400 and 800 smokes." - The average number of

"smokes" required to achieve the desired narcotic effect is un-

certain. It is, therefore,unclear what probable range of

time span is represented by the consumption of nine boxes of

opium. Using a "guesstimate" of three weeks of nightly use



Figure 11-6-48. Brass opium box parts from site 35JA5001:
lid, strap, walls, base.

Figure 11-6-49. Opium box lid from Feature 1; top is at left,
embossed label reads: "Top Quality - Fook Loon."
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for the consumption of a 5-tael box of opium by an average

user, one arrives at a minimum total period of twenty-seven

weeks in order to consume ni.ne boxes. The average-sized Chi-

nese mining company (i.e., 1880 U.S. Census "household") was

six-ten persons. Using this figure (and assuming that all

members smoked an equal amount of the drug) yields a minimum

occupation span at Squaw Creek camp of between three and four

weeks. The calculation is admittedly a very rough guess;

however, it seems unlikely that the occupants would have ex-

pended the time and energy to construct the several terrace

features if their intended stay was for a shorter period.

The function of the perforated brass disc, cut from

the wall sheet of a 5-tael opium box, is unknown. Evans

(1980:94) reports that similar thin metal discs, "the size

of Chinese coins," were recovered from the railroad camp at

Donner Summit, California and he speculates on their use as

gambling tokens. The Chinese fondness for gambling is well-

known; gaming pieces have been found at many sojourner sites

in the United States. Occupants of remote, non-urban sites

like Squaw Creek may have been forced to "make do" with

available, hand-made gambling tokens when the supply of

coins was limited. The disc from site 35JA5001 is the same

diameter of a typical Chinese cash coin, and like it, could

have been strung on wire or string with other coins and
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Figure II-6-5Q.. Opium box fragments from Feature 4.

Figure 11-6-51. Boot or shoe sole fragments from Feature 3.
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tokens. The reuse of opium boxes for other purposes is

not unknown; Jones (personal communication) reports that

the containers were sometimes flattened and used as plates.

(The disc removed from the tin-plated tobacco can lid may

have been intended for a use similar to that of the per-

forated brass disc.)

Organics

Leather bootsole: The fragments of bootsole are pieces

from typical late nineteenth century footwear (Anderson 1968).

They are from a boot or shoe for a right foot (about size 8,

narrow width). Four thicknesses of leather are held to-

gether by small, threaded or grooved nails with sheared-off

heads. This item was almost certainly manufactured in the

United States, probably by one of the large shoe factories

of the Atlantic seaboard states.

Bone: The faunal remains recovered from site 35JA5001

consisted of one bird skull (Paseeriformes, probably a scrub

jay or Stellar's jay) from Feature 3 and one vertebra and

two ribs of a mature deer (Odocoileus hemionos colurnbianus)

from Feature 5. These bones are in quite good condition and

are probably not over five-ten years old. Their presence on

the floors of two cultural features undoubtedly resulted from



natural causes. No other faunal evidence was encountered

during excavation. Butchering and cooking activities at

site 35JA5001 may well have occurred downslope, in areas

destroyed by borrow- pit excavation or floor erosion.

Site Analysis: Conclusions

Based on the results of the excavation, site 35JA5001

represents the upper portion of a short-use (one-four months?)

Chinese camp occupied sometime during the last quarter of

the nineteenth century. The occupants probably labored as

miners or ditch-diggers somewhere nearby in the Squaw Creek

drainage. If they were hydraulic miners the occupancy period

at site 35JA5001 would most likely have been during the winter

months when water was most plentiful. Mid-winter is the upper

Applegate River drainage's most flood-prone season. A winter

occupancy at the camp would partially explain the excavation

of stone-lined platforms into the steep slope, in preference

to placing the camp along the narrow alluvial terrace of

Squaw Creek. In addition, the southern aspect of the camp

would have provided at least some direct sunlight (approxi-

mately five hours per day) during cold days, as opposed to

the north-facing slope across Squaw Creek which is in per-

petual shade during the winter months.
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The total artifact assemblage for site 35JA5001 is

relatively small, representing less than thirty objects.

Most of the artifacts can be characterized as either

domestic (food preparation, food consumption) or "recrea-

tional'1 (drug use, possible gambling) in nature. The rec-

reational items, most of which are associated with opium

smoking, make up 45% of the assemblage, a significantly

larger proportion than that reported for most other non-

urban Chinese sites. The relative lack of food-related

items indicates that most food preparation and consumption

may have taken place elsewhere, perhaps on the Squaw Creek

stream terrace where water is readily available.

The distribution pattern of artifacts among' the various

terrace features permits some inference as to intra-site

activity areas. The presence of five of the nine opium box

lids at Feature 4, as well as the presence of the "lamp

chimney" and the proximity of the one opium bowl fragment,

suggests that this feature served as a centralized smoking

areaor at least that more opium smoking took place there.

Box lids would likely have been removed from the containers

when smoking was in progress, being placed nearby for when

the box was to be resealed. When a box was emptied of its

contents the lids were most likely left where they lay while

the box was usually smashed flat and tossed aside. Portions
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of three such flattened boxes were found along the down-

slope periphery of Feature 4; two more occurred directly

downslope on the surface of Feature 6. Partial reconstruc-

tion of the various pieces indicate that the five lids from

Feature 4 were originally connected to the five boxes found

nearby.

No food-related items were recovered from Feature 4,

whereas each of the four other excavated terraces yielded

at least one food-related item. These items were most plen-

tiful at Feature 3; e.g., containers (hole-in-top can,

possible barrel, wire handle), parts of presumed eating

utensils, and the porcelain rice bowl. Feature 3 may have

served as a communal eating area. The two stoneware jugs

at Features 1 and 5, judging from the pattern of shard

scatter, could have been purposely broken when the site

was abandoned. The preceding suppositions are, of course,

merely that. The small number of artifacts recovered from

the Squaw Creek camp makes it impossible to do anything

more than conjecture about intra-site variability.

The level floors of the five whole terrace features

provide enough room for two persons each to lie prone with-

out undue crowding. (According to the ethnographic litera-

ture, however, ttovercrowdingu was very common in sojourner-
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occupied structures throughout the western U.S.) If these

features functIoned primarily as sleeping platforms, as

seems likely, the Squaw Creek camp may have been home to

as many as a dozen parsons. If wooden superstructures were

erected over the floors, the available sleeping room would

have been somewhat less. There were no indications of lumber

or log structures at site 35JA5001 (e.g., plentiful nails,

rotted planks or logs, abundant charcoal). The evidence

for above-surface construction is tenuous: several nails

and burned wood (one of which is a pole aligned with the

floor edge of one feature). If the camp was occupied during

the winter, some form of overhead shelter would have been

necessary. Chinese miners are known to have utilized crude

brush huts and canvas tents for temporary shelter (see dis-

cussion of sojourner architecture in Chapter 9). The size

and shape of the stone-reinforced platforms at Squaw Creek

camp could have accommodated either. The presence of only

a very few nails and burned wood (fallen ridge-poles?) sug-

gests that brush huts occupied the floors of Features 2

and 5. Beyond this, no factually-based inference about

specific construction is possible. Whatever sort of struc-

tures may have been erected at site 35JA5001, it is apparent

that they provided only the minimum shelter necessary for

protection from the elements.
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The arrangement of the terrace features shows a

preference for north-south alignment. This phenomenon

was undoubtedly a result, at least partially, of the con-

straints of the natural terrain. However, the persistence

of north-south, oriented terrace floors throughout the site,

no matter what the particular slope aspect of a given ter-

race happens to be, implies that a cultural factor may have

contributed to the site lay-out as well.

(In 1981 the writer interviewed Mr. George Francis

Collings, age 95, of Jacksonville. Collings grew up in

the lower Squaw Creek area, and recalled seeing the re-

mains of a "Chinamen's camp" on the south-facing slope of

Stringtown Gulch (downstream from site 35JA5001), about

200 to 300 feet above Squaw Creek. Collings was told that

this might have been a camp for Oriental workers on the

"Klippel Ditch," which was tunneled north through the

ridge to the French. Gulch drainage at the head of the left-

hand fork of Stringtown Gulch (about 1,000 feet above Squaw

Creek]. Collings stated that he had always wondered why

the Chinese chose "to build on that hot, dry south slope

instead of down on the (ca. two acre] flat" where String-

town Gulch enters Squaw Creek, and where later white

settlers built a small cabin. Perhaps one reasons is that



this alluvial terrace is quite flood-prone, and th.e cabin

has been nearly obliterated by periodic flooding of Squaw

Creek and streambank undercutting. According to Collings,

the name "Stringtown" came from the alignment of the

Chinese quarters [tents?) "in a string" in a north-to-

south direction. An intensive search of this area in

March of 1981 failed to yield any evidence of Chinese or

other early cultural features on this slope. Post-1950

road-building, logging and big-game enhancement projects

may have obliterated any visible trace of the Stringtown

camp. Collings recalled that the site was barely discern-

able in about 1900, and that he could not find it when he

returned many years later.)
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7. OTHER CHINESE SITES IN THE SISKIYOU MOUNTAINS

This chapter describes several known or probable

Chinese sites located in the Applegate Valley and in

Jacksonville. Several of the sites contain habitation

features, while most of them are simply former hydraulic

mines with cultural remnants consisting of ditches, hy-

draulic cuts and piles of rock tailings. Although none

of the sites have been archaeologically excavated or mapped

in any detail, all have been field-checked and documented.

Together with. the artifactual evidence taken from the Jack-

sonville Chinese Quarter, the sites discussed below provide

additional information about the adaptations of the Chinese

sojourners in southwestern Oregon.

Gin Lints Camp at China Gulch

There are two small drainages named China Gulch in the

upper Applegate Valley; one feeds into Carberry Creek arid

the other, discussed here, drains directly into the Apple-

gate River. Gin Lin's camp and hydraulic diggings are

located on private land along the eastward draining China

Gulch, between Star Gulch on the north. and Palmer Creek to

the south. The site is situated at an elevation of about
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1,650 feet a.s1. and is about 0.4 miles west of the Apple-

gate River. The geological and vegetational setting is

similar to that of site 35JA5003. The hydraulic excavation

was fed by a large capacity, 5-mile long ditch which di-

verted water from Palmer Creek. The mined area has an

irregular shape which comprises about 30 acres. The floor

of the hydraulic cut is up to 40 feet below the original

ground surface of the "high terrace" alluvial deposits.

Because of the characteristic color of the soil in this

vicinity, the area between Palmer Creek and Star Gulch was

known to nineteenth century miners as the "red hills" (Demo-

cratic Times 1 Aug. 1879:3). Tailings of boulders and large

cobbles occur at numerous places within the cut; although

a few of the tailings features have short sections of stacked

rock walls, most of them are just randomly piled.

GjnIin mined at China Gulch between 1882 and 1884

(Democratic Times 3 Mar. 1882:3, Oregon Sentinel various

issues, 1883, Port 1945:6). Judging from the extensive

size of the hydraulic excavation, several seasons were neces-

sary to complete the work. While his activities at Little

Applegate diggings continued, Gin conducted hydraulic opera-

tions at several locations between Palmer Creek and China

Gulch. He established a camp on the western (upslope)

perimeter of the China Gulch diggings which evidently served



Figure 11-7-i. Panoramic view to northwest, showing site of Gin Lin's camp at
China Gulch. Building at right is site of Chinese structures.
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the miners working at his various mines i.n the "red hills."

The Palmer Creek Ditch was probably extended from mine to

mine as the hydraulic operations moved to succeeding claims

toward the north (e.g., Placer diggings, Flumet Flat dig-

gings, Flumet Gulch diggings, China Gulch diggings and

possibly on to Star Gulch).

The China Gulch site is on land presently owned by

Mrs. Margaret Dyrdahi, who kindly allowed the writer to

examine the area during the summer of 1980. Most of the

site is an open field which now supports a thick growth of

star thistle. No pre-1900 artifacts were found in the field.

The site where the Chinese buildings were supposed to have

been located is now occupied by a Ca. 1950s-built residence

and associated yard. Substantial excavation was done in

order to level the ground for this structure and no Chinese

or mining-related artifacts were found there. There is use-

ful archival documentation of the China Gulch camp, however.

In 19 10-11 the Forest Service conducted a mineral examination

of the land in question because it had been claimed by one

Clarence Erickson as a homestead entry. The report of

Thomas B. Landers (1911:3), "expert miner" (i.e., federal

mining engineer), commented that:
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[the China Gulch placers] are all worked out
and do not extend into the ground in question.
This is indicated by the fact that the bedrock
where the Chinese quit working is about 20 feet
below the surface, but raises at quite an acute
angle to within 6 to 8 feet of the surface,
showing it to be the western rim or boundary of
the gravel deposit above which no gold is found.

Landers' report goes on to describe the reddish yellow clay

soil and mentions that "about 20 acres has been cleared

[probably the present area of open field] and was evidently

used for garden and other agricultural purposes by the Chi-

nese placer miners." The only improvements at the Erickson

homestead entry were "those constructed by the Chinese

miners when working the placer claim below, as follows:

(Landers 1911:2)

Although no artifactual evidence was found at the site,

the Forest Service report provides some information on the size

and structural character of Gin Lin's buildings. The use of

both log-building techniques and lumber (probably board-and-

batten) constrution suggests that the Chinese utilized Euro-

American building methods. The size of the several structures

indicates that there were possibly three to four bunkhouses

1 1-1/2 story log cabin 16' x 24'
1 shedof logs 12' x 16'
1 shed of lumber 12' x 16'
1 1-room cabin of lumber 16' x 16'
1 1-room cabin of lumber 10' x 16'
1 1-room cabin of lumber 8' x 10'
1 log stable with shed 16' x 20'
3 small outhuildings (dimensions not given)



and several sheds for equipment and supplies. Unfor-

tunately there is no detailed plat with the Landers report

that shows the lay-out of the Chinese buildings at China

Gulch. All that is known is that they were situated on

fairly level ground on the south side of China Gulch.

Flumet Gulch Diggings

The Flumet Gulch hydraylic mine is located on a 75-100

foot high bluff above the west bank of the Applegate River,

about one mile upstream from the China Gulch camp. It lies

at approximately 1,650 feet in elevation a.s.i. The vege-

tation is similar to that of the Little Applegate and China

Gulch sites except that it has a heavier growth of conifers.

The placer deposits here are a remnant of Tertiary "high

terrace" gravels from the abandoned channel of the Applegate

River. There is no record of any Chinese habitation site

at Flumet Gulch; the mining crews probably lived at China

Gulch. (The term "flumet" is a twentieth century mapping

misprint of flume; wooden flumes were common components of

most hydraulic mining operations.) The mined area is

roughly circular and comprises between 10 and 20 acres.

Some of the cut-banks are 50 feet high. Like the China

Gulch mine, this operation was fed by water from the Palmer

Creek Ditch Clocated to the west, about 100 feet upslope).
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Figure 11-7-2
mine, showing

View west from floor of Flumet Gulch hydraulic
headwall of mined area in the distance.

Figure 11-7-3 View northwest of Flumet Gulch. hydraulic mine
headwall.



Figure 11-7-4. View
east from sane point
as Figure 11-7-3,
showing far edge of
Flumet Gulch hydrau-
lic mine.

Figure 11-7-5. View
soutK of tailings
mound and hydraulic
runoff cut at Flumet
Flat; photo taken from
surface of tailings.
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The Flumet Gulch mine, is unusual in that i.t is a

"split-level" excavation; when the lower lying area had

been mined out, a 20 foot high "step" was left along its

western perimeter and then the mining progressed into the

higher adjacent ground at that level. Rock tailings are

scattered throughout the site; all of them are simply random

piles of boulders and cobbles which show no effort at stack-

ing the rocks into straight-sided walls. The Flumet Gulch

mine probably represents at least two seasons of mining.

(Although th.e Jacksonville newspapers' "Mining News"

sections give fairly specific accounts of the mining at

most of the sites discussed in this chapter, the date of the

mining activity was verified by taking tree-ring increment

borings from conifers growing within the hydraulic excava-

tions. The tree-ring counts provided minimum dates which,

when allowing five-ten years for reestablishment of vegeta-

tion, correlated with the newspaper accounts.)

Flumet Flat Diggings

The Flumet Flat hydraulic mine is located about 0.4

miles south (upstream) of th.e Flumet Gulch mine (elevation

1,650 a.s.l.). It, too, is situated on a bluff above the

west bank of the Applegate River. No Chinese camp is
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documented for this site. A Forest Service campground is

located between the mined area and the river. (A historical

interpretive loop-trail, the "Gin Lin Trail," was recently

constructed from the campground through the various mining

features.) There are actually two associated mining ex-

cavations at Flumet Flat. The first is an irregularly-

shaped area on top of the bluff, directly overlooking the

Applegate River. It comprises about one acre and contains

extensive tailings within its perimeter. The cut-banks

vary between 5 and 10 feet in height from the floor of the

cut. The excavation drains into a steep-walled, 70-foot

long channel through which the placer deposits were washed.

(This channel is oriented to the north, feeding into a

natural draw.) A level-topped mound of cobbles (about 30

feet wide at the base) extends nearly 100 feet beyond the

end of the man-made ravine. The top of the tailing pile is

some 20 feet above the natural ground surface. The mound

was built by the ,gradual accretion of rock carried out of

the excavation by the force of water through a wooden flume

or sluice. As the rocks fell out of the end of the flume,

the height of the mound grew and the flume would then be

extended fartherthus creating the long mound of tailings.

The second hydraulic cut is located about 250 feet

northwest of the first. It is an oblong-shaped area about



Figure 11-7-6. View east (downstream of the Palmer Creek
Ditch.

Figure 11-7-7. View west (upstream) from same point as pre-
vious figure. As originally excavated, the ditch was probably
about 1 meter wide and 0.5 meter deep.
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two acres in extent. The floor of this excavation is up

to 20 feet below the original ground surface. Two hydrau-

lically cut channels lead out of the eastern (downslope)

perimeter toward the river, again ending in long mounds

of rock tailings similar to that described above. There

is no evidence of purposeful stacking of the rocks at the

Flumet Flat site, with the exception of a few small piles

in the first excavation. These rocks were probably stacked

in order to provide a pathway within the rather constricted

area of the excavation.

Lower Palmer Creek Diggings

For most of its five-mile length, easterly-draining

Palmer Creek flows through a steep-walled canyon, similar

to that of Squaw Creek. The last quarter-mile of the stream

crosses the open alluvial terrace on the west side of the

Applegate River. The lower Palmer Creek hydraulic mine is

located 0.3 miles west (upstream) of the mouth of the canyon

at an elevation of approximately 1,900 feet a.s.l. The

vegetation is predominately Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine

with a riparian understory of big-leaf maple and alder.

(The alluvial deposits of the Palmer Creek channel

have been hydraulically mined for much of its length. Two
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of the most prominent mines have been selected for dis-

cussion in this chapter.) Tree-ring dating places the

activity at the lower Palmer Creek mine before 1887,

possibly by Gin Lin or other Chinese companies. No habi-

tation site is recorded for this area. However, three

shards of blue-on-white porcelain C"Double Happiness"

pattern) and two fragments of black bottle glass were found

by the writer while surveying a level bench on the north

side of Palmer Creek. This open, largely unmined terrace

is located just downstream from the lower Palmer Creek

diggings. The few artifacts suggest a short-term Chinese

camp at this location. (The presumed camp site has been

disturbed by road-building, logging and recreation activi-

ties; no archaeological excavation was undertaken in the

undisturbed portion.)

The lower Palmer Creek hydraulic mine occupies the

narrow flood channel on the south side of Palmer Creek.

The excavated area measures 300 feet long and 80-100 feet

wide. The floor of this elongated cut has been excavated

6 feet deep in places, down to the level of the Palmer Creek

streainbed. The floor is occupied by three parallel (east-

west) linear piles of cobble tailings which extend the full

length of the cut. These mounds measure 10-15 feet across

at the base, leaving relatively narrow portions of the cut



free of tailings. The tailings vary between 4 and 8 feet

in height. Many sections of the piles are held in place

(i.e, kept from tumbling down onto the floor of the ex-

cavation) by carefully fitted rock walls, giving these

sections vertically-faced sides.

Upper Palmer Creek Diggings:
"The Chinese Wall"

The so-called Palmer Creek Chinese Wall is located

2.5 miles upstream from the site discussed previously

(elevation: 2,500 feet a.s.l.). The site is a similar

hydraulic mining excavation situated in the bottom of the

steep-sided Palmer Creek canyon. Gin Lin is known to have

begun mining the placer deposits of Palmer Creek in 1881

(Democratic Times 16 Dec. 1881:3), and local tradition

claims that Chinese workers built the walls of tailings.

(Gin did not begin to extend the Palmer Creek Ditch north

to the "red hills" until the following year.) No Chinese

habitation features or artifacts have been recorded for this

vicinity, however. The lack of level ground may have forced

the miners to camp downstream. In any case, subsequent

mining and flood erosion would have destroyed evidence of

Chinese occupation along most stretches of Palmer Creek.

No terrace features like those along Squaw Creek have been

found. -
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Th.e upper Palmer Creek mine i.s located along the south

side of Palmer Creek and extends south into the side of

the adjacent 80% slope. The mined area measures 300 feet

long (east-west) by 70-80 feet wide. In several places the

vertical cut-bank into the canyon slope is 15 feet high.

A great deal of alluvial material was removed as a result

of the hydraulic mining. Most of the large cobbles and

boulders remain within the excavation. These were piled

into an extensive system of linear tailing mounds, the

"Chinese Wall." The tailings extend the entire length of

the cut. Along the north side of the main tailings pile

(i.e., adjacentto Palmer Creek), the rock wall rises ver-

tically between 12 and 15 feet directly from the channel of

Palmer Creek (see Figures 11-7-8 and 9). The top of the

tailings mound is generally level, varying between 6 and 9

feet across. The sheer face of the moss-covered stone wall

presents a rather dramatic appearance when viewed from

across Palmer Creek. The south wall of the rock tailings

is 5-10 feet lower in height, but it also exhibits the

care that went into choosing and fitting the rocks in order

to form a stable vertical face. In some places the south

wall makes right-angle turns, with large, semi-rectangular

stone slabs forming "quoins" at these corners (see Figure

11-7- 10). The Palmer Creek "Chinese Wall" is an impressive



Figure 11-7-8. View south. from Palmer Creek to north side of
the "Chinese a11."

Figure 11-7-9. North
face of Palmer Creek
wall, about four
meters high.
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Figure 11-7-10. View northeast showing one of the corners of
Palmer Creek wall. Note the use of large rock slabs as rein-
forcing "quoins" at this angle.

Figure 11-7-lI. Close-up view of stacked rock tailings,
Palmer Creek "Chinese wall."
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cultural feature and the reason for the presumed metaphor

with the Great Wall of China is obvious.

Less obvious, perhaps, is the reason for erecting the

tailings in this manner. It was evidently done in order

to allow for the continued free flow of Palmer Creek and

the hydraulic mining runoff. The rocks of the placer de-

posits were of too great a size and quantity to be easily

washed downstream by blasts of high.-pressure water from the

giant nozzle. They had to remain within the excavation, but

disposed of in such a way so as not to impede the mining

operation or cause impoundment of Palmer Creek. The solution

was to erect a long pile of tailings parallel to the stream

course which separated the mining area from Palmer Creek.

The huge quantity of rock necessitated building the sides

of the tailings into sturdy dry-stone walls. The walls

allowed the cobbles and boulders to be piled to great height

without danger that the rocks would tumble down. The area

south of the tailings was thus left free for the hydraulic

pipe and the system of sluice boxes. The various angles in

the wall were probably made to accommodate the various turns

in the main and undercurrent sluices.

The wall-like tailings at both the upper and lower

Palmer Creek diggings are evidently the result of the

miners having to dispose of a great deal of waste material

within the narrow confines of a steep-sided drainage.



Kanaka Gulch:
"Grand Applegate" Diggings

This hydraulic mine is situated on the west bank of

the Applegate River approximately 2.5 miles upstream (south)

from the mouth of Palmer Creek (elevation: 1,800 feet a.s.l.).

The mine extends from near Kanaka Gulch on the south to

north of the mouth of Water Gulch. The mined area occupies

the portion of a low-lying alluvial terrace nearest to the

Applegate River. The setting is in contrast to the other

hydraulic mines discussed in this chapter which are all

located either in "high terrac" deposits well above the

present elevation oE the river or in the narrow channel of

a tributary stream.

The Grand Applegate Mining Company (organized by German

Jewish merchants in Roseburg and Jacksonville) began hydrau-

lic operations at the site in 1879, following completion of

a 5-mile ditch that diverted water from a point near the

mouth of Carberry Creek. Chinese crews built the ditch

during the winter of 1878-9 (Democratic Times 14 Feb. 1879:3),

and one of the Oriental employees drowned in the Applegate

River when the. skiff he was using to ferry supplies from the

east bank overturned (Oregon Reporter 7 May 1879:3). Ditch

contractor Richard Healy reported that several cabins were

built near the Grand Applegate company's mining ground in
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Figure 11-7-12. View east from near the newly completed
Applegate Dam. Ca. 1880 Grand Applegate Ditch (arrow) is
visible on the slope in the center.

Figure 11-7-13. View west across Applegate River from the
mouth of Squaw Creek. The. Grand Applegate Ditch (arrow) is
visible as the horizontal scar exposed on the newly cleared
slope of the reservoir area.
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early 1879, probably to serve as supply sheds or temporary

quarters for the ditch-diggers (Democratic Times 17 Jan.

1879:3). (The Department of Anthropology, Oregon State

University,was contracted for an archaeological evaluation

of a proposed campground area at Kanaka Gulch during the

summer of 1979. The field crew test excavated the site of

a rock-hearthed cabin; see LaLande 1979. Late nineteenth

century artifacts were recovered but all of them were of

Euro-American manufacture, indicating that the occupants

may not have been Chinese.) The Grand Applegate Mining

Company operated near Kanaka Gulch with Chinese labor until

the claims were sold to a Chinese mining company in 1886

(Democratic Times 11 Aug. 1882:3, Oregon Sentinel 13 Mar.

1886:3).

The entire east edge of the mine is open to the river.

The cut-bank along the western perimeter of the half-mile

long excavation is up to 20 feet high in several places;

generally the bank is about half that height. The western

rim of the mined area extends between 50 and 150 feet from

the edge of the river. Most of the cobbles and boulders

were apparently deposited in the current of the nearby

river. The few piles of rock tailings within the excava-

tion are low mounds with little evidence of purposeful

stacking.
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Figure LI-7-14. View north,
showing headwall of the Grand
Applegate hydraulic mine, lo-
cated between mouths of Kana-
ka Gulch and Water Gulch. The
Applegate River is located a
short distance to the right
of this scene.

Figure 11-7-15. View north of terrace feature at China Gulch,
site 35JA5002.



Site 35JA5002:
China Gulch Terrace Features

As mentioned previously there are two separate drain-

ages in the upper Applegate Valley with the name 'tChina

Gulch." The one discussed here drains southwest into Car-

berry Creek, a major tributary of the Appiegate River. The

vegetation of site 35JA5002 is similar to that of the Squaw

Creek camp. The elevation is approximately 2,750 feet a.s.l.;

rocks of the steep-sided canyon of China Gulch are composed

of metasedimentary argillites and phyllites of the Applegate

Group. The site is located about 0.7 miles upstream from

the mouth of China Gulch.

There is no written documentation of the early mining

activity along China Gulch. The name itself is certainly

suggestive of the presence of Chinese miners. Based on the

artifacts recovered from site 35JA5002, the site was probably

occupied by one or two Orientals during the 1870s or early

1880s. During initial survey of the site in 1976, the

writer found portions of one hole-in-top tin can and two

bottles intruded into the duff. One bottle is the lower

half of a "black" glass, turn-mold wine C?) bottle with a

kick-up base. The other is a square-walled, "aqua" glass

bitters bottle with two embossed panels reading: "CUNDERANGO."

Cunderango Bitters were bottled in this style of container
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between 1872 and 1880; after that time paper labels were

used on the bottles. George W. Chesley produced this brand

of patent medicine (also known as "Dr. Place's Cunderango

Bitters") at plants in San Francisco and Sacramento (Wilson

and Wilson 1969:25). All of these artifacts were found on

the surface of the rectangular-shaped terrace excavated

into the slope at site 35JA5002. Chinese occupation of the

site was uncertain until Mr. Raymond Brown, a long-time

local miner, was contacted. In a 1976 telephone interview,

Mr. Brown stated that he had first noticed the "tent plat-

form" at. the site during the l930s. He recalled having

found several "metal boxes with China writing on them"

scattered on the surface of the terrace. These were ap-

parently brass opium boxes similar to those described in

Chapter 6. Mr. Brown also remembered having found "a couple

of small bottles, one with China writing on it." These were

probably medicine bottles. (The site was swept with a metal

detector in 1980; no other metal artifacts were found.)

With this information, Chinese use of site 35JA5002 is almost

certain.

The major cultural feature at site 35JA5002 is a semi-

rectangluar terrace which has been excavated into the west

facing slope about 20 feet above the stream bed. The main

portion of this feature measures approximately 16 feet



Figure Ir-7--16. Rockwork at site 35JA5002.

Figure 11-7-17. Details of right-angled rock wall (hearth?)
at site 35JA5002.
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north-south and 9 feet east-west (5 meters x 2.5 meters).

The northern (upsiope) corner of the terrace has been ex-

cavated about two feet into the natural slope. This corner

is bounded by a retaining wall of stacked cobbles (similar

to those at site 35JA5001) placed against the excavated

cut-bank. This 6-foot wall forms a right-angle corner which

opens (to the south) on to the main surface of the terrace

floor. Immediately to the northwest of the rock wall is a

smaller, less distinct continuation of the terrace floor,

measuring approximately 12 feet by S feet (4 meters x 1.5

meters). No evidence of a wooden superstructure was noted

on the surface of the terrace. The main portion.of the floor

has room enough to accommodate erection of a standard size

canvas wall tent. In short, the terrace feature at site

35JA5002 shares some basic characteristics with those at

site 35JA5001. However, the orientation of the floor edges,

as determined by the contours of the natural slope, is about

20° off alignment with with the cardinal directions.

A possible Chinese-built feature was found by the

writer in the lower China Gulch drainage (elevation 2,500

feet a.s.l.), about 0.3 miles above Carberry Creek. It is

a rectangular terrace excavated into the face of a 20%

south-facing slope which drains directly in China Gulch.

It measures about 5 feet north-south and 7 feet east-west
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(approx. 1.7 meters x 2.2 meters). A stacked stone but-

tress (about 2 feet high) along the south edge of the

feature keeps the floor from eroding downslope. Judging

from the unusually deep organic litter on the surface of

the floor (approx. 30 cm deep) and from the moss and lichen-

covered rock wall, this feature may pre-date 1900. The

only objects found by use of the metal detector were modern

vintage beer cans and other items on the surface which had

rolled down the slope from a nearby dump scatter. No nine-

teenth century artifacts of any kind were noted in the

vicinity. No archaeological testing was undertaken.

The reason for construction of this feature is un-

known. Its location on the slope is peculiar. Large areas

of level ground are located within 50 feet of the terrace,

both downslope along lower China Gulch as well as on the

crest of the low ridge upon which the feature is situated.

The level terrace along China Gulch could have become in-

undated by the runoff from mining operations upstream,

making it logical to locate a habitation upslope. However,

the extensive flat area on the crest of the ridge certainly

would have remained water-free. The stone-buttress terrace

is definitely a cultural feature. If it was built by nine-

teenth century (Chinese?) miners, it shows an apparent con-

scious decision to build on a slope in preference to the

level terrain located quite nearby.
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Figure 11-7-18. View north, showing rock buttress of possible
Chinese feature on lower China Gulch.

Figure 11-7-19. "Four Seasons" pattern porcelain rice bowl
from Lango Collection, Jacksonville Chinese Quarter. The win-
ter plum design is on the left. (Two-thirds size)



Jacksonville Chinese Quarter

The site of the Jacksonville Chinese Quarter is

located along both sides of Main Street (actually a minor

arterial) between Oregon Street and First Street. None of

the original buildings remain. In February 1974 local

resident Marshall Lango and Allan Lester, then curator of

collections at the Jacksonville Museum, excavated an appar-

ent Chinese privy pit. This feature was situated on the

south side of Main Street in what is presently a vacant lot.

Lango found the pit through study of nineteenth century

Jacksonville photographs and the use of a steel probe.

Lango and Lester excavated the pit with trowels and screened

the fill in order to recover small items. No record of the

depth of individual artifacts was kept; the cultural material

was virtually continuous throughout the pit. A large quan-

tity of Chinese and Euro-American artifacts (as well as

bones and other objects) were recovered. With the exception

of twelve whole brown-glazed stoneware soy sauce jugs and

one whole stoneware Ng Ka Py bottle, all of the material

was donated to the Jacksonville Museum. The museum's staff

permitted the writer to briefly examine the entire uncata-

logued collection, and Mr. Lango kindly gave his assistance

and advice.
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Although obvious coprolite or lime layers were ab-

sent, Lango believes the feature was used as a privy.

Its location is in agreement with the privy shed shown in

Ca. 1870 Peter Britt photographs. (The readily datable

artifacts from the pit range betwen the late l860s and

the early l880s.) The soil matrix was described as a dark-

brown, friable "loamy fill" for the entire depth of the

feature, contrasting markedly with the hard yellowish clay

of the surrounding sub-soil. The pit was excavated by

following the boundary between the soft, artifact-rich fill

and the compacted natural soil. As revealed by Lango and

Lester, the privy pit was a rectangular-walled hole "about

four feet wide, six feet long and six feet deep . . . with

a flat bottom; probably a two-holer." (According to Boyd

[1962:831, the typical native Chinese privy was a "narrow,

lined rectangular pit about two feet deep, with a seat

consisting of a narrow board over one end." The accumu-

lated "night soil" was periodically removed for use as crop

fertilizer.)

The cultural material from the privy fill consisted

of over 500 items, largely ceramic and glass vessel frag-

ments but also including numerous objects of metal, leather

and bone. (The brief categorization which follows is based

on less than five hours cursory examination of the Lango



Collection. The collection deserves a more thorough des-

cription and analysis after the various items have been

cleaned and accessioned.)

Cultural Material Recovered from Jacksonville Chinatown Privy

Description Quantity
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Ceramics

Chinese brown-glazed stoneware (=100+ shards
and whole vessels representing a minimum of:)

soy sauce jugs 18

Ng Ka Py bottles 2

small, open-mouth food jars 2

large, globose food jar 1

circular, flat-bottomed "pans" with
light brown glazed exterior 2

Chinese "Canton export ware" porcelain (=35+
shards and whole vessels representing a mini-
mum of:)

"Three Circles and Dragonfly" rice bowls 7

"Four Seasons" rice bowls 3

"Double Happiness" rice bowl 1

straight-walled teapots (one with "re-
clining women" motif; one with "blue
cloud" pattern) 2

celadon tea cup 1

celadon wine cup 1

celadon rice bowl 1

celadon soup spoon 1

white, undecorated rice bowls (one with
circular wall, one with faceted wall) 2

white, undecorated, unidentifiable vessels 3



Description Quantity
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Chinese opium pipe bowls (=12+ fragments
representing a minimum of:)

clear-glazed, orange earthenware bowls
(circular walls with flat smoking sur-
face) 4

unglazed, grey earthenware bowls (one
with faceted wall, two with circular
walls; one with flat smoking surface,
others unknown)

Euro-American whiteware, ironstone, etc.
(=60+ shards representing a minimum of:)

octagonal whiteware platter 1

"Queensware" plate (Chas. Meakin) 1

vase C?) 1

"scallop shell" motif porcelain cup (?) 1

ironstone coffee or tea cups, with handles 3

yellow-ware vessels 2

undecorated white porcelain condiment dish
whiteware plates 7

unidentifiable whiteware/ironstone vessels
(probably bowls or cups) 10+

four-hole white porcelain shirt buttons 2

clay pipestem fragment 1

Glass

Euro-American bottles, jars, etc. (=150+
fragments representing a minimum of 63
vessels, including:)

"black" glass ale or whiskey bottles
(turn-mold) 6

green glass wine bottles (turn-mold,
kick-up base) 5

light-green wine bottle (turn-mold,
kick-up base) 1

"amber" beer bottle (circular wall,
mold seam up neck) 1



Description Quantity

light-green bitters bottle (circular wall,
mold seam up neck) 1

"black" glass bitters bottle (rectangular
walls) 1

"aqua" or clear glass bitters or medicine
bottles (rectangular walls) 15+

"blob-top" soda bottle 1

cobalt-blue "Wakeley's Calamine Lotion"
bottle (embossed) 1

"Medical Discovery" bottle (embossed) 1

"Dr. H.... Sasparilla" bottle (embossed) 1

"Genuine Fluid Extract" bottle (embossed) I

small, medicine bottle (circular wall; base
only, remainder purposely cut) 1

"...n Killer" bottle (embossed: "Pain
Killer"?) 1

condiment jar 1

large, shot glass 1

faceted "beer mug" with. handle 1

octagonal-faceted ink bottle 1

perfume bottle (small, circular wall,
embossed: "Paris") 1

Other glass items:

kerosene lamp chimneys (rims)
pressed glass "candy" dish (pedestaled)
fragments of window glass (same thickness)

Metal3 Leather and Stone

Metal containers (=riumerous fragments and
whole objects representing a minimum of:)

brass. five-tael opium boxes ("Fook Loon"
characters embossed on lids; one crudely
cut disc, about size of U.S. 25 piece
made out of opium box sheet)

hole-in-top food cans (tin-plated)
ferrous, flask-type gunpowder can with
brass lid

brass weight-scale "pan"
ferrous coffee pot
barrel-hoop fragments (iron)
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Miscellaneous metal items:

pocket knife (two blades, floral design
carved into bone handle) 1

large knife or cleaver handle (wood
over riveted steel core) 1

pair of "barber's" scissors (10" long;
very thin blades) 1

shaving brush (hog bristles with ferrous
handle) 1

machine-cut square nails (6d-l2d) 7

Chinese brass coins (not in donated col-
lection; with no other data) 3-4

large, iron axe head 1

triangular, iron file 1

flat, iron file (partial) 1

iron bracket (for wooden chest) 1

cast-iron stove parts (scrollwork trim and
lid) 2

brass kerosene lamp wick-holder (embossed
around the base: "Fireside Plume Atwood") 1

brass harmonica reed-plate 1

ferrous, "eyed" button (probably had fabric
covering) 1

brass belt buckle 1

object of unknown function (made from a
flattened square nail punched through
the long axis of a .44-.45 caliber brass
bullet casing) 1

Leather, etc.:

shoes/boots, represented by numerous sole
and heel fragments (includes one "hob-
nail" boot and one high-heeled woman's
[?] shoe) 8-13

two-hole shell button 1

fragments of silk fabric 2

"Bennington, brown-marble" enameled door
knobs 2

rectangular (20 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm) slab of
dressed slate with hole drilled through
center, scratched surface (ink stone?) 1
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Description Quantity

Faunal Material

Mammal

skulls and/or mandibles of at least 6
pigs (4 adult, 2 juvenile)

pig tusks (some from above individuals) 9

sawed bone sections (6 long bones, 1 rib,
3 shoulder cuts; probably beef) 10

co ulna 1

small rodent skull fragment (squirrel?) 1

unidentified bones and small fragments
(most of them likely either pork or beef) 30+

Bird, Fish, Molluscs

wing and leg bones, representing a minimum
of 3 chickens

salmon vertebrae, articulated (species un-
identified)

mussell shells (Mytilus)
(also, one walnut shell)

16

5

3
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The artifacts from the Chinese Quarter privy indicate

use as a trash receptacle by the Chinese. Although some of

the non-Oriental objects may be the result of use by whites,

Euro-?merican "contamination" was probably not a significant

factor. Aside from a somewhat larger than usual proportion

of Euro-American ceramics and the presence of a few unusual

items like the harmonica plate and the beer mug, the Lango

Collection is fairly representative of frontier Chinatown

assemblages. The various atypical objects could be the

result of either occasional non-Chinese use or the limited



Figure LI-7-2ü. Basal view of "Four Seasons" pattern rice
bowl, Lango Collection. Clockwise from top: winter plum,
peony, water lily, chrysanthemum. Cone-third size)

Figure 11-7-21. "Three Circles and Dragonfly" pattern por-
celain rice bowl, Lango Collection CTwo-thirds size).
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Figure 11-7-22. "Double Happiness" pattern porcelain rice
bowl, Lango Collection. The Chinese character denotes "Double
Happiness" or "Double Joy." (Two-thirds size).
Figure 11-7-23. Brown-glazed stoneware soy sauce jug, Lango
Collection. The mouth. was sealed with a waxed paper wrap-
ping. (One-half size)
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Figure. 11-7-24. Clay figurine set depicting a Chinese funer-
ary feast, recovered from a late 19th century dump near the
Jacksonville Chinese Quarter, Lango Collection. (Actual size)

Figure 11-7-25. Basal view of grey opium pipe bowl and brass
pipe fitting, Lango Collection. (Actual size)
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hut on-going socio-economic exchange between local whites

and the Chinese. (It is also possible that much of the

artifactual debris in the privy resulted from its purpose-

ful in-filling within a short time after the Chinese had

vacated the property. The Democratic Times mentions the

burning of several empty "China shacks" in 1887 by a white

resident. Perhaps it was during such a leveling operation

that the remaining space in the privy pit was filled with

whatever refuse happened to be found nearby.)

The Lango Collection shows persistence in some areas

of Chinese food habits (e.g., Chinese food containers; pig,

chicken, fish and shellfish remains), but has indications of

acculturative behavior in others (e.g., use of Euro-American

tableware including plates and cups with handles; beef bones

with Euro-American butchering patterns). The pork remains

show typical Chinese butchering patterns (cf. Langenwalter

1980:107). The skulls were split down the midline (for the

extraction of brains), and the mandibles were broken in half

to facilitate removal of the tongue. The consumption of

distilled spirits, fermented beverages and alcohol- or

opiate-containing "medicines" may have been substantial.

However, no per capita figures on the local Chinese drink-

ing habits are derivable from the privy evidence; the pit
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may have been used by many or few persons. The calamine

lotion bottle may have been for treating cases of poison

oak, from which the Chinese often suffered severely. The

barber's scissors and shaving brush, although probably of

Euro-American manufacture, could have been used by the Chi-

nese barber listed in the 1880 Jackson County census.

Of particular interest are the three "ersatz" arti-

facts from the privy. The crudely-cut metal disc (which is

unperforated) is similar in size and shape to the object

found at site 35JA5OQ1. Both. were made from the sheet

brass wall of a 5-tael opium box. One small, circular-

walled medicine bottle base has been purposely separated

from the rest of the vessel by cutting perpendicular to the

wall. (The other portion was not found.) The remaining

portion of the wall is about 4 cm high; the cut edges of

the glass have been rubbed smooth. This object may have

been used as a wine cup -or other small drinking vessel.

(The absent part of the bottle conceivably could have been

put to some other use as well, perhaps as an opium lamp

globe like the modified brandy bottle from site 35JA5001.)

Finally, the curious nail/bullet-shell object has no obvious

function. A l6d square nail was driven upwards through the

base of a large caliber brass casing so that the point of

the nail extends several centimeters beyond the open rim
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Figure 11-7-26. Opium box from Jacksonville Chinese Quarter
with paper label still adhering to the wall, Lango Collection.

Figure 11-7-27. Nail/bullet-casing object from Lango Collec-
tion. (Actual size)



of the shell. The head of the nail has been pounded flat,

forming a straight, screwdriver-like edge about 1 cm wide.

The edge shows possible signs of having been used as a

scraping tool of some sort. The bullet casing could have

functioned as- a gripping surface for the fingers. What

use this object had is unôertain; perhaps it actually

functioned as a home-made screwdriver.
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PART III

ANALYSIS: ADAPTATION AND ACCULTURATION OF
THE CHINESE SOJOURNERS

Part III deals with the adaptation and acculturation

of the nineteenth century sojourner population. It focuses

upon the material culture of the Chinese miners in the

Siskiyou Mountains as revealed by "ethnographic" accounts,

archival data and the archaeological evidence. Chapter 8

discusses the daily subsistence pattern of the Chinese.

The following chapter provides an analysis of the sojourner

settlement pattern; it deals largely with those architec-

tural concepts which deal with exterior space. Chapter 10

concentrates on the technological work patterns of the

Chinese miners. The final chapter gives a summary and con-

clusion of the foregoing study and makes a brief examination

of the reciprocal effects which the sojourner population and

the American frontier environment had upon each other.
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8. THE SUBSISTENCE PATTERN: DIET, DRESS AND DRUGS

The chapter deals with the cultural change versus

stability seen in three aspects of the sojourners' daily

subsistence behavior: food preparation and consumption

preferences; personal grooming habits and wearing apparel;

drug use and other forms of post-work relaxation.

Dietary Habits

It is common knowledge that cultures in contact often

show major differences in food preferences, differences

which persist despite some borrowing or other selective

change. Chang (1977:3), in his study of Chinese food

habits comments that "the importance of food in under-

standing human culture lies precisely in its infinite vari-

abilityvariability that is not essentially for species

survival." Of the many ethnic groups in the United States,

the Chinese sojourners seem to have been especially success-

ful in maintaining their traditional diet. Given the great

distance from their homeland, however, some dietary adapta-

tions had to be made.
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The Native Kwangtung Diet

Chinese cuisine exhibits great regional diversity but

is grounded in a unified food tradition. The traditional

Chinese diet has a longer documented history than that of

any other culture (IChang 1977:4). As with so many other

aspects of Chinese lifeways, the basic principles of nine-

teenth century Oriental cooking had been almost fully devel-

oped some two thousand years previous. Throughout this his-

tory, the preparation and consumption of food occupied a re-

markably central position within the broader Chinese scheme

of things (Changl977:1l). "There is continual concern with

the quality of food. Surely no culture on earth, not even

the French, is so concerned with gastronomy as the Chinese"

(Anderson and Anderson 1977:363). The underlying principles

of Chinese cooking are based on the complementary concepts

of yin and yangthe all-embracing duality (e.g., feminine!

masculine, dark/light, etc.) of Oriental thought (Chang 1977:

10).. One of the ways this "wholistic dualism" manifests, as

Chang (1977:7-8) points out, is in the distinction between

fan dishes (grains and other starch foods) and t8 'ai dishes

(vegetables and meat foods).

To prepare a balanced meal it must have an
appropriate amount of both fan and ts'ai, and
ingredients are readied along both tracks.
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Even in meals in which the staple starch
portion and the meat-and-vegetable portion
are apparently joined together, such as
cftiao-tzu ("Chinese ravioli"), they are in
fact put together but not mixed up, and
each still retains its due proportion and
own distinction.

Another significant aspect of Chinese cuisine is the method

of cooking ts'ai dishesa stir-fry operation which offers

"more from less." Strict economy in cooking time, fuel

consumption, use of kitchen utensils and expensive ingredi-

ents like meat is all aimed towards achieving a maximum

caloric output for a minimum expenditure of often scarce

resources. One example of practical versatility is the

Chinese cleaver, "useful for splitting firewood, gutting

and scaling fish, slicing vegetables, mincing meat, whittling

new chopsticks, killing pigs, shaving, and settling old and

new scores with one's enemies" (Anderson and Anderson 1977:364).

The typical assemblage of kitchen implements also includes

the small chopping block, the cast-iron wok for stir-frying

(with a flat-bladed metal spoon, a bamboo-handled wire-net

spoon, and bamboo slat steamers), and a pot for heating

water.

The fan dishes of northern China are largely made

from wheat or millet; in the south rice is the staple.

South China is notable also for its greater variety of

ts'ai foods: "There are many more nationally known fancy
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dishes identified with. some areas of the south . . . the

northern Chinese often comment on the wealth and good life

of the 'southernerst" (Hsu and Hsu 1977:309). The sauce-

rich ts'ai dishes of the south are usually served as top-

pings to steamed rice or noodles. Some of the major char-

acteristics of Kwangtung cooking are stir-fried dishes

flavored with black beans; a heavy reliance on seafood,

both fresh or dried/salted; the combination of fish and

meat in the same dish, preference for vegetable oil over

lard; and the use of a wide variety of finely-cut vegetables.

The food of the Sze Yap fits this pattern although there is

usually somewhat less variety in the ingredients of any

given dish (Anderson and Anderson 1977:355-356).

A huge bowl of rice, a good deal of bean
curd, and a dish of cabbagefresh in sea-
son, otherwise pickledis the classic fare
of the everyday south Chinese world. A
little chili or preserved soybean for flavor,
some oil to stir-fry the greens, and a per-
fectly adequate, nutritionally excellent meal
results, without the use of animal products
or of any plant that takes much land or effort.
(Anderson and Anderson 1977:328)

According to Spence (1977:267), the typical nineteenth cen-

tury Chinese peasant's diet was quite adequate, if somewhat

monotonous. Flesh foods were usually eaten only on special

occasions. Of the non-seafood animal items, pork was by far

the most important. Fowl (i.e., chickens, duck, geese)
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provided a secondary but still significant source of

animal protein. The animals domesticated in China for

meat consumption were largely scavengers, the kinds of

creatures which could survive in a barnyard menagerie with-

out need of special care or grazing land (Stover 1974:71).

Beef and mutton are rarely raised in south China, much less

imported for food, and dairy products like milk and cheese

are virtually absent from the food larder. The latter are

replaced by the extensive use of soybean curd and other

protein-rich vegetable by-products.

Despite their millenia-long food tradition, the Chinese

have welcomed numerous exotic crops as additions to an al-

ready huge inventory of staple and secondary vegetables.

The New World vegetables stand out as a
special class because of their common and
recent [ca. 1650-1780] origin in China
and their extreme importance. The white
and sweet potatoes have become staples
[especially in poorer districts of Kwang-
tung like Toi'shan], as has corn .
two other New World crops have trans-
formed southern Chinese cooking: the
tomatoe [adopted since 18601 and the pepper.
(Anderson and Anderson 1977:328)

However, a diet of white potatoes was considered to be the

mark of extreme poverty in Kwangtung, and they were never

served at special occasions (cf. Mote 1977:98, Lloyd 1876:234).



The Sojourner Diet

The typical diet of the Chinese sojourner was little

changed from that of Kwantung. According to Spier (1958b:79),

there was "good reason to suppose that no Chinamari, as long

as he remained in the company of his fellows, ever had to

rely for long on Occidental foods.

The Chinese continued to eat their customary
foods despite emigration to a foreign land,
and the manner in which this accustomed diet
was supported likewise underwent little
change. Not only was there a continuation
of habits of diet, but also of the techniques
of food production as evidenced in the imple-
ments involved. Furthermore it may be demon-
strated that the Chinese had the components
of a richly varied diet.

Spier goes on to list over forty Chinese import food items

shown on one 1852 San Francisco invoice, ranging from bean

curd to dried duck livers. During the initial period of Ori-

ental emigration to the United States a number of large pro-

visioning enterprises sprang up in San Francisco and elsewhere.

Although many of the food imports were specialized items or

condiments, bulk rice, sugar and tea were also included

(Evans 1980:89). One of the features which aided the import

business was the already well-developed Chinese propensity

for preserving foods. Foods were preserved for later con-

sumption by "smoking, salting, sugaring, steeping, pickling,

drying and soaking in many kinds of soy sauces . . . and the
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whole range of foodstuffs was includedgrains, meats,

fruit, eggs, vegetables and everything else" (Chang 1977:9).

The sojourners' dietary habits "seemed to astound the

white miners" (DuVault 1959:158). One observer in the Cali-

fornia gold fields commented on a group of Chinese at their

evening repast:

. . most of them were at dinner, squatted
on the roáks in groups of eight or ten round
a number of curious little black pots and
dishes from which they helped themselves with
their chopsticks. In the center was a large
bowl of rice. This is their staple article,
and they devour it most voraciously. Throw-
ing back their heads, they hold a large cup-
ful to their wide-open mouths, and, with a
quick motion of the chopsticks in the other
hand, they cause the rice to flow down their
throats in a continuous stream. (Borthwick
1977:256)

Bowles (1869:399) commented on the Chinese frugality with

food portions whereby "they live for one-third what Yankee

laborers can." Although many whites thought that the usual

diet of rice with a few vegetables was monotonous, very few

of the sojourners were actually vegetarians (Lee 1960:284).

With regard to meat the Chinese miners were omnivorous,

leading some Euro-Americans to remark that "the Chinamen

live upon rats, dogs, vermin, etc. in order to hoard up the

money which decency would oblige them to spend upon proper

food" (Conwell 1871:69)
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Although some accounts emphasize the supposedly

"dirty" state of Chinese camps, food refuse was often dis-

posed of with some thought to sanitation or other practical

concerns. The Lower China Store (Langenwalter 1980) and

other sites had certain areas set aside as dumps. The rail-

road crews sometimes piled their emptied food containers

within the path of the day's roadbed construction, lessening

the amount of rock ballast required (O'Connell 1980:35).

At Cumberland, British Columbia, the Chinese used empty

bottles and other debris as foundation-fill for their living

structures in the swampy terrain (Knoblock 1970).

Among some companies of Chinese miners, each individual

was responsible for preparing his own meals (cf. Evans 1980:

95), but the general practice was for one person to cook for

the entire group (Saxton 1966:149). Most food purchases

were done at Chinese stores, leading Euro-American merchants

to grumble that the Orientals contributed nothing to the

local economy. In Jackson County, Oregon, this complaint

was prevented, in part, by the legal restrictions enacted

against Chinese business ownership. However, the sojourners

in the Siskiyou Mountains were enabled to maintain a largely

traditional diet through local establishments and bulk pur-

chases from Chinese businesses in California and Portland.
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Chinese Eating Habits in the Siskiyou Mountains: The Evidence

Most of the direct evidence for Chinese food habits

within the study area is found in the "Chineseaccounts"

ledgerbook of the Kubli Store (item BEK 951 vol. 4, Uni-

versity of Oregon Library, Special Manuscript Collection).

This is augmented by the archaeological data discussed in

previous chapters.

Kaspar Kubli was born in Canton Glaurus, Switzerland

in 1830. He immigrated to the United States in 1852 and

arrived, via the Oregon Trail, in Jackson County the follow-

ing year. He mined on Jackson Creek during the winter of

1853-4 and soon entered into a supply-packing business

with fellow Swiss, Peter Britt (later to become a well-known

frontier photographer) and a former brewer from Bavaria,

V. Schutz. He opened a trading post near the confluence

of the Applegate River and Thompson Creek in 1859. Kubli

operated this store, which had a clientele largely of

miners, until 1872 when he purchased a hardware business

in Jacksonville CKubli biographical file: Jacksonville

Museum Library). The remaining records from the Kubli

Store in the Applegate Valley inälude the daily, item-by-

item purchase accounts of over 100 Chinese miners during

the period 1864-65.
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Kubli obtained Chinese import items through Tung

Chong and Company, San Francisco. The Kubli Store in-

voice book (vol. 3, page 114) for the years 1866-68 shows

that the business purchased $4,270 worth of merchandise

from Tung Chong during the two-and--a-half year period.

Most of the purchases were evidently food items; the

"Chinamen accounts" show very few sales of imported table-

ware or cooking utensils. One entry for a Chinese miner

named "Mann Gaong" (6 Sept. 1864) shows the purchase of

"2 coffee cups, Chinese" for fifty cents. These were

almost certainly porcelain tea cups. Another entry, for

"Wanng Tonn," shows the purchase of "1 tea pot." (Of the

106 Chinese accounts in the Kubli ledger, all were re-

viewed, and then a randomly selected sample of thirty

was used for more intensive comparisons.) Yet like other

documented Chinese sites in the U.S., the archaeological

investigations in the Applegate Valley evidenced an over-

whelming use of Oriental tableware. The possible use of

Euro-American cutlery at site 35JA5001 notwithstanding,

the Chinese of the area evidently maintained use of their

accustomed kitchen utensils and food serving vessels (as

witnessed by the artifacts recovered from site 35JA5003

and the Jacksonville Chinese Quarter). The fact that so

few of these items were sold at the Kubli Store is probably
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Figure 111-8-i. Ca. 1868 viei of Kubli Store Cleft) and Kubli
ranch house near the confluence of the Appiegate River and
Thompson Creek. The store served the Chinese miners of the
Applegate Valley for a decade. (Southern Oregon Historical
Society).



a reflection of how such objects were regarded by their

users. Tableware and cutlery were evidently life-long

items, personal property which an individual would have

been careful to protect from damage or loss. (One of the

intact rice bowls excavated in Jacksonville had a Chinese

character laboriously pecked into the glaze coating of the

base, probably an identification mark inscribed by the

bowl's owner.) Chopsticks, on the other hand, could be

easily whittled from twigs or other wood.

Food was the major Chinese import item sold at the

Kubli Store. The following list includes the most commonly

purchased Chinese foods (i.e., either imported from China

or produced by the San Francisco Chinese) available at the

Kubli Store:

soy sauce ($1.50 per bottle)
ginger
almspice (alum)
"cinamon"
red peppers
chee ma (sesame seeds)
muck gah (molasses-like sweetener)
foo chuck (soybean curd or beansteak)
salt fish
"fisch" (sardines?)
oysters
codfish
"srimps" (dried shrimp)
black beans
"nuts" (probably lichee nuts)
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"bamboo" (probably bamboo shoots)
mugoe (white mushrooms)
melon seeds ($.50 per pound)
makkets C?)
"vermiselles" (noodles)
"Mamasilla" (noodles?)
salt beans
hung tah (dried vegetable)
dry cabbage (bok choy?)
chim chim toy (dried vegetable, flavoring)
mamoo C?)
chung toy (salted radish)
yung yoy (dried vegetable)
sill toy (dried cabbage)
mintsteak C?)

Most of the above items were plainly meant for inclusion

ts'ai dishes. None of them would have been likely to be

preserved in the archaeological record. However, the stone-

ware vessels recovered at various Chinese sites in the Sis-

kiyou Mountains probably contained many of these ingredients.

The staples used for preparing fan dishes show some

modification of Kwangtung dietary habits. Although some

rice was sold at the Kubli Store, it was minimal compared

to the sales of wheat flour. Rice was priced about six times

the per-weight cost of flour, which sold for about five-cents

a pound. "Hog Yam," one of Kubli's most regular customers,

made weekly purchases of flouroften buying 50-100 pound

sacks. He bought only very small quantities of rice and at

irregular intervals. "Sung Sling" made far fewer visits to

the Kubli establishment. His monthly bill for August 15 to
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September 15, 1864 came to only $3.75for one sack of

flour and some salt. (The average monthly food bill for

Kublj's Chinese customers was around ten. dollars.) "Lich

Wieh" obtained numerous "tstai" items in early 1865. He

purchased a total of 600 pounds of flour but bought no rice

during this period. A few customers, like "Lian Tom," did

make bulk purchases of rice, but most bought relatively

small amounts. Rice would have been imported from China,

resulting in high shipping charges. The flour sold at the

Kubli Store was undoubtedly from locally grown and ground

wheat, making it a far cheaper staple item. The Chinese

commonly ate wheat flour in the form of steamed buns and

noodles (mm), and so the favoring of wheat flour over grain

rice was merely an economically-determined substitution well

within the traditional bounds of Chinese cuisine.

A curious addition to the sojourner diet is the apparent

use of rising agents. Langenwalter (1980:108) records the

presence of baking powder cans at the Lower China Store,

which suggests "that leavened bread had been introduced into

the diet." One of the most common and regular Chinese pur-

chases at the Kubli Store was "salaratus" (which came in

small paper packages costing $.25 each), a mid-nineteenth

century rising agent made from potassium bicarbonate. Sala-

ratus was used by Euro-Americans to produce bisquits and
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pancakes, and the Chinese may have used it similarly in

making baked goods. Another unusual (and admittedly far

less common) purchase was butter. Several Chinese customers

bought small quantities of this dairy product along with

simultaneous purchases of the more customary cooking oils

and lard. Salaratus and butter may be evidence of dietary

experimentation or acculturation to some Euro-American

cooking practices. The presence of hole-in-top cans at

the sites in the Siskiyou Mountains indicates consumption

of some Euro-American foods. However, these could well

have been the same range of fruits and other products

which were a customary part of the Kwangtung diet. Again,

their purchase indicates economically determined substi-

tutionsnot a conscious decision in favor of acculturation

with the host society.

The Chinese made regular purchases of vegetable oil

(probably rapeseed or peanut oil imported from China) as

well as lard for cooking. Salt (approx.. $.lO/lb.) was also

a steady seller, with the lesser amounts of soy sauce prob-

ably used to flavor completed dishes. Most sojourners

bought small sacks of sugar on a weekly basis, probably for

use in making sweet sauces. Several of Kubli's customers

evidently had a persistent craving for sweets, buying "rock

candy" and "mintz" at regular intervals. As expected, tea
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proved to be the mostcommon non-alcoholic beverage. No

coffee purchases by Chinese customers are recorded in the

Kubli ledger. Imported Chinese tea was the most common

variety, costing between $.50 and $.75 per pound. It came

in "papers" which sold for $.25 apiece. "Japan tea," selling

for $l.75/lb, was also bought by the sojourners, though less

often and in smaller quantities. It was probably reserved

for special occasions. Anderson and Anderson (1977:341)

point out that "hot water" was a common drink in south China,

and its consumption by the Chinese in southwestern Oregon

while it is undocumentedis probable.

Not all vegetable foods were purchased. The Chinese

planted gardens whenever possible. These became a signifi-

cant factor in the agricultural economy of some parts of

the western frontier; by 1872 two-thirds of the vegetables

eaten in California were produced from Chinese gardens (Spier

l958b:81). Although most of the truck gardens were located

near metropolitan centers like San Francisco and Portland,

the gold mining areas had their share (cf. Shay 1876:155).

The reported garden plot at Gin Lin's China Gulch camp is

one local example. (As this 1850 California account shows,

some white miners also cultivated vegetables: "Having

arranged all our matters, and dug a garden and planted pota-

toes, turnips, cabbage and other seed, we [left for the mines]
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this p.m." IWoods 1973:123].) One "Hogwahe" bought a hoe

from the Kubli Store in May 1865, perhaps for cultivating

a spring garden. Some foraging of native edible plants

may have occurred. Chang (1977:9) remarks on the Orientals'

"amazing knowledge . . . of their wild plant resources . . .

The knowledge of these 'famine' plants was carefully handed

down as a part of the living culture." One local account

(King 1979:24) states that the Chinese of Josephine County

ate large quantities of wild skunk cabbage (Lysichiton amen-

canura), and it is probable that the Applegate Valley sojour-

ners gathered vitamin-rich miner's lettuce (Moñtiapsrfoliata),
a common addition to the meals of vegetable-starved early

miners (Kirk 1970:49). Other species may also have been

included. Such gathering of wild edible plants is an obvious

example of successful adaptation to a new physical environment.

Regarding locally available meat products, the Kubli

Store records show regular Chinese purchases of ham (probably

salt-pork) and bacon (both priced at $.25/lb). No other forms

of animal meats were bought. The bones and teeth recovered

from site 35JA5003 and the Jacksonville Chinese Quarter are

consistent with a meat diet composed largely of pork. These

findings are in agreement with the faunal evidence from most

other Chinese archaeological sites in the United States.

One anomalous case is Idaho City, where pig remains were no



more prevalent than beef or chicken in the Chinese dump

(Jones et al. lg79.:33. Unfortunately, no well-preserved

butchering marks are available from the study area collection,

and comparisons with Euro-American butchering practices are

impossible. The differences between Chinese and white

butchering methods have been, mentioned previously. The

object of the Chinese butcher was not to produce large

prime cuts of meat but to render small, tenderized portions

for use in ts'ai dishes, and marrow for soups and sauces.

The following account reveals the basic process, albeit

through the eyes of a somewhat disgusted non-Chinese observer:

A Chinese meat-market, although perhaps a
legitimate exhibition in China-town, is a
repulsive show. . . Pork constitutes the
greatest part of the stock, but it would be
difficult to recognize one's pet pig after
it had passed over the dissecting block of
a Chinese butcher-shop. They seem to have
no idea of the anatomy of the animal. With
their heavy cleavers they cut and slash in-
discriminatly, apparently ignorant of the
process of disjointing. The choicest mor-
sels are so hacked and bruised that they
are offensive to look upon. The walls and
floor of the shop are besmeared with blood,
grease and fragments of flesh, and every-
thing about the premises looks jumbled and
out of place. (Lloyd 1876:251)

The sojourners in the Applegate Valley bought swine

locally from Euro-American ranchers. During the last half

of the nineteenth century the Chinese supported a large

swine-raising industry in southwestern Oregon (Port 1945:4,
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Medley in: Perkins 1938). The pigs ranged throughout the

oak woodlands where they subsisted on roots and acorns.

With the decline of the Chinese population after 1890 the

herds of swine became more trouble than they were worth.

They often evolved into feral nuisances with "long tusks

and were full of fight. . . . When the wild hogs started

killing and eating Iother domestic stock] they were as bad

a pest as cougars or any varmint, and the settlers united

to get rid of them" (Lane in: Perkins 1938).

Some Chinese transactions with white farmers were evi-

dently of a surreptitious nature. Lloyd (1876:252) states

that the sojourners were so fond of chickens that it was

"not an uncommon occurrence for them to disturb a suburban

roost at the earliest crowing of the cock." Huntley (1856:

141-142) recalls an irate resident of the San Francisco Bay

area who:

complained of Ah Won, a Chinaman, for steal-
ing four of his chickens. The owner of the
fowls had marked them by tying pieces of red
flannel to their legs. 'John's' witnesses
swore that several of his hens were marked
in the same manner.

Chickens found missing from Applegate Valley barnyards were

often attributed to theft by Chinese miners (Grants Pass

Daily Courier 1935:13). The cattle bones from the Chinese

privy in Jacksonville indicate that the sojourners were

willing to expand their consumption of domestic meats from
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the traditional duo of pork and fowl. Wild game was also

eaten. Hattori,et al. (1979), for example, document the

consumption of a bob-cat by the Lovelock Chinese. The

Lovelock assemblage also included remains of jackrabbit

and mule deer. One white miner recalled that the crows

prepared for him by a Chinese companion "actually smelt of

carrion, but were very plump, and when plucked and boiled

by the Celestial, they ate much better than I anticipated"

(Shaw 1973:44-45). The "shooting" of two Canadian geese by

Gin Lin's miners was mentioned in Chapter 5. The presence

of deer bone in Test Pit 1 at site 353A5003 may indicate

hunting or bartering for local game. According to the Kubli

Store ledger entry for 30 July 1865, "Ng Cheong" purchased

one can of gunpowder and some shot, perhaps with the inten-

tion of hunting wild game. Although the eating of native

mammal and bird species is an undeniable form of environmental

adaptation, the Chinese possessed a remarkably omnivorous diet

of animal flesh, and the sojourners' utilization of available

wild game should not be considered as an unusual departure

from traditional Chinese food habits. This same observation

applies to the consumption of local fish species (viz., the

salmon vertebra from site 35JA5003). During the early l880s

Euro-American settlers operated at least two fish traps on

the Applegate River (Democratic Times 7 Apr. 1882:3), and
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Chinese miners probably numbered among their customers.

The Chinese may have fished the Applegate themselves, as

they are known to have done so elsewhere in southwestern

Oregon (photographic evidence, Josephine County Historical

Society). The Chinese at Little Applegate Diggings ate

tinned sardines. Although a Euro-american packaged item,

such preserved fish were an integral part of the Chinese

diet, and these may well have been caught and processed by

the Chinese fishermen who operated out of San Francisco Bay

during that period. Sojourners who intended to .remairi at

one location for a long period of time sometimes excavated

fish pools, where they reared eels, catfish, carp, mullet

and prawns (cf. Anderson and Anderson 1977:335). One turn-

of-the-century resident of Ashland, Wah Chung, had three

such artificial ponds on his property near the railroad

yard (Ashland Daily Tidings 7 Oct. 1964:3).

The great diversity of foods in the sojourner diet

belies the old frontier myth that their meals consisted of

little more than "the morning rice, the noon rice, the even-

ing rice" (Blanchet in: Atwood 1976:18). Indeed, they evi-

dently ate far better than most white laborers. Basing his

conclusions on ethnographic accounts, Spier (1958b:131)

states that "while no direct comparative data are at hand,

the food of the early [white] mining camps seems to have
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been plain fare at best." One Forty-Niner's diary entry

for 1850 illustrates the less appetizing aspects of the

typical miner's diet:

The pork I bought last night is the stinken-
est salt junk ever brought around the Horn.
It is ahardship that we can't get better
hog meat, as it's more than half our living.
We fry it for breakfast and supper, boil it
with our beans and sop our bread in the
grease. Lord knows we paid enough for it.
When I first settled on the creek it was a
dollar a pound and . . . I believe that if
it were not for the potatoes that are plenty
and the fact that the woods are full of game,
we would all die of scurvy. . . . Went hunt-
ing this morning; killed 17 quail and four
pigeons. They'll make a good stew if the
rotten pork don't spoil it. (Canfield 1906:3)

The Kubli Store account book shows purchases by local whites

(most of them probably miners), providing the "direct com-

parative data" of which Spier writes. The most common trans-

actions are for liquor (by the drink and by the bottle) and

tobacco. Of the food items, the 1860 list is a monotonous

roster of sugar, flour, salt, lard, "baccon," beef, butter

and potatoes. One Charles Kimbel occasionally bought

"surip" and Carl Matney once purchased 40 pounds of winter

squash and a gallon of vinegar. A few of the Euro-American

customers preferred to drink tea but most bought coffee (at

$.30/lb). No purchases by whites of any Chinese items (other

than tea) are recorded. The regular sale of gunpowder to

several customers indicates that wild game was added to the
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larder. The apparent diet of these Applegate Valley miners

is composed almost entirely of starches and animal protein

but appears to be relatively low in vitamins and other essen-

tial nutrients. It seems neither well-balanced nor does it

show much variety of ingredients.

According to Anderson and Anderson (1977:363), the

southern Chinese are especially "quick to experiment with

new and different foodsthey show some resistance, as does

everyone confronted with a strange diet, but they adjust

much faster and more easily than do people from most other

cultures." How does this supposed pattern of adjustment

compare with the archaeological and archival data obtained

from the study area? There is some limited agreement.

The presumed use of rising agents in baked goods, the use of

butter and possibly a few other typically Euro-American food

items (e.g., unidentified canned goods), and the willingness

to incorporate unfamiliar wild plants and animals into the

diet all show a pragmatic tendency towards experimentation

and adaptation. However, these dietary modifications are

relatively minor when measured against the overall mainten-

ance of traditional food habits. Moreover, most of the

changes are mere substitutions which do not alter the basic

principles of Kwangtung cookeryprinciples of adaptability
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and flexibility ciChang 1977:9) within the reciprocal dual-

ism of ts'ai and fan dishes.

The modest changes in sojourner cuisine do not demon-

strate acculturation with the host community to any sig-

riificant degree. Langenwalter (1980:104) comes to a similar

conclusion regarding evidence from the Lower China Store,

where the presence of non-Chinese food traits was largely

a function of "intercultural contact and isolation.

The magnitude of the culture traits would be the sum of

scarcity of traditional foodstuffs, and the intensity and

duration of intercultural exposure." Simply put, the

Chinese sojourners attempted to retain their accustomed diet

whenever possible, but they often had to "make do" with what-

ever ingredients were available from the new environment.

The sojourners were apparently more open to dietary

adaptation than were the EurOpeans and Americans in the

nineteenth century Chinese treaty ports. In food habits,

"The Western colonial servants, merchants and missionaries

. clung to ways as un-Chinese as they could make them"

(Mote 1977:205).



Dress and Personal Grooming

Sojourner Apparel

When the Chinese first arrived in the United States

it was their personal appearance, especially the blue cotton

clothes and the long queue, which immediately set them apart

from the rest of the population (Barth 1964:ix). The typical

broad, cone-shaped "China hat" protected the wearer from

tropical sun and rain, and it also provided a safe place to

"store" one's queue while engaged in heavy labor (McLeod

1948:26). However, the original garments from semi-tropical

Kwangtung did not afford sufficient warmth during North

American winters; some early journals reportedly speak of

groups of Chinese miners found in their cabins, "huddled to-

gether, frozen to death, wearing the thinnest of clothing"

(Lee 1960:74). Lloyd (1876:234) speaks of the new sojourners'

clothes as being "of the most inferior quality when new, and

worn until they are extremely shabby.1' Elsewhere (1876:

220-221) he describes their apparel in more detail:

The laboring class, almost universally, wear
outer garments of the light blue cotton denims,
similar to, and often the same kind that is so
much used for overalls and jumpers by white
laborers. The pants are cut in the same style
that the Europeans and Americans follow, only
made fuller in the legs . . . Their shoes are
made of cloth (generally serge for the uppers),
with leather and cork (or wood) soles .

The shoe is low cut, offering no protection to
the ankle.

249
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Father Francis X. Blanchet, S.J. (in: Atwood 1976:18)

gives the following account of the sartorial habits of

the Chinese of western Oregon: "All wear the same cos-

tume . . . a skull-cap, a collar, a long blue coat, a belt,

blue trousers, white stockings and cloth shoes . . . Now

the Chinese in later years have started wearing boots, then

hats, and finally trousers of modern fashion." A number of

sources (e.g., Shay 1876:155, Barth 1964:114) remark on the

purchase of Euro-American headgear and footwear by the Chinese.

Culin (1890:198) points out that the broad-brimmed black felt

hat which identified so many sojourners was never a native

form; known as f'an mo ("foreign hat"), it had no counter-

part in China. The borrowing of Euro-American footwear was

an especially necessary adaptation, especially in the mines.

"These [boots] are the only articles of barbarian custom

which the Chinaman adopts, and he always wears them of enor-

mous size, on a scale commensurate with the capacity of his

other garments" (Borthwick 1917:256). Although some of the

more foppish Chinese are said to have worn "patent leather

boots and gold watch-chains" (Marryat 1962:173),most white

observers seemed to agree that the sojourners, especially

those in non-urban environments, presented noteworthy and

distinctly "different" appearance.

What does the evidence from the study area reveal
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about sojourner dress habits? The archaeological data

regarding Chinese clothing are limited. Most fabrics

would not have survived in the archaeological record.

One brass "Levi's-type" button and one brass suspender

buckle are the only remnants of garments found at Little

Applegate Diggings. Fragments of boots and/or shoes were

recovered there and at Squaw Creek camp. These items are

all of Euro-American manufacture, and were quite possibly

obtained locally from white-owned businesses such as the

Kubli Store. The Kubli Store ledger offers solid documen-

tation of Chinese garment-purchasing behavior. In addition,

the store's invoice book for 1869-70 (page 124) shows that

Kubli "bought of Levi Strauss and Co., San Francisco" some

$1,600.00 worth of merchandise during a twelve-month period.

The records show very few clothing purchases by whites at

the Kubli Store, indicating that most of the Levi Strauss

items were meant for sale to the Chinese. Perhaps the white

miners preferred to buy most of their wardrobe during peri-

odic visits to Jacksonville, where a wider selection would

have been available.

Almost every one of Kubli's Chinese customers pur-

chased some sort of clothing items. The most popular was

footwear; virtually every sojourner bought at least one pair

(and sometimes several over the course of eight-ten months)
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of rubberized "gumboots" ($6.50-$7.00 a pair), for use

in the mines. Most of them Capprox. 80%) also obtained

regular leather boots ($5.50), and many purchased shoes

($1.75), wool socks ($.75) and stockings ($.25) as well.

According to the available records, only one pair of "Chinese

shoes" ($3.00) were sold. The same pattern holds true for

headgear. Although "Toy Hann" bought "2 China hats" ($1.25

apiece, probably woven bamboo sun-hats), most Applegate

Valley sojourners preferred to pay the higher price for

Western-style felt hats ($1.50-$4.00). Admittedly, some of

the Chinese purchased only gurnboots and perhaps a pair of

denim "overalls" ($2.00) at the Kubli Store. Many sojourners,

however, outfitted themselves with a nearly complete wardrobe

of Euro-American garments, from undershirts ($1.50-$2.00)

and "drawers" ($1.00) to outerwear like "checkered shirts"

($1.00), "flannell" overshirts ($2.00-$2.50), "duck" pants

($2.00), coats ($6.50) and gloves ($1.25-$1.75). Very few

"Chinese shirts" ($2.00) or "Chinese jackets" ($6.22) were

sold. Most of the purchases of heavy clothing and blankets

($5.50) occurred between October and December. According

to Culin (1976:198), those Chinese who adopted foreign dress

often abandoned it during the very hot weather.

As for the repair of garments, several Chinese customers

obtained needles, thread and/or thimbles. Two purchases of
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bulk cloth (1.5 yards of calico and 3 yards of muslin)

were made, and "Lee Hann" apparently bought a Chinese

clothes iron (hung dao). A number of the Applegate Valley

Chinese did their own shoe repair, as "sole lader" (sole

leather) and tacks were relatively common articles of sale.

Change in dress habits is said to represent one of the

initial phases of acculturation. The Chinese in the study

area seem to have readily adapted to Western clothing, pre-

ferring it in some cases to Chinese garments when the latter

were available. However, the numerous Peter Britt photo-

graphs of Jacksonville Chinese invariable portray them in

their native attire. It seems likely that each sojourner

retained at least one set of Chinese clothes for wear on

special occasions, such as sitting for a portrait to be sent

to onets family in China. The popularity of Euro-American

clothing among many of the Applegate Valley Chinese is more

pronounced than one might expect from a reading of contem-

porary descriptions of the Chinese laborers in general.

Those who did prefer to wear Western-style garments show

a willingness to adapt to new climatic, social and work con-

ditions through the acceptance of more durable and "practical"

clothing. This pragmatism illustrates a form of de facto

acculturation with the host society. The range of accul-

turation varied greatly between individuals. Some kept
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their purchases of Western clothing limited to essentials

(e.g., boots) while many adopted an almost entirely foreign

style of dress. A few of the sojourners evidently went

even further down the road towards conscious cultural change,

however. For example, one customer at the Kubli Store,

called "Tonn," was apparently something of a dandy. He in-

cluded among his many other purchases of Euro-American

clothing articles both the establishment's most expensive

hat on record ($4.00) and a necktie.

Personal Grooming

Other aspects of personal appearance include grooming

and barbering. Some anti-Chinese accounts stress the "filth"

of Chinatowns and express "wonder . . that the whole Chinese

population is not carried off . . . by some epidemic disease"

(Lloyd 1876:239). Although overcrowding was undeniably

common, the accusation of unsanitary living conditions may

be unjustified. Less prejudiced sources comment on the "won-

derfully clean" state of Chinese camps (Borthwick 1917:256)

and the fact that the Orientals regularly took hot-water

sponge baths and changed their clothes before the evening

meal (Kraus 1969:111).

The study area has produced little obvious archaeo-

logical evidence on the question of personal grooming.
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(One sfiaving brush. and one pair of barber's. scissors were

recovered from the privy in Jacksonville's Chinese Quarter.)

On the other hand, the Kubli Store records again prove to be

quite useful. Most of the Chinese made regular (e.g., every

two-three months) purchases of "Chinese Soap," which probably

came in a cream or lotion form. Twenty-five cents was the

standard price for an unspecified amount. In contrast, some

of Kubli's white customers made occasional purchases of "Bar

Soap" ($.75 each), while many others evidently bought none.

(Charles Kimbel's account shows a number of large bulk pur-

chases in May-July of 1860, perhaps in preparation for an

extended prospecting trip in the Siskiyous. Kiinbel seems

to have been among the most personally meticulous of the

white miners, having included 20 pounds of soap [$4.00] on

his list of sundries.)

At first the large number of brushes purchased by the

Chinese caused the writer some puzzlement. There was no

indication of their intended function. Almost every Chinese

account shows at least one brush ($.25) among the non-food

items for the year; some list two or more. "Ng Cheong,"

obviously buying supplies for an entire group, purchased

six brushes during one visit in September 1864 and bought

a dozen more eight months later. It seems probable that

most of these were hair brushes, used for brushing out the
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long queue which each sojourner kept as his "readmission

pass" to the homeland. (As stated previously, the wearing

of the queue was supposedly ordered by the Ch'ing overlords

as a suinbol of Chinese submission to Manchu rule. Although

detested by the Chinese, one reportedly could not reenter

China without one.) Borthwick (1917:256) recounts watching

"a great many of them at their toilet; getting their heads

shaved, or plaiting each other's pigtails." Britt's full-

face Chinese portraits show most of the sojourners with

shaved heads or very shortly cropped hair; in some the queue

is visible as a coil on top of the head. Britt's two photo-

graphs of Gin Lin show him with a fairly full head of hair

perhaps the mark of a Chinese man of property, or possibly

evidence of acculturation with his Euro-American peers. (No

queue is visible in Gin's full-face portraits.)

In general, the personal grooming habits of the Apple-

gate Valley Chinese showed far less evidence of acculturative

behavior than did their dress habits. Personal cleanliness

(including the use of Chinese soap), regular barbering and

attention to the queue were all important aspects of cus-

tomary grooming behavior. It is clear that while significant

change in clothingthe individual's "outer shell"was per-

mitted, the traditional treatment of one's actual, physical

person was carefully maintained. In a way this phenomenon
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tory of the nineteenth century sojournera thin veneer of

Western culture overlying a profoundly "Chinese" interior.

Drug Use and
Recreational Activities

The inclusion of this topic under the heading of Sub-

sistence Patterns may seem unusual. However, the mass of

nineteenth century sojourners indulged in drug use, gambling

and other practices on a regular, sometimes daily basis.

These activities formed an important part of the basic pat-

tern of day-to-day Chinese behavior.

Opium Smoking

Opium addiction became a major facet of Kwangtung cul-

ture during the early nineteenth century. The sojourners

brought the drug habit with them to the United States. Some

of the younger Chinese probably did not take up opium smoking

until after they emigrated from the homeland. Reliable figures

for the nineteenth century are not available, but it seems

that a majority or at least a very significant portion of

the sojourner population took opium on a regular basis.

(The opium smoking process and paraphenalia are discussed in

Chapter 6.) By the 1850s trading vessels were carrying

257
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large shipments of opium from Hong Kong to San Francisco

(Jones,et al. 1979:43). The Report of the Special Com-

mission to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors complained

that "the use of opium is so general among the Chinese that

no visitor to Chinatown, night or day, can enter any sleep-

ing rooms without finding men indulging in the habit" (Far-

well 1885:27). Lloyd (1876:234 and 261), with character-

istic hyperbole, called the Chinese opium den "one of the

most offensive sights the visitor discovers during a stroll

through Chinatown," going on to give a lurid description

of a crowded subterranean den with an addict "reclining at

ease . . . with the amber mouth-piece of a great sizzling

opium pipe between his teeth and a deathly palor on his

face." Not to be outdone, anti-Chinese publicist Farwell

(1885:96) quotes a clergyman's depiction of the opium addict:

"The face becomes pale and haggard, the eyes moist and vacant,

the whole expression vacant and idiotic; the body wastes to

a skeleton, the joints are tortured with pain." These

accounts exaggerate the physical danger of opium smoking.

Although opiate abuse can lead to well-documented adverse

effects on human health, the moderate smoking of opium pro-

duces a temporary narcosis from which the user suffers little

the following day. The presence of abundant opium paraphen-

alia at mining sites, railroad construction camps and other
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places of demanding physical labor is sufficient eyidence

that the habit could not have been too debilitating to

the moderate smoker. One Chinese-American recalls that

"some of the older ones smoked opium . . . it seemed like

nothing to them. I used to watch them everyday, you know,

and they could climb a tree as well as I could" (Nee 1972,

quoted in: Hattori,et al. 1979:604).

The archaeology of the study area provides plentiful

evidence of opium smoking in the form of pipe bowls, lamp

globes and brass containers. Opium use is demonstrated at

the Jacksonville Chinese Quarter as well as sites 35JA5001,

5002 and 5003. Relatively heavy use of the drug by a small

crew of miners or ditch-diggers is inferred at the Squaw

Creek site (5001). The available Kubli Store records do

not reveal much about opium purchase frequencies; only

one customer, "Loh," is shown as buying the substance. He

purchased "2 opium boxes" (probably the 5-tael containers;

$.35 apiece) in November 1864 and twenty-nine more the follow-

ing February. Loh also bought numerous boxes of candles

($6.00 each) during this period, perhaps for use in preparing

and smoking the drug. The large quantity of opium bought

on a single day may indicate that Loh was acting as a pur-

chasing agent for a group of his countrymen; some of his

bulk food transactions also seem to signify this. (There
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was a Chinese group known as "Loh and Co." which mined in

the vicinity of Ruch.) The lack of opium customers among

the other Chinese is surprising. Perhaps Loh made a special

order for opium while the other Chinese obtained the drug

elsewhere. It is also possible that, for whatever reasons,

storekeeper Kubli preferred not to stock opium and made a

singular exception in Loh's case. Most of the other Chinese

miners made regular purchases of candles, including a Chinese

variety costing twelve cents each. Some of these candles

could have been utilized in the opium-smoking process.

The continuation of opium smoking by the Applegate

Valley Chinese illustrates the persistence of this "tradi-

tional" culture trait among the overseas Chinese in general.

Many whites consumed opiates in the form of laudanum-containing

"medicines," but there is no evidence that the Chinese in the

study area experimented with this variety. Physical depen-

dency was obviously a contributing cause to maintenance of

the habit in many individual cases. Apparently opium smoking

was often a cooperative event in which a number of individuals

participated. It thus may have acted in some fashion to re-

inforce intra-group social bondssimilar to the after-work

alcohol drinking rituals of modern American culture. What-

ever the psycho-social effects of opium smoking, it was

certainly not an activity conducive to acculturation. The
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turation in other aspects of sojourner behavior. When

much of one's free time was spent in a state of narcotic

withdrawal, the potential for significant interaction with

members of the host society was obviously lessened.

Tobacco and Alcohol Use

Tobacco smoking had become a popular indulgence among

the Chinese well before the massive emigrations to North

America. Long, thin-stemmed bamboo pipes, with small brass

bowls and mouthpieces were the usual equipment employed,

although a form of water pipe was favored by the affluent.

Some of the sojourners supposedly smoked sufficient amounts

of tobacco to achieve a kind of mild stupor. The Grant County

(Oregon) News (19 Feb. 1885) reports on the Chinese New Year

celebration in Canyon City: '. . the moon-eyed denizens

of the town were stretched out on bunks and beds, indulging

in tobacco, opium . . . and other narcotics."

The archaeological evidence of tobacco use by the Chinese

in the Siskiyou Mountains is limited to part of a probable

plug tobacco can at site 35JA5001, and one fragment of

a clay pipestem (probably American-made) from the Jackson-

ville privy. Over three-quarters of the Kubli Store's

Chinese clientele purchased various kinds of plug tobacco

261
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C$.50/lb.). on a. regular basis (weekly or hi-weekly in most

cases).. The suhatancewas typically sold in paper con-

tainers costing about sixty cents each. (The tin-plated

tobacco can came someihat later.) Matches ($.75 for a dozen

boxes) were often included on the day's bill with tobacco.

"Wong Tonn" bought a "pipestem" (Chinese?) from the store

but no other sales of smoking paraphenalia are shown. The

larger portion of Chinese preferred their tobacco in loose

or plug form, for smoking in pipes, hut several of them

bought occasional cigars C$.25/doz.) and one sojourner pur-

chased a "bunch. of cigarros" for three dollars. Compara-

tively fewer white customers purchased tobacco from the

Kubli Store; those who di.d invariably bought it at regular

intervals (sometimes two-three times a week) and in plug

form for smoking or possibly chewing.

Alcohol consumption has been an integral part of Chinese

culture for several thousand years. The alcoholic drinks of

Kwangtung, called chau, have been referred to as "wines"

but more correctly were "either beers (undistilled drinks

from grain) or vodkas (distilled, unaged drinks made from

starch bases)" (Anderson and Anderson 1977:342). Most Chi-

nese spirits were slightly stronger than their Euro-American-

made counterparts. The Chinese phrase for drunkeness was

"to get red-faced," due to their inherited tendency to become
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alcohol (Anderson and Anderson 1977:343). Alcohol con-

sumption was usually confined to meals, and most sojourners

retained this custom:

. . drunkeness is very uncommon. At din-
ners the wine, or spirits rather, is served
in large bowls, into which all dip their
cups. In drinking, the cup is raised to the
person on the left, and then with a circular
sweep of the hand to the others around the
table . . . Foreign whiskey and gin are occa-
sionally used, on account of their cheapness,
but native spirits are much preferred. (Culin
1890 :198)

In contrast to their sensationalistic descriptions of opium

dens, most white observers stressed and praised the alcoholic

moderation of the Chinese immigrants. The following excerpts

from nineteenth century accounts are illustrative:

They are quick to learn, quiet, cleanly and
faithful, and have no 'off days' or sprees
to get over. (Bowles 1869:399)

So far as I have been able to learn, such a
thing as a gang of Chinese leaving a piece
of work they had engaged to do, unless they
were cheated or ill-treated, is unknown.
They don't drink whiskey. (Nordoff 1874:144)

It is a rare and curious sight to see a drunken
Chinaman. Few of the race indulge in the habit
of drinking intoxicating liquors, and there are
none, perhaps, that drink enough to be called
drunkards. (Lloyd 1876:261)
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They are made to sound like model citizens, potential members

of the Temperance Union and so on. With all the testimonials
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to their sobriety, the archaeological and archival evi-

dence of alcoholic consumption by the sojourners comes as

a surprise.. Virtually every sizable Chinese site archaeo-

logically-excavated in the western U.S. has yielded large

quantities of Euro-American alcohol bottles (e.g., Ventura,

Lower China Store, Harmony Borax Works, Idaho City, Love-

lock, etc.). The same holds true at those few sites for

which relic hunters have published their finds; the collec-

tion from a Chinese dump at Mountain View, Califotnia in-

cluded a large number of gin bottles among the Oriental

ceramics (O'Connell 1980:36).

The test excavations at the Jacksonville Chinese

Quarter and at site 35JA5003 produced fragments of wine or

ale, whiskey, bitters and possibly other alcohol bottles.

Wine, ale, bitters and/or brandy containers were found at

the shorter-use sites 5001 and 5002. The per-capita con-

sumption rate cannot be determined from the archaeological

data; however, the Kubli Store ledger proves to be quite

helpful. Over 80% of the Chinese bought at least some

alcohol during the approximate one-year period covered by

the available records. The Applegate Valley sojourners

ranged from a few apparent teetotalers to several "heavy"

drinkers. For example, "Lee Hann" bought within a one-
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month span nearly a gallon of distilled alcoholic bever-

ages, in weekly quart purchases. The small size of his

food purchases indicates that Lee Hann probably was shop-

ping only for himself or one-two other persons. Similarly

impressive is the apparent alcohol consumption rate of

"Lud Moon," who also bought relatively small amounts of

food. Between late August and the end of November 1864,

Lud Moon obtained over two-and-a-half gallons of various

spirits, again in semi-weekly pint-to-quart purchases.

There are no entries in his account from December 1864

until July 1865; perhaps he was occupied in the mines or

was visiting elsewhere. Upon his return to the store

(July-September 1865), Lud Moon bought no alcohol whatso-

ever. The average weekly purchase of the numerous (approx.

three out of five Chinese) steady drinkers was between a

pint and a quart. The variability of prices/amounts sig-

nifies that much of the liquor was probably dispensed from

kegs into whatever container the purchaser had brought.

The Chinese evidently imbibed the alcohol at their camps.

The whites, in contrast, perferred to buy and consume it

by the drink on the Kubli Store premises. John Orth bought

two-four "trinks" every few days. E. P. Epperson and William

Menten downed two-six drinks almost daily, and also pur-

chased large quantities of alcohol for consumption elsewhere.
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In a fit of patriotic expansiveness, both men apparently

"bought the house" several rounds on the Fourth of July,

1860 (a total of forty-two drinks is shown on their tabs).

The "hard drinking" American miner is, of course, a well

established figure in frontier folklore. Sir Henry Huntley

(1856:74) noted that "very few of the great number of Ameri-

cans who work in these, or any other diggings, save any money

of consequence; they either spend it in the gambling or

drinking saloon, or otherwise lose it." According to Hittel

(1861:211), "Many of the white miners live in a rough manner

. . earn money with ease, and spend it as fast as they

make it. . . Their occupation seems to have an influence

to make them spendthrifts, and fond of riotous living."

The Orientals' more private and unobstreperous drinking be-

havior probably contributed to the whites' belief in the

soberness of the Chinese sojourner.

The many Euro-American varieties of alcohol consumed

by the Chinese shows that some acculturation had occurred

in the area of drinking habits. Although "Chinese liquor"

($1.00 a bottle, probably Ng Ka Py in stoneware jugs) was

available at the Kubli Store, very few of the sojourners

bought it, and of those who did, only as a supplement to

larger quantities of non-Chinese beverages. The Orientals'

accounts show no purchases of wine (as opposed to some of
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the white customers), but their sampling of distilled

liquors was eclectic: although whiskey and brandy predomin-

ated, several Chinese miners regularly bought "Old Tom gin"

($1.00 a bottle), and "Ham Waih" once acquired a bottle of

"Gin. snaps" (German schnapps). The presence of bitters

bottles in the archaeological record illustrates the willing-

ness of the Chinese to try American patent medicines with

a high alcoholic content.

Gambling, Ser and Other Activities

Ey almost all accounts the Chinese were avid gamblers.

The sojourners brought native games of chance with them:

Ba Kap Bil (lottery, similar to modern Keno), Pai Kow

(dominoes), Fan Tan (a number-guessing game unrelated to

the Euro-American card game of the same name) and others.

Typical gaming pieces included wooden dominoes, brass "cash"

coins, black and white glass "pearls" (fan tan counters) and

other tokens. Dice games were also popular with the over-

seas Chinese (Hattori, et al. 1979:499). Artifacts related

to gambling have been recovered from a number of sojourner

sites, especially from urban contexts (e.g., Ventura, Love-

lock). Chinese coins have been found at the Jacksonville

Chinese Quarter but these could have been used as good luck

charms or low denomination currency in the local Chinese
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community. There is little or no artifactual evidence of

gambling among the Applegate Valley Chinese. The one hand-

cut, perforated brass disc at site 35JA5001 may have served

as a. token in games of chance. "Hog Yam" bought "dice"

during one visit to the Kubli Store. The absence of gaming

pieces from the relatively remote mining camps is probably

not unusual; most gambling would have taken place during

visits to urban centers like Jacksonville, where more par-

ticipants and higher stakes were available.

Due to the scarcity of females in the nineteenth cen-

tury sojourner population, heterosexual activity was usually

limited to periodic visits to Chinese-run houses of prosti-

tution (Kung 1962:89). Out of eight adult Chinese females

listed in the 1880 Jackson County census, one was the wife

of Gin Lin, three are listed as cooks/servants, and the re-

maining four have no occupation shown. These women prob-

ably worked as prostitutes, as they lived in households

where the single or senior male's occupation was shown as:

"runs boardinghouse." Writing in Nevada in 1870, Aspin

(1977:116) states. that:

I regret that it is not in my power to speak
more favorably of the female portion of this
peculiar people. I am, however, constrained
to state that by universal consent, they are
avowed without almost a solitary exception
to have professionally bartered away the
brightest jewel of a virtuous woman.
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Feasts and festivals were a common part of the annual

cycle in China. The Jacksonville newspapers contain numer-

ous accounts of Chinese funeral ceremonies and the attendant

post-burial feasts. An interesting clay figurine set,

(Figure 111-7-24) was found by Lango in the Jacksonville

Chinese Quarter. Evidently made in China, the piece de-

picts such a funerary feast. Large groups of sojourners

congregated in places like Jacksonville and Yreka to cele-

brate important festivals like the Chinese Nev Year. The

biggest annual purchase at the Kubli Store by almost every

Chinese customer occurred between late January and early

Februray; some of these account entries read simply "New

Year's goods." The purchases certainly included firecrackers

and probably other items (paper streamers, incense, candles,

etc.). No celebratory artifacts were recovered from the.

study area. (However, it is worth noting that several spent

firecrackers were found during the Lovelock archaeological

project; Hattori, et al. 1979:512). The sojourners appar-

ently seized on almost any occasion as an excuse to set off

fireworks. One issue of the Democratic Times (10 Apr. 1885:3)

states that "the Chinese of this place burnt a very large

number of firecrackers and rockets last Friday evening in

commemoration of their victory over the French in China."

The Fourth of July also was considered an occasion worthy of
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Chinese fireworks displays. The Kubli Store sold quan-

tities of firecrackers (usually in strings costing $.25)

to Chinese customers during the months of March, April,

May, September and Novemberin short, nearly year round.

Finally, regular communication with one's family in

China was an important obligation. The District Associa-

tions provided postal delivery via the Hong Kong trading

vessels (and for the vast majority of illiterate sojourners,

a letter writing service was available in most towns). Many

of the Chinese miners in the Siskiyous undoubtedly could

neither read nor write Chinese, much less English. Some of

them, however, apparently could at least sign their names

in Chinese characters. One or two characters are used as

identifying marks (signatures?) at the top of each sojourner's

account in the Kubli Store ledger. The very different styles

of calligraphy (stroke length, thickness, curvature, etc.)

in most of them indicate that many Chinese customers made

their own marks in Kubli's book. At least two of them bought

"China books" (probably Chinese language newspapers or maga-

zines printed in San Francisco, $.25-.30 apiece) and one

man purchased a twenty-five cent ream of writing paper.

These literate members of the local Chinese community prob-

ably served their less-educated countrymen as letter-writers

and news messengers.
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Aside from their ready acceptance of Euro-American

liquors, the Applegate Valley Chinese seem to have re-

tained their traditional modes of relaxation and diversion.

Their preference for whiskey and brandy shows acculturative

behavior in the form of voluntary substitutions for Chinese

beverages. Still, the pattern of sojourner drinking (while

possibly showing an increased consumption over what was

typical in Kwangtung) probably did not exceed the bounds of

native custom. Most of the alcohol was probably served with

meals, producing a mild intoxication.



9. ThE SETTLEMENT PATTERN: SOJOURNER ARCHITECTURE

This chapter deals with the settlement pattern of

sojourner habitations in both the urban and rural American

environment. It further focuses on the characteristic

location, arrangement, building materials and structural

"style" of Chinese mining camp architecture. Sojourner

building practices are compared with those of the native

Chinese archjtectureal tradition, with the purpose of

determining the relationship between cultural persistence

on the one hand and acculturation with the host society on

the other.

In their examination of urban Oriental buildings in

British Columbia, Kerr and Buslag (1978:6) note that the

study of sojourner architecture "is still very much in its

infancy . . . no systematic attempt has yet been made to

analyze its diverse stylistic origins or to chart its de-

velopment and the indigenous and foreign factors." Kirker's

(1960) study of California frontier architecture notes the

failure of the Chinese to influence frontier building style

and how rapidly they seemed to adopt Euro-American methods.

Yet the question of an ethnic Chinese architecture in the

United States is still an open one. Weitze (1980:205),
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Writing in tile Journal of Architectural Flistorians, poses

the question whether "the silent history of ethnic design

in California and the Westparticularly the history of

Chinese designwill be unlocked through a more careful

scrutiny? . . . Are there instances of isolated transi-

tional oriental design during these years which can be

associated with Chinese architecture?"

Working against the persistence of Chinese building

practices were the temporary nature of the sojourner ex-

perience and th.ehostility of the white community. Lloyd

(1876:239) remarks that these factors prevented the Chinese

"from making investments in property that they cannot carry

away at short notice or readily dispose of at its full

value . . . there are not many buildings erected by the

Chinese [in San Francisco], and the absence of quaint Chinese

architecture is remarked." Although the sailing vessels

built by the Chinese fishermen of San Francisco Bay were

almost exact duplicates of the prototypical Pearl River

"junk" (Spier 1958b:l06), ships could always be sailed away

from troubled waters while the land-based sojourner might

have to abandon his dwelling. Nevertheless, it seems likely

that some aspects of the native building tradition would

persist, perhaps most especially in the remote mining camps

where the Chinese often constructed their own shelter



instead of occupying white-built structures as they did

in the cities. Kerr and Buslag (1978:9) call for a corn-

parative study between "architectural prototypes in China

and what was built on the West Coast of North America to

ascertain what in fact came directly from China." Such a

comparison must concentrate on the vernacular architecture

of the Kwangtung peasantry.

The Native Architectural Tradition

As with the culture's culinary tradition, the basic

elements of Chinese architecture had remained essentially

the same for several thousand years. The historically-

unifying idea of the domestic structure as a simple en-

closed space forming a "broad hall" goes back to the Shang

Dynasty of the second millenium, B.C. (Speiser 1965:371,

Su 1964:10). The use of wood frame structures on raised

platforms or terraces dates to that period (Boyd 1962:23),

and the archaeologically-based reconstructions of the

thatched roof, half-timbered mud-walled Shang shelter (e.g.,

drawing in Pirazzoli 1971:88) are remarkably similar to

illustrations of nineteenth century Kwangtung peasant

dwellings. Further crystallization of the building tra-

dition took place during the Han Dynasty (ca. 2,000 years
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ago) when the principles of "axiality and of timber struc-

tures with pIllars, beams and brackets were formulated"

(Pirazzoli 1971:7). The agrarian family dwelling became

the archetype for subsequent Chinese building, and its basic

simplicity was considered aesthetically appropriate for use

by the Sung Dynasty nobility (Wu 1963:31, Inn 1950:10).

Throughout its history Chinese architecture has been

characterized by the abundant use of woodfrom rude huts to

monumental buildings like the Temple of Heaven in Peking

(Silcôck 1931:3). As a result very few of the existent

buildings (with the obvious exception of masonry structures

like the Great Wall, various bridges and TangDynasty pagodas)

date before the Ming Period (Ca. 1500 A.D.), and the Chinese

have never considered the "permanance" of a specific struc-

ture to be particularly desirable (Soper 1956:205, Silcock

193l:3). As much of heavily populated China became de-

forested during the past two millennia a variety of other

building materials were incorporated. However, the Chinese

are said to have devoted more attention to "reproducing tim-

ber architecture in stone and brick than to working out pro-

cesses to suit these different materials" (Speiser 1965:

394). In semi-arid northern China many houses had founda-

tions and walls of dried adobe bricks. Since adobe was not

appropriate to the humid climate of Kwangtung, fired bricks
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(with the. characteristic blue-grey hue caused by the use

of steam inside the kiln) were common (Smith 1899:22-23).

Other wall materials in nineteenth century Kwangtung in-

cluded stone, woven bamboo or wood lath and, near the Pearl

River estuary, oyster shell-tempered mud (Smith 1899:22,

Franck 1925:13, Stover 1974:13)

The three basic components of Chinese residential

architecture are the raised (or sometimes excavated) founda-

tion platform,. the generally wood frame walls and the tiled

or thatched roof. The raised earthen platform probably de-

veloped during the Shang period as a means of protecting

the timber roof supports from moisture (Pirazzoli 1971:87).

The sloping sides of the rectangular platform, whether

raised or excavated into a slope, were faced with dry-stone

retaining walls or mortared brick (Su 1964:36 and 208,

Speiser 1964:379). Bearing walls were rarely used in Chinese

architecture (PirazzOli 1971:12 and 89, Speiser 1964:380-381,

Su 1964:211). The roof was supported by upright timber posts

placed at regular intervals. The intervening spaces were

filled by a curtain wall made of the materials mentioned

previously, forming a 9screen" with no supporting function.

The basic module of identical-sized wall bays permitted easy

expansion of a building in any direction when growth of a

household demanded (Boyd 1962:28 and 34). In some parts of
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southern China, horizontal cross-braces linked the verti-

cal posts at about half the height of the wall. When left

exposed in a mud or brick wall, the visual character is

nearly identical to that of the half-timbered structures

of medieval Europe (Cf. Boerschmann 1923: plate 159). on

major buildings the posts were affixed to the horizontal

roof beams (purlins) by an intricate system of interlocking

cantilevered brackets called tou-kung (Wu 1963:40). The

tou-kung allowed the eaves to project well beyond the walls,

producing the wide sweeping roofs for which high-style

Chinese architecture is known. Instead of the rigid tri-

angular roof-truss of most western architecture, the combi-

nation of tou-kung bracketing with the step-like sequence

of queen post-supported purlins in the gable ends allowed

a variety of roof styles to be easily built (Pirazzoli 1971:

89, Boyd 1962:32). The four basic roof forms were the gabled,

hipped, half-hipped ("gablet") and pyramidal (Boyd 1962:34).

The first was characteristic of domestic architecture while

the latter were utilized mostly for ceremonial or monumental

structures (Pirazzoli 1971:90). Peasant houses in Kwangtung

usually had thatched coverings; the more affluent farmers

as well as city-dwellers used ceramic tiles, either the

flat tile with upcurved ends or the semi-circular form (Su

1964:222)
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(The Chinese roof-support system led to development

of the curved roof during the Sui and Tang Dynasties of

the first milleniuxu A.D. Many architectural historians

have speculated on the functional origin of the curved roof

in Chinese architecture: e.g., Boyd 1962:39 and 87, Su 1964:

218, Speiser 1965:386 and 39Q, Silcock 1931:5, Wing 1950:33,

Pirazzoli l97l:0-9l. The reasons given include the use of

flexible bamboo rafters, the need to relieve the tremendous

weight of large tiled surfaces, the wish for more light, the

desire to project runoff water away from structural footings,

the influence of Indian Buddhist architecture and so on.

Several writers agree that the curved roof was favored simply

because it was both possible and beautiful.)

Other important factors in Chinese architecture were

the use of color and spatial arrangement. Predominant wall

colors were white, yellow, black and especially red (the

rust-red paint was originally derived from mercuric oxide

used as a preservative coating on structural timbers); roof

colors included blue-green, black and yellow; balustrades

and trim were often painted red, blue or green (Boyd 1962:

37). Typical peasant dwellings had whitewashed walls (or

left the brick exposed) which contrasted with the dark blue-

grey roof tiles.

Residential structures always opened to the south,
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usually facing into a rectangular, walled courtyard (ting

or yuan, aligned to the cardinal directions), with a gate

to the outer world placed near the center of the south

wall. The back side of the house formed the northern wall

of the enclosed space. Sometimes a few small windows, set

high, were permitted in this wall, but visual contact with

the area outside of the courtyard was kept to a minimum

(Wu 1963:32, Smith 1899:25). Lesser buildings (e.g.,

married childrens' quarters, animal sheds, etc.) were built

along the east and west walls of the compound's interior.

The courtyard, and the covered pavillion of the house which

faced on to it, were the focus of most family activities

during the warmer seasons. Multi-story houses often had

balconies overlooking the court. The whole effect was to

provide a secluded refuge from neighbors and the outside

world in general. Even impoverished households which could

not afford a stone- or brick-walled court often mimicked

the arrangement with a crude fence of wood or thatch. In

Kwangtung the side structures are often wings of the main

house, forming a narrow U-shaped court, called a "sky well"

because of the predominance of two-storied structures.

When the weather is warm but damp, much cooking and other

household activities take place on the covered balconies

(Su 1964:232). Multi-story (generally four to six levels)
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residences characterized urban Kwangtung (Pirazolli 1971:5).

Here the balconies served as each family's personal court-

yard overlooking the main communal "sky well."

The simple rural houses had one or two rooms, some-

times with only a woven mat partition. They rarely had

ceilings, the room being open to the rafters, from which

were suspended baskets of food and other supplies (Smith

1899:20). Permanent chimneys were absent; smoke from the

small ceramic cooking stove was allowed to escape upwards

through the tile or thatch roof (Speiser 1965:390). During

winter, heat from the stove was led to and circulated beneath

the sleeping platform through a brick-work flue called a

k'ang. However, layers of quilted garments were the most

important part of the peasant's home-heating system (Boyd

1962:83). Due to the warm climate of Kwangtung, k'angs were

less commonly used.

Franck (1925:303) depicts the villages of the Sze Yap

as composed of densely clustered houses, all oriented in

the same direction so that they looked "so much like strings

of freight cars that one might suspect they were modeled

after them by men who had worked in our railroad construc-

tion camps." He goes on to mention "row after row of

houses exactly alike, built of dark bluish bricks, with

mildly turned-up cornices." Conwell C1871:130-132) provides



a detailed description of a nineteenth century Toi-shan

hut, the kind of abode typical of the poorest class of

peasant families:

. . a long hut with four doors [in one
wall]. It is the dwelling of four families
[undoubtedly all related], each having one
room. . . . The houses are built of bamboo
matting and of mortar. The matting is f as-
tened to the poles which make the corner
posts, one sheet on the outside and the other
on the inside, leaving a space between the
two sheets [of matting] about four inches
wide. This space has been filled in with
mortar and beaten down so that when the mat-
ting decays there will be a hard cement wall
left. . . . The walls or sides are about seven
feet high . . . The roof is the old-fashioned
[gable] style; two sides, running up to a ridge,
and is made of bamboo poles covered with a thick
thatch of straw, the eaves of which project over
the side walls about a foot. The door is a thick
piece of matting, which is rolled up under the
roof during the day and let down at night. There
is but one window, and that is nothing more than
a square hole cut through the back [north] side
of each room, with a groove-sliding board to
close it in bad weather.

Lung (1978:3-4) examines the village of Kat fling Wei

("Walled Hamlet of Good Fortune") near the Pearl River Delta

in order to demonstrate that Chinese "'vernacular' archi-

tecture and the monumental buildings of the grand design

have a common root and serve the same symbolic function."

Kat Hing Wei was built during the Ming Dynasty (1386-1644 A.D.)

and since that time has been occupied by members of the same

family lineage. The village plan is symmetrical and oriented
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to the cardinal directions. The main street runs north-

wards from the entrance gate in the center of the south

wall to the village shrine at the north end of the compound.

Public facilities (storehouses, animal sheds, etc.) are

placed along the walls of the main enclosure. Rows of

contiguous dwellings, each with a gabled roof, occupy the

interior of the enclosure. They are identical in size,

materials and orientation (opening to the south). Each

household has its own small enclosed courtyard (Lung 1978:

62-64). The plan of Kat Hing Wei illustrates the unifying

principles of Chinese architectureaxiality, repetition

of. form, and orientation in spacefrom imperial capitals

to agrarian villages.

Southward orientation of buildings (and often their

hierarchical arrangement north-to-south and highest-to-lowest)

is almost a univrsa1 practice (or at least universal ideal)

in China. It may date back to Neolithic times (Wu 1963:35).

The initial desire of early agriculturalists in the Yellow

River basin for maximum sunlight and shelter from cold

northern winds gradually became wrapped up in a complex

set of cosmological beliefs. These tenets formed the basis

of Chinese geomancy, a "science for harmonious living" which

determined the best location and arrangement of structures.

Builders consulted with geomancers well-versed in the
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order to ensure that a proposed city, village or farmhouse

would be "favorable to good spirits and capable of keeping

away the evil ones" (Pirazzoli 1971:197). According to

feng-shui, "an ideal building site

should be south-facing and constitute the
following topographical features: the hills
should have the formation of an arm-chair;
those in the rear should fence off evil
spirits brought in by the cold northerly
wind; those on the left and right [east and
west] should flank it like embracing arms,
and the front should be open and unobstructed
such that view, airiness and sunlight can be
brought in. (Lung 1978:71)

For the Chinese, the actual size, materials and embel-

lishments of a particular building were of lesser importance.

What mattered most was the "idea" of that structure as a

living unit well-arranged in space. Is it possible that the

nineteenth century Chinese sojourners brought some of the

underlying principles of their native architecture to the

United States?

Sojourner Architecture:
The Urban Environment

The Chinatowns of Large Western Cities

The several Oriental communities of large western cities

shared traits in settlement pattern and architectural style.
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The Report of the Special Commission to the San Francisco

Board of Supervisors (Farwell 1885:97) stated in 1883 that

its impression of San Francisco's Chinese quarter would

"apply to every town of importance in California or in

any part of the world where the Chinese have colonized;

for one 'Chinatown' is as another . . wherever it may be

found, the world over." They typically formed extremely

crowded ghettos where "unmistakable signs of contrasting

civilization [were] seen on every side" (Lloyd 1876:236).

Chinatowns were usually located in the older (and often

lowest-lying) section of a city, but situated near to the

mercantile center so that commerce with the host community

(e.g., laundries, restaurants) were facilitated.

The buildings of San Francisco's Chinatown were de-

scribed in 1880 as largely "of brick, and all are of Ameri-

can architecture:"

Whenever the Chinese get into a building,
they commence to remodel it and change the
appearance of the front, putting up queer
signs, painting the balconies fanciful
colors and hanging out curious Chinese lan-
terns. In a few months after they attack
it, so to speak, it looks as though it were
a hundred years old. (Densmore 1880:23)

The Chinese section of Victoria, British Columbia, experienced

a similar transformation. There, some buildings were appar-

ently erected as financial investments by the Chinese, but
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most were designed by white architects in the "prevailing

Italianate and Queen Anne fashions of the day" (Kerr 1979:8).

The same basic modifications to Euro-American brick struc-

tures were common to the larger Chinatowns: Victoria, Seattle,

Portland, San Francisco, etc. (See Figure 111-9-1, nine-

teenth century street scene in Portland's Chinese section.)

The street-front facades had elaborate wooden balconies,

supported by turned posts. The red-painted balustrades

sometimes had distinctive "chinoiserie" fretwork, and many

balconies had decorative canopy coverings cantilevered out

from the surface of the wall. Some balconies extended the

full width of the building while others (usually those above

the second story) were only one or two bays wide. Vertical

red-and-black signs in Chinese, paper lanterns and potted

plants hanging from the balconies overhead gave a distinctly

Oriental ambience to the streetscape (Baird 1962:38). As

in urban Kwangtung, the balconies provided open space and

personal cooking areas. With a touch of exaggeration,

Trunibie (1882:19) portrays the buildings of San Francisco's

Chinatown as "built out, story beyond story, as in a media-

eval city, until the roofs almost meet":

. . Upon the architecture of the American
builder, the invader who has populated the
districts has grafted his own carpenter work
until the commonplace forms of the old houses



Figure Ill-9--l. Street scene in Portland's Chinatown, Ca.
1885 CS.PW. Second Ave. and Alder St.). (Oregon Historical
Society)

Figure 111-9-2. Shanties of Chinese gardeners in N.W. Port-
land, before 1909 (near present site of Civic Stadium).
(Oregon Historical Society)
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. . have entirely disappeared. The lanes
and alleys of Chinatown are simply so many
lanes and alleys in Pekin, for any trace
they reveal of their original condition in
the hands of the white man.

In San Francisco's Chinatown, and probably in other

cities as well, chimneys were rarely used (Farwell 1885:18-19,

28; Lloyd 1876:237). Instead, the sojourner cooked on a

small brick-and-mortar stove (like those used in China) lo-

cated on a balcony, in a window or just inside a room.

Smoke was allowed to ventilate naturally without a flue,

leading to a heavy soot-covering on ceilings and upper walls.

According to Fortune (1852:97), the native Chinese were

acclimated to the smoke but to him "it was almost in sup-

portable. The smoke got into my eyes and almost drove me

wild with pain." The fire hazard was severe and some white

property owners preferred not to have Chinese tenants or

neighbors simply for that reason. The Chinese also were

notorious for altering the interiors of buildings by the

addition of partitions as well as "cheater" or "flying"

floors between stories (Trunthle 1882:20, Lloyd 1876:237),

thereby increasing the potential number of occupants. "There

came to be blocks and blocks of buildings [in San Francisco],

subdivided like cliff dwellings into tiny rooms containing

nothing but bunks" (Coolidge 1909:412). Each block in an

urban sojourner community became much like a tightly-clus-

tered village of the Sze Yap. Instead of having an alley
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running parallel to the main street, a number of narrow

alleyways led to the center of the block, which was a

maze of smal.1 coutryards for each building (Kerr 1979:9).

Aside from the unknown Oriental builder who supposedly

supervised construction of San Francisco's Granite Block in

1852 (a western style structure), the Chinese did not pro-

duce anything in the way of substantial urban architecture.

It was not until after 1900 that self-consciously "Chinese"-.

style restaurants and other buildings were designed from

the ground up, and then often by white architects (Kerr and

Buslag 1978:7, Weitze 1980:203-205). The nineteenth century

sojourners confined themselves to exterior and interior

modifications of Euro-American wood or brick buildings.

Nevertheless, these alterations and additions did more than

simply give an oriental appearance to the street scene.

They permitted the continuance of native lifestyles within

the environment of a foreign city.

The Chinatowns of Frontier Communities

Most western towns of any size had a small Chinese com-

munity. The Chinatown or "China shacks" served the Oriental

laborers of the vicinity and provided some services for the

local white residents as well. They were customarily

located on the edge of the main business district and were
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situated near a water source for the operation of laundries

(Williams 1930:39, Du Vault 1959:162, various Sanborn-Perris

Map Co. fire insurance maps). The typical crowded assemblage

of small wood-frame buildings gave the appearance of a

"shantytown." When available, wood (usually rough-cut lum-

ber or shakes) was the usual building material. During the

early gold rush years some of the mining region's lumber was

actually shipped from China (Shaw 1973:31). Although the

Chinese frequently occupied structures abandoned by whites,

the sojourners did erect their own quarters. In San Jose

the Chinese supposedly constructed houses on the model of

one an American carpenter had been hired to build (Spier

1958a:104), an obvious case of architectural acculturation.

Others apparently maintained some of their native building

practices. During the early 1850s for example, some Chinese-

manufactured prefabricated "camphorwood" structures were sent

to California from Hong Kong (Lai and Choy 1973:43, Wiltsee

1932:179). These windowless, two-room buildings measured

about twelve feet wide by twenty-four feet long and had

gable roofs. The first courthouse of Calaveras County, Cali-

fornia, was built of three such structures attached end to end

(Wiltsee 1932:179)

Photographs of frontier Chinatowns throughout much of

the western United States (e.g., Ventura, Sacramento Delta
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towns, Yreka, suburban Portland, Jacksonville) show a

similar pattern: rows of attached, one- to one-and-a-half

story structures with 45°-pitch gable roofs. The siding

is often of vertical boards and the roof is usually covered

with wood shingles or shakes. Some two-story buildings

might have a rail-enclosed balcony across the front eleva-

tion. In contrast to the often similar Euro-American edi-

fices, few of them have false fronts or large windows.

. the wierd Chinese shacks looked flimsy
but were exceedingly adhesive. Each succes-
sive house had but three walls and was added
on to the side of its predecessor. The Chi-
nese builder was accustomed to put in 10 nails
where the American would use but one; therefore
Chinatown was a solid unit almost a block long
made up of cubicles. (Minke 1960:28)

According to the 1884-1895 Sanborn maps of Albany, Oregon

most of the towns Chinese buildings were attached (or had

very narrow pathways between them); long and narrow (maximum

of 20 feet wide); windowless and had small, enclosed yards

in the rear. Outbuildings were often placed against the

far wall of the wooden fence. The Chinese buildings of

Jacksonville were essentially similar. (See also Kohihagen

[1968] for brief description of a Chinese store in Roseburg.)

Interior photographs usually show that ceilings were lacking.

Although there were some major differences, the typical China-

town arrangement recalls some of the spatial characteristics

of Kwangtung villages like Kat Hing Wei.
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Figure 111-9-3. Yreka's Chinatown, ca. 1900. The row of at-
tached, narrow, gable-roof structures is typical of frontier
Oriental communities. (Siskiyou County Historical Society)

Figure 11-9-4. Jacksonville's Chinatown (foreground) viewed
from the Peter Britt home, Ca. 1858. Some of these buildings
were probably built by the white miners during the early
1850s. (Southern Oregon Historical Society)
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Perhaps the constraint of having to adapt to a com-

munity designed and dominated by whites precluded the use

of more native building practices. The Jacksonville Chinese

Quarter is one example. It began as a cluster of abandoned

American-built cabins (horizontal shake siding, see Figure

111-9-4 ). Ironically these were located along the only

street in town not oriented tothe cardinal directions.

The sojourners' feng-shui principles were apparently easily

set aside when the socio-economic situation demanded:. (Con-

versely, their willingness to accept whatever living arrange-

ment was available may also indicate that, to the sojourners,

what took place in America had little geomantic consequence

that only the native Chinese environment had cosmological

significance. Their universal custom of shipping the remains

of dead countrymen home, even at great expense and after

years of burial in foreign soil, may represent another aspect

of this attitude.)

Due to their wood construction, fires (usually caused

by cooking or of incendiary origin) were especially destruc-

tive to the smaller Chinatowns. Conflagrations repeatedly

plagued many sojourner communities of central California

(Chu 1970:31) and caused the permanent abandonment of

another in north-central Oregon (Barlow and Richardson 1979:3).

Some Chinese occupied abandoned adobe buildings in the American
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Southwest and southern California (cf. Greenwood 1978:43).

In arid portions of Idaho and elsewhere they built their own

houses from bricks or dried mud (Wynne 1964:56). The remains

of one mud-walled, purportedly Chinese-built cabin is recorded

for the Kiamath National Forest, in the relatively humid sec-

tion of northwestern California (J. Rock, personal cominuni-

cation). Some sojourners erected structures of stone. The

dressed-stone Kam Wah Chung Store Building in John Day, Ore-

gon, was evidently constructed by the Chinese sometime in

the 1860s (Staehli 1972:4). The massive stones for the non-

load bearing walls (which actually contain a wooden building)

of the main structure are of volcanic tuff quarried nearby.

Small square windows, set high in the stone walls, admit a

minimum of light. Although the main facade of the Kam Wah

Chung Building faces east, the private residential rooms are

in the north end and open onto the open store area to the

south. The second story (added after 1900) has a balcony-like

deck. (See plan and elevations in Staehli 1972). The build-

ing, even considering the Euro-?merican stone-construction

tradition of eastern Oregon, has a "Chinese" appearance and

is "vaguely reminiscent of the farmhouses of the South China

plain" (Barlow and Richardson 1979:13).

The most prominent building of the typical Kwangtung

village was the temple. Called "Joss houses" by the whites
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(from "Deos," Portugese for God), most frontier Chinatowns

had a temple of some sort. Rabbi Wise, an 1877 transcontin-

ental railroad traveler, states (1967:26) that at the Eureka,

Nevada depot he opened his shutters and "lo! there was a Chi-

nese colony, consisting of a long row of huts, with a sort of

Chinese temple in the center." Customarily made quite ornate

in China, San Francisco Joss houses often had no exterior signs

of their ceremonial function (Lloyd 1876:272). The temples of

smaller Chjnatowns varied in their stateliness. Some of them,

like those at Weaverville and Dutch Flat, California, recalled

the native form. Writing in 1874 miner Duncan MacKenzie de-

scribes (1975:54) a "Chineese" (sic) temple at the latter

location:

It is enclosed with a high fence and is
facing the sun [south]. It is painted
and guilded all over on the outside with
oriental figurines. There is a yard about
an acre and a half in front of it which is
made as smoth Csic) as it can be .

Some sojourner temples were "mere lean-to's and sheds" (Chinn

1969:73); the Joss house in Butte, Montana, was constructed of

horizontal logs, similar to the log cabin of white settlers

(Lee 1960:283). If Jacksonville had a special temple (no re-

cord of one has been found) it probably consisted of a small

shrine located in the rear or upper story of one of the modest

Chinese buildings along Main Street. Important ceremonies

apparently involved travel to the formal temple in Yreka.
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As the Chinese population dwindled, their abandoned

structures were burned, dismantled or converted into storage

sheds and garages by the whites (Barlow and Richardson 1979:40).

The Jacksonville Chinese Quarter met this fate. Much of-it

had been accidently burned in 1884. By 1898 the Sanborn map

notes the remaining buildings as "old, dilapidated, and mostly

vacant." By 1930 all of them bad been torn down.

The foregoing discussion suggests that the Chinese.

perserved some of their settlement patterns and architectural

customs in the small towns of the western United States. Ma-

terials, interior spatial arrangement and siting were often

similar to those of the native tradition. The sojourners'

use of derelict white-built dwellings shows a willingness to

adapt to the necessities of a new environment. A form of

acculturation is illustrated by their use of Euro-American

building methods (e.g., horizontal log walls, probable balloon-

framing).

Sojourner Architecture:
The Rural Environment

Remote mining camps, railroad construction camps and

the like provided seasonal shelter for most of the Chinese

during the l860s through the 1880s. According to Williams

(1930:40), the Orientals' mining camps were often purposely
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Figures 111-9-5/6. Views south of Chinese buildings along
Jacksonville's Main Street, during New Years celebration in
about 1890, and some years later. (Southern Oregon Ristorical
Society).
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located a distance away from merican camps so as to

lessen inter-cultural contact and the potential for hostile

acts. The Chinese camp-sites were almost invariably located

on a flood-free terrace overlooking a major stream, but at

times (especially during the early mining period prior to

sophisticated hydraulic technology) they were situated

right next to a river, adjacent to the placer diggings

(Williams 1930:39, Borthwick 1917:252, Chiu 1967:17).

The Chinese miners and other laborers inhabited several

varieties of temporary shelters. The three major kinds

were log cabins, tents and brush huts. Writing in 1850,

before the arrival of large numbers of Chinese, Woods (1973:

121) describes a wide assortment of crude dwellings built by

the Forty-Niners:

Most . . . even in winter, are tents. Some
throw up logs a few feet high., filling up
with clay between the logs. The tent is then
stretched above, forming a roof. . . . Those
who have more regard to their own comfort or
health, erect log or stone houses, covering
them with thatch or shingles. I have seen
some very good houses at Aqua Frio made and
roofed with slate. Some comfortable wigwams
are made from pine boughs thrown up in a coni-
cal form, and are quite dry. Many only spread
a piece of canvas or a blanket, over some stakes
above them, while not a few make holes in the
ground, where they burrow like foxes. The
covers of these sometimes extend above ground,
and are roofed with plaster or clay, looking
like so many tombs. The Mexicans and Chilinos
[Chileansi put up rude frames, which they cover
with hides. In two cases I have seen a kind of
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among the branches, high up in the trees.
These may have been used by the Californians
to guard against wild beasts.

French miners were apparently notable in the care they

showed in building their cabins: ". . . in all their huts

and cabins, however roughly constructed . . . there was

something in the minor details which bespoke more permanency

than was suggested by the generality of the rude abode of

the miners" (Borthwick 1917:342). The early cabins were

generally crude log structures with canvas, sod or shake

roofs. Early white-built miner's cabins in southwestern

Oregon typically had stone chimneys (Walling 1884:456).

The Chinese frequently moved into vacant cabins after

the white owners had left for the latest gold strike elsewhere

(Coolidge 1909:35). The Orientals also built their own log

cabins, using the corner-notched walls and horizontal roof

purlins favored by most white miners. Most accounts mention

them as having very small dimensions and many occupants. One

nineteenth century newspaper account mentions "companies of

20 or 30 Chinese inhabiting close cabins, so small that

one . . - would not be of sufficient size to allow a couple

of Americans to breathe in it" (Barth 1964:114). Many of

these cabins may not have had chimneys. "Chiney Sam," a soli-

tary miner on Cow Creek in Douglas County, Oregon, built such

298
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a structure and roofed it with shakes (photograph in: Lawson

1970:15). As was noted in Chapter 7, Gin Lin's workers

erected several log buildings at the China Gulch camp;

these also may have had log purlins rather than the angled

pole rafters used by some early Euro-American settlers.

Whatever the roof construction, early cabins often had no

ceiling or only a partial loft. Although no interior photo-

graphs are available, given Oriental building practices,

the lack of ceilings was presumably typical of Chinese-built

log cabins. However, the use of horizontal logs to form

bearing walls was certainly not part of the Chinese archi-

tectural tradition. Some sojourners, especially those who

intended to "winter over" in one location, evidently recog-

nized the insulative benefits of the easily built American

log cabin. Later Chinese miners also erected vertical lumber

shacks at their camps, sometimes made from the boards of

abandoned flumes (Shay 1876:155).

The simple "A-frame" (or walled) canvas tent was another

Euro-American shelter adopted by the Chinese. These were

frequently employed at very short-term sites such as rail-

road construction camps (Lai and Choy 1973:57, White in:

Perkins 1938, AshZ-and Daily Tidings 7 Oct. 1964:3), but were

also common in the mines (Cf. Eorthwick 1917:252, Shay 1876:

155). A circa 1870 Harnhart lithograph which depicts a
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Chinese camp in the Sierras shows a cluster of white can-

vas (?) A-frame tents with floor dimensions; of about five

feet by eight feet, and a height of around four feet (in:

Sun 1973:6). The small cloth tent, with a pole supporting

each end, was probably very similar to the four-foot high

straw-mat tents sometimes used by the poorest class of

wangtung peasants (Conwell 1871:132).

The third major form of mining camp shelter was the

brush hut, constructed out of whatever vegetation happened

to be at hand. Irish miner James Galloway (in: Shay 1876:

155) testifies that the Orientals put up "brush tents .

with posts and poles, and brush thrown over them." Chinese

miners are said to have built similar shelters, "roofed with

logs and brush," along the Chelan River in central Washing-

ton (Steele 1904:669). Brush-covered huts were probably

quite common, especially at Chinese camps occupied during

the suzrtmer. A British visitor to the California mines de-

scribes the construction of one:

the Chinese carpenter and ourselves
speedily felled some young saplings, and
driving two strong posts in the ground, we
fixed a long spar longitudinally; on this
spar rested the saplings and branches in
inclined position; then placing turf at
the bottom, our bush-hut was finished that
night. (Shaw 1973:80-81)

Soon, however, heavy rains, "resembling a shower bath," forced

the Englishman to abandon his shelter for a drier abode. The
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rived directly from the summer "crop-watching huts" of

rural Kwangtung. These "little booths, some of them over-

run with climbing vines" (Smith 1899:161), provided farmers

shelter from the sun while keeping watch on their crops to

prevent their destruction by bandits or rival clans.

The "architecture" (if it may be so termed) of Chinese

mining camps was characterized by (a) adaptability to a

variety of physical environments and (b) the utilization of

materials and methods which minimized construction time.

Although the Orientals readily borrowed some Euro-Zmerican

forms like the log cabin, other shelter types had analogues

in China.

Chinese Settlement Patterns
and Construction in the

Siskiyo.0 Mountains: The Evidence

Archaeological investigations and/or archival evidence

has documented the existence of at least four (and possibly

six) Chinese habitation sites in the upper Applegate River

drainage, all of them camps associated in some way with placer

mining activity. They are located on either level ground or

slopes with a southern aspect. These sites are all found

adjacent to a river or stream. This pattern was undoubtedly

301
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the result of the Chinese miners' desire to live near the

placer gold deposits they were working. Those camps (or

presumed camps) situated on terraces next to extensive

hydraulic operations (Little Applegate, China Gulch, lower

Palmer Creek) seem to have been purposely placed so as to

be well above the often water-logged mining area. This

prevented the camps from being periodically inundated by

the operation's runoff water. The sites also seem to have

been intentionally located on ground which, although adjacent

to the area to be mined, evidently did not have sufficient

gold values to warrant its excavation by mining. Hydraulic

miners customarily delineated the probable geographic extent

of their operation by digging a series of prospect holes or

test pits, and thereby evaluated the variable financial

returns expected from an entire terrace. When gold values

per cubic yard declined below a certain minimum, that area

would be considered unproductive and left unrnined. Camps

would then most likely be erected on this low-value ground

where mining operations would not interfere with domestic

activities. In this manner a single campsite would serve

the miners throughout several seasons of work.

Some of the building materials used in the Chinese

camps are known from historical documentation. Gin Lin's

camp at the lower China Gulch site included one one-and-a-half
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story log cabin (16' x 24), one log shed (12' x 16'), one

log "stable" (16' x 20') and four luiriber buildings (varying

between 8' x 10' and 16' x 16' in plan). The Chinese are

believed to have built these structures (Landers 1910:2-3),

probably sometime in the 1880s. The brief 1910 description

makes no mention of unusual characteristics; the China Gulch

buildings were probably basically similar to those built by

whites. Chinese customers made occasional purchases of

locally-milled lumber (either for use in buildings or in

mining equipment like flumes) from Kaspar Kubli's store on

the Applegate River. The store ledger shows that "Guy Hog"

bought over 780 board feet of lumber ($28.00) and twenty-

eight pounds of nails ($4.00) in November 1864. This amount

would possibly be sufficient for either several small build-

ings or for 200-300 feet of standard fluming. "Hogwahe"

purchased "1 load of lumber" and some nails in late February

1865. The following month he obtained more nails, a quantity

of "shingles" (probably 2-3 foot long sugar pine shakes)

and a lock, indicating that Hogwahe was building a walled

and roofed structure that he wished to make secure against

intruders. One Chinese customer, "Loh," bought "100 boards"

in November 1864 and another purchased a small quantity of

"window glass." Archaeological investigations at Gin Lin's

Little Applegate camp included two separate concentrations
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of machine-cut square nails, most of which were bent or

showed other signs of use. They ranged in size from small

brads to 20d framing nails. The nail distribution indicates

the presence of at least two lumber buildings at this Chi-

nese mining camp. The very small quantity of brick found

at the site may signify the use of Chinese-style brick stoves,

although it is possible that more bricks were salvaged from

the camp after the Chinese had abandoned it. The structures

made from the materials mentioned above were probably simple

cabins with vertical siding, plank or shake roofs and small

windowssimilar to those shown in photographs of the Jack-

sonville and Yreka Chinatowns.

Other campsites with excavated terrace platforms

(Squaw Creek camp, upper China Gulch camp) yielded little

or no archaeological evidence of superstructures. These

sites may have had ephemeral shelters such as the tents or

brush huts described in the previous section. The Kubli

Store sold "stakes" and "sail needles" to some Chinese

miners, perhaps for use in the erection and repair of canvas

tents. What is notable about these short-term occupation

sites is the excavation of level, rectangular platforms into

the slopes, and their buttressing with dry-stone reinforcing

walls. Although this kind of construction technique may be a

nearly universal response by peoples inhabiting rocky, hilly
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terrain, it is a well-documented facet of Chinese domestic

architecture. In China, a rock-reinforced, earthen founda-

tion platform was generally preferred to the use of a

raised floor (i.e., one resting on pilings set into sloping

ground).

Several of the sites indicate preference for a southern

exposure as well as orientation of structures to the car-

dinal directions. Sub-surface evidence of a possible struc-

ture at Gin Lin's camp on the Little Applegate River may

indicate that it was aligned in this manner. The various

rock-reinforced platforms found during archaeological survey

elsewhere in the Siskiyou Mountains (Squaw Creek, upper

China Gulch) are all located on slopes with a southern

aspect. In addition, the camp at Squaw Creek consists of

a step-like group of five (out of seven) platforms aligned

in a north-to-south, highest-to-lowest elevation arrange-

ment. Each of the rectangular platform floors is oriented

to the cardinal points of the compass. It is not possible

to determine which edge of the platforms served as the

major approach or entrance to the presumed shelters. Given

the topographic relief of the site, southeast, south or

southwest entrances would have been most likely; none of

them would have opened to the north.

Generally speaking, the topographical arrangement and
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compass orientation of the Squaw Creek Chinese camp and

the upper China Gulch platforms fulfill the basic prin-

ciples of "feng-shui," as described by Lung (1978). While

this could be due to mere coincidence, the question arises

whether the Chinese sojourners persisted in applying their

customary geomantic principles of architectural siting

when laying out this and other mining camps. Although there

were obvious physical constraints to the location of some

camps, the Chinese would have had considerably more freedom

in their choice of structural siting for remote mining camps

than was possible within the confined space of the Chinatowns.

The continuation of traditional Chinese architectural ar-

rangements could have manifested itself as an ingrained,

almost unconscious decision in the placement of buildings,

even crude, temporary shelters. The pervasiveness and cos-

mological significance of such practices in China is well

documented. Admittedly, the few site examples given here

comprise a very small sample from which to generalize.

However, limited archaeological evidence from other remote

Chinese mining camps suggests that the pattern may be wide-

spread. The two level-topped, sand-and-cobble mounds (in-

ferred to be structural footings) located at the Harmony

Borax Works Chinese camp in Death Valley, California are

aligned north-to-south (map in: Teague and Shenk 1977:88-89).
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In the Salmon River drainage of central Idaho, there are

a number of rectangular excavated terraces (often with

associated rock-work) on the canyon slopes that are popu-

larly known as "Chinese ovens." A few of these are known

to have been aboriginal housepits which were subsequently

modified and reused by non-Indian occupants (Hill 1974:88-89).

None of the presumed Chinese sites have been adequately des-

cribed, but some of them apparently include several terrace

platforms which are aligned north-to-south.

The question of Oriental geomancy as one determinant

factor for the siting of Chinese mining camps remains open.

Additional field work in the frontier mining regions of

the western United States is necessary before any solid con-

clusions can be made. (Another aspect worthy of greater

study is the question of Chinese siting on flood-proof

terraces or slopes above major stream channels versus the

siting by early white miners who, based on the meager evi-

dence at hand, often placed their cabins on low-lying alluvial

terraces at the mouths of tributary gulches. Could the flood-

prone environment of ths Sze Yap have given the Chinese miner

an increased respect for the potential havoc of narrow can-

yons at flood stage?)

It is clear at least that the construction materials

and techniques used at Chinese mining camps in the Siskiyou
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Mountains were similar to those reported for sojourner

camps elsewhere. Some building types, like the log and

lumber cabins, were evidently borrowed directly from the

Euro-American frontier tradition. This fact illustrates

a willingness to build unfamiliar but easily constructed

shelters out of naturally abundant or commercially available

materials; it can be considered both a form of environmental

adaptation and a visible expression of selective accultura-

tion with the host society. Other rural "building" types

(rock-reinforced platforms, tents, brush huts), while by

no means exclusive to the Chinese miners, did have counter-

parts in Kwangtung. Their familiarity with these forms may

have predisposed the sojourners to utilize them for tempor-

ary shelter. The possibility that traditional Chinese

architectural siting practices continued to be used in America

is suggested but remains to be explored.

The question of an "ethnic Chinese" architecture in the

nineteenth century Far West demands further attention. Some

commentators (e.g., Day-Ames 1980:83) claim that sojourner

housing followed no consistent pattern. Yet from urban

Chinatowns to isolated mining camps, sojourner construction

shows the persistence of some native traits. Kerr and Buslag

(1978:6) state that the Chinese of urban Rritish Columbia

did not create a "special architectural style, because [their
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buildings] show little more than additions to structures

of western origin." This statement seems to overlook an

important point. Whether high-style or vernacular, urban

or rural, native Chinese architecture drew "rio fundamental

differences in respect of . . . shapes and styles" (Pirazzoli

1971:12). It is probably fruitless to expect to find ex-

ainpies of "Chinese style" buildings in ?merican frontier

history. The architectural expression of a culture mani-

fests itself as much in its arrangement across the land-

scape as in its construction of individual buildings.

Rather than looking for evidence of specific "Chinese"

buiZdings in the rural western United States, the search

should focus on finding the Chinese pattern of building.



10. THE TECHNOLOGICAL PATTERN: PLACER MINING
AND HYDRAULIC OPERATIONS

This chapter deals with the work patterns of the

Chinese minersthe methods and tools they used to extract

gold from the alluvial deposits of western streams. It

focuses on the technologies the Chinese of southwestern

Oregon employed in the mines of the Siskiyou Mountains.

The Oriental sojourners' successful adaptation to an un-

familiar technological process has left physical evidence

in the form of abandoned water delivery systems (ditches,

flumes, tunnels), hydraulic cuts and piles of rock tailings.

These usually readily identifiable cultural features often

form prominent alterations to the natural landscape. As

evidence of technological adaptation by one ethnic minority,

they form an appropriate subject for further investigations

in the industrial archaeology of nineteenth century American

frontier sites.

Spier (1958a) examined the historical literature for

signs of acculturation by the Oriental sojourners through

the varieties of equipment they utilized. He found a

marked absence of Chinese-style tools in the activities

controlled by Euro-American investors (railroad construc-

tion projects, large mining companies, fish canneries, etc.)

310
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but he concludes that in other, more individualistic

endeavors (e.g., fishing, gardening) the Chinese probably

"continued to use their own tool systems in their own ways"

(Spier 1958a:1ll)

Even in the Chinese-owned mining operations the ap-

parent lack of Oriental tool types is understandable. The

question of acculturation in mining practices is different

in kind from the discussions in the previous two chapters.

Unlike potential acculturative behavior in daily subsistence

activities or residential architectural practices, mining

lay outside of the Kwangtung peasant's traditional realm

of experience. Shortly after 1800 some 30,000 Chinese

emigrants worked the placer gold mines of the Sambas dis-

trict in western Borneo (Barth 1964:54), but the methods

used were probably substantially different than those later

employed in the United States. Some of the Chinese workers

may have subsequently mined in North America (Steiner 1979:118)

but there is no record of this. Within the coastal districts

of Kwangtung, traditional mining activities were confined

to small-scale exploitation of shallow coal deposits, al-

though some lode mining of wolframite (tungsten ore) in the

granite mountains occurred during the late nineteenth century.

One might reasonably expect that, without any precedent for

gold mining in the native culture, the Chinese adaptation
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to this activity would have been simply a wholesale

borrowing of Euro-American technology. In general this

seems to have been the case, although certain Oriental

"innovations" (including the adaptive use of traditional

Chinese irrigation devices) are reported. Before any further

discussion of sojourner mining practices, the principles and

history of American placer mining and hydraulic methods must

be described.

Development of
Placer Mining Technology

A placer deposit is one where the gold has been re-

deposited from its original position by alluvial or collu-

vial means. A lode deposit is the actual emplacement of

gold within native bedrock, and it must be mined by dif-

ferent methods. American placer mining techniques evolved

from earlier Native American, colonial Spanish and Mexican

practicessome of which dated back to early dynastic Egypt

and had been later clearly set forth in Agricola's 1550

treatise De Re Metallica. Although the early Yankee miners

often detested their Latin counterparts in the California

mines, they quickly adopted the Mexicans' methods (Brereton

1976:287-289). Building upon the existing techniques, Yankee

ingenuity and adaptability rapidly created an improved
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mining technology, one which was applied to large-scale

operations. Panning and winnowing (early Mexican develop-

ments) gave way to the rocker cradle in late 1848; amal-

gamation with mercury (another Mexican contribution)

arrived the following year. During 1850 the Yankee miners

began to use fluming, ditches and wing dams to manipulate

the waters of large streams CHittel 1861:22). In 1850-51

Nevada County, California, saw the first use of the "long

torn" (a short wooden trough with "riffles" on the bottom)

and the invention of the sluice box (a system of larger and

longer troughs, each one telescoping into the end of the

next). In 1850 a miner named Alfred Jackson claimed that

the "Long Tom . . . will revolutionize mining . . . I knocked

one together without much trouble and (mined a much larger

area] than I did a week earlier with a rocker," and the

following year he similarly enthused over the effectiveness

of the sluice (Canfield 1906:114). Initially, gravel-washing

water was kept flowing through the troughs by using hand-

carried buckets, but soon canvas hoses (originating from

small impoundments slightly higher in elevation) were being

utilized.

By the early l850s the low elevation placers along the

streantheds had begun to give out (at least in values that

satisfied the whites) and the higher terrace deposits now
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whetted the miners' interest. Such "dry diggings" neces-

sitated bringing large volumes of water to the claims by

ditch and/or flume (Hittel 1861:21). This was often an

expensive undertaking, and thus the individualistic mining

operations of early days began to be replaced by share-issuing

corporations (Canfield 1906:195, Chiu 1967:x). Jackson (Can-

field 1906:xvj) laments the lost era:

The old, free careless days were and are
without parallel . . . the conventions of
a more exacting social order crept on and
the amazing days of the "Fifties" existed
only as legend and tradition . . . In the
"Sixties" new conditions sprang into exis-
tence and "finis" was written to the char-
acteristics of the days of "49."

Initial development of modern hydraulic mining technology

began in the California mines during the early 1850s. Anthony

Chabot, a Nevada County miner, came up with the idea of

bringing ditch water to a point above the claim and direct-

ing it into a flexible hose which produced a powerful spray.

Working with Chabot and E.E. Matteson, tinsmith Eli Miller

is said to have fashioned a tapered metal nozzle for the

end of the canvas hose that created a strong, continuous jet

with which to work the compacted alluvial deposits (Hittel

1861:22, Kelley 1954:346) . In the beginning, "scientific

mining," as it was sometimes called, was used primarily to

work the deep Tertiary gravels of the northern Sierra
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was being implemented in many other areas and eventually

dwarfed the gold values produced from earlier methods.

Hydraulic mining is that mining where a stream
of water, led down from a considerable eleva-
tion through. a hose, is thrown by the pressure
with great force upon the dirt, which is thus
loosened, dissolved and washed down into the
sluice. . . . The force of the hydraulic stream,
sometimes under pressure of 200 perpendicular
feet of water, is so great that, if it should
strike a man, it would kill him instantly; and
striking a bank of dirt, it tears it down more
rapidly than could 200 men with picks and shovels.
(Hittel 1861:144)

The water pressure of the typical hydraulic operation equaled

70 lbs per square inch (Lewis 1964:382), more than enough

to loosen most consolidated gravels. First a sufficient vol-

ume of water had to be diverted from a stream and transported

around the contours of the slopes by means of a ditch and/or

wooden flumes. According to Hittel (1861:153),

It is necessary to bring water in artificial
channels, from streams high up in the mountains.
These channels are, in some places, ditches cut
into the surface of the ground; in others, they
are carried as tunnels through mountains; and
again, they are wooden aqueducts, called flumes,
crossing valleys and ravines several hundred feet
above the ground, supported by high wooden frame-
work, or suspended upon wires . . . The ditches
and flumes vary in size, but a flume six feet
wide and three feet deep is considered a large
one.
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Some California operations diverted water from high mountain

lakes (Bowles 1869:421). The miles-long ditches required
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careful surveys so that the water arrived at a sufficient

elevation above the area to be mined. However, as DeGroot

(1894:5) reports, "Through faulty engineering, some of our

pioneer ditches, when finished, demonstrated the soundness of

the hydraulic theorem that water cannot be made to run uphill."

All the water-courses which the ditch crossed had to be modi-

fied to either flow into the aqueduct or pass over/under it.

Sometimes an inverted pipe siphon was used to carry water

across deep draws (De Groot 1894:21); otherwise trestle-

supported flumes were used. Water gates were placed at likely

wash-out points. According to De Groot (1894), the average

hydraulic mining ditch had a drop of ten-twelve feet to the

mile and a capacity of between 600 and 4,000 miner's inches

(1 miner's inch = ca. nine gallons per minute). In 1860,

California contained over 6,000 miles of such ditches, from

the southern Sierras to the Siskiyou Mountains (Bowles 1860:

442, Hittel 1861:38). Crews of Chinese workers were often

employed to dig the ditches and construct flumes.

A wooden headhox (sometimes called a "bulk head" or

"pressure box") was built on the ditch to divert the water

downslope to the mine. In early years the water was fed

into flexible hoses of canvas, "heavy cotton or linen duck"

(Hittel 1861:144), but these often burst from the immense

pressure. They sometimes were reinforced with leather or
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galvanized iron bands (about 2" wide and from 1" to 3"

apart), forming "crinoline hose" (Hittel 1861:145). By

the 1870s riveted steel pipe (with the joints sealed first

by coal tar and later with asphalt) had replace most of the

hose. The main "feeder pipe" was between eleven and twenty-

two inches in diameter, and often led down to successively

smaller diameter pipethereby increasing the water velocity

(De Groot 1898:n.p.). This penstock pipe required bracing

(usually with heavy boulders or wooden cages) so that it

would not roll or twist, possibly causing disastrous ex-

plosions at weak joints. For smaller volume pipes, place-

ment within a shallow, inclined ditch usually provided ade-

quate bracing. Valves were located at regular intervals

along the pipe, enabling the miners to bleed the air occa-

sionally trapped inside the penstock (De Groot 1898:n.p.).

The penstock pipe led down to the hydraulic mining

area (the "washing pit"), where the water issued from the

mouth of a large iron nozzle called a "giant" (also known

variously as a "goose neck," "globe monitor," "dictator,"

"deflector," knuckle joint," etc.). The giant could be

swiveled and aimed at various parts of the exposed placer

deposit. The force of the water spray was "hardly less than

that of a cannonball" (De Groot 1894:69). "One of the streams

would instantly kill a man or animal that should get before

it," and fatal accidents were common (Bowles 1869:421).
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When operated the machine is brought as near
the bank as is compatible with the safety of
the pipe man, in order that the full effect
of the jet may be obtained . . . When the
bank is very high, the bank is piped off in
benches as a safeguard against accidents
caused by . . . cave-ins. (De Groot 1894:69)

The usual practice was to wash. away the bottom of an exposed

bank so that it would come "tumbling down in great masses,

sometimes hundreds of tons at once" (Hittel 1861:144),

thereby doing the work "of a thousand men" in a brief period

(De Groot 1893:423)

The loosened cobbles, gravel and (hopefully gold-bearing)

silt were washed into the waiting system of sluices. At some

mines a "ground sluice," .a narrow ditch cut down to bedrock,

was used. The sluice systems of the larger mines were over

a mile in length (De Groot 1894:102). The riffles on the

bottom of the trough were coated with quicksilver (mercury)

which amalgamated with the waterborne gold particles. Peri-

odic "clean-ups" (during which the water flow was, of course,

shut off) recovered the amalgam from the riffles. The two

metals were separated by distillation of the mercury. The

gold would then be sent to the nearest bank vault while the

condensed quicksilver would be reused in the sluice (Lewis

1964:382-384). Hydraulic operations often continued around

the clock, necessitating illumination of the washing pit

with large bonfires of pitch pine and, later, electric lights

(De Groot 1894:102)
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Hydraulic mining produced huge quantities of waste

rock or "tailings." Large boulders were not washed into

the sluice; they were sometimes removed from the area by

means of a tall derrick with block-and-tackle and hurdy-

gurdy wheel (De Groot 1894:69). Great amounts of smaller

sized cobbles found their way into the sluice system, how-

ever. These were separated from the finer material in the

"undercurrent" sluice by a steel grate or "grizzly." The

cobbles were then carried by the waterforce into a separate

sluice or flume, where they were washed out the end into a

steadily growing pile. As the rock pile grew too high the

tailings flume would be periodically extended, creating a

continually lengthening mound of cobble tailings.

The average excavation rate for early hydraulic opera-

tions was apparently only about twenty cubic feet per giant

over a twenty-four hour period (Hittel 1861:145). By the

l870s the figure was in the hundreds of cubic yards. The

process expended enormous quantities of water. The North

Bloomfield Mine, one of the largest in California, reportedly

used over 200,000,000 parts of water to recover one part of

gold (Kelley 1954:348). Nevertheless,once the investment,

in initial development had been made, even extensive deposits

of very low value ground could be mined profitably.

The high terrace deposits of southwestern Oregon remained
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Hittel (1861:101) considered the Siskiyou Mountain region

to be

[remote], rugged, and much of it covered
with dense forests, which interfere with
the labors of the miners, but protects the
mineral deposits from speedy exhaustion
and secures some of their profit for future
generations.

While the Applegate Valley hydraulic mining boom got under-

way during the late 1870s and early l880s, the large mines

of central California went into sudden decline. Some of

the deposits had been exhausted, but a major cause was the

legal conflict between miners and farmers. The California

operations resulted in massive siltation and flooding along

the lower Sacramento River and its tributaries. Thousands

of acres of rich agricultural land re either washed away

or buried under silt and gravel.

Tornado, flood, earthquake and volcano com-
bined could hardly make a greater havoc,
spread wider ruin and wreck, than are to be
seen everywhere in the track of the larger
gold-washing operations. . . . With the
thick yellow mud . . the Sacramento is
worse than the Missouri. (Bowles 1869:422)

Suits and countersuits raged throughout the 1870s. In 1884,

after over a decade of acrimonious debate and heavy lobbying

in the state legislature, the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court

finally ruled in favor of the farmers. The "hydraulic era'1

320
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of central California was over. However, Judge Lorenzo

Sawyer's ruling applied only to the Sacramento River (as

a navigable stream) and its tributaries. Mining continued

in the Kiamath River system of northwestern California.

Consequently, several years later over half of the state's

productive hydraulic mines were located in Trinity and Sis-

kiyou counties (Day 1906:183). During the last quarter of

the nineteenth century the once "remote" placer gold deposits

of the Siskiyou Mountains in northwestern California and

southwestern Oregon became the target of numerous hydraulic

miners, both white and Oriental.

Tools and Methods
of the Chinese Miners

Publicist Lloyd (1876:209,249 and 280) alternately

denigrates the Chinese sojourners for their supposed lack

of inventiveness ("they are the slaves of custom. . . . are

minus the questioning curiosity that is a characteristic of

?mericans") and praises them for their "knowledge of the

rudiments of almost every department of industrial labor . .

so that with a little practical instruction, they can go for-

ward in any kind of work as though specially trained for it."

Culin (1890:200) remarks on their willingness to borrow from

Euro-Americans whatever techniques will help them "in securing
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material advancement." One example was the ready adoption

by the Chinese of western laundry equipment and procedures

(Spier 1958a:109). In other situations traditional Chinese

tools were adapted to similar tasks in the new environment.

Fishermen evidently used the shallow Chinese "set nets"

with success in the deep waters of San Francisco Bay.

Oriental laborers in the Sacramento Delta farmlands fitted

their horses with "tule shoes," a snowshoe-like contraption

which prevented the animals from sinking into the marshy

ground (Chu 1970:24). Similar devices were evidently some-

times used in the rice paddies of Kwangtung.

The Chinese worked in the placer mines both as ditch-

diggers and night-shift workers for Euro-American companies

and as independent miners reworking the diggings abandoned

by whites. Very few Chinese worked in the lode ("hard rock")

mines. Cornishmen ("Cousin Jacks"), Irishmen, Italians and

other European immigrants often worked in the underground

operations (Young 1970:221-227).

California miner Galloway (Shay 1876:156) considerd

the Chinese placer miners to be "ingenious and imitative,

and they can work wet diggings as well, if not better than

white men." Writing in the early l850s, Borthwick (1917:144)

agreed that the Orientals were "an industrious set of people,"

but felt that they were not the best of miners: "They do not
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work with the same force or vigor as American and European

miners, but handle their tools as so many women, as if

afraid of hurting themselves." If there is any truth to

this claim, it may stem from the sojourners' initial unfamili-

arity with some American-made hand tools (as well as the fact

that they generally were of a larger size and heavier weight

than similar Asian tools). The Chinese most readily adapted

to those Euro-American tools which most closely resembled

their own (Spier l958a:98)simple implements like the "round-

nose" shovel, pick and pan. The Orientals also favored use

of the rocker box over improved washing devices (at least for

small operations) because of its cheapness and portability

(Spier 1958a:101). For the wet diggings, waterproof "gum-

boots" were purchased from white-owned stores.

The Chinese excelled at feeding their claims with

numerous ditches, part of their heritage of irrigated agri-

culture in Kwangtung. They were also among the most con-

sistent users of wing dams CL-shaped rock-and-lumber coffer

dams which diverted a river from a portion of its normal

course, exposing the streambed for mining). Some of these

dams were two- to three-hundred yards long. They bore a

resemblence (at least in the amount and kind of work re-

quired) to the dry-stone rice terraces of the Pearl River

Delta. The crews of Chinese were thought to be "peculiarly
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suited to mass action" (Williams 1930:56) like the con-

struction of large mining features. The sojourners brought

other native irrigation devices to the miners. Borthwick

(1917:255) describes a Chinese apparatus which evidently was

used to provide water to the sluices:

The pumps which they had at work were .

on the principle of a chain pump, the chain
being formed of pieces of wood about 6" long
hinging on each other, with cross-pieces in
the middle for buckets, having about 6 square
inches of surface. The hinges fitted exactly
to the spokes of a small wheel, which was
turned by a Chinaman on each side of it work-
ing a miniature treadmill of four spokes on
the same axle.

The Chinese at Angel's Camp, California used a similar device,

but with a canvas belt and cupped wooden cleats (Spier l958a:

103). Water-powered sump pumps, called "China pumps" (with

either an overshot or undershot waterwheel for powering the

chain of bailing buckets) were another mining innovation

contributed by the Orientals (Young 1976:114 and 271).

Regarding work methods, the Chinese were generally

labor intensive while the Euro-Americans often went in for

complex equipment. Sometimes whites and Orientals worked

together as equal partners (Wynne 1964:125), but the usual

situation was for the Chinese to follow behind and rework

the tailings. Due to legal restrictions,the Chinese usually

did not file original mining claims on new or abandoned
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diggings. They preferred to hire a local white to file

the claim and then they would purchase the claim from this

agent. The deed obtained in this manner was believed to rep-

resent a better title to the land (Shay 1876:156, Seward

1881:48). The reworking of tailings required considerable

patience to glean the gold overlooked by previous miners.

This kind of meticulous work pattern engendered a stereo-

type among frontier whites which pictured all Chinese miners

as naturally "patient, persevering and tireless" (Shinn 1885:

204). Lloyd (1876:244) speaks of their "plodding and dogged

perseverence" as distinguishing traits. Some other repre-

sentative comments:

They worked the mines as long as they found
anything valuable, and were not, like their
civilized companions, jumping about from
claim to claim in hope of doing better.
(Conwell 1871:68)

During the dry season, while most others
are lying idle, the Chinese might be seen
making repairs, digging and collecting dirt
into the best situations to take advantage
of the coming rise of water. (Seward 1881:144)

They follow in crowds after the white miners,
working and washing over their deserted or
neglected sands, and thrive on results that
their predecessors would despise. (Bowles
1869:400)

The Chinese are a strong contrast to the
thriftless Mexicans and the joyous Gauls.
The Celestial digger, with a grave elongated
face, is up with the dawn and at work, for-
getting to perform his ablutions in his hurry.
(Marryat 1962:172)
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Government mining engineers experienced difficulty

in obtaining production figures from the Chinese (cf. Day

1905:167). The Orientals were understandably reluctant to

divulge their returns lest they be taxed more heavily or

evicted from their claims by envious whites. From their

evident financial success the Chinese miners seem to have

adapted quite well. Most of the Chinese companies apparently

worked relatively small streamside operations. On the other

hand, some of the Orientals (like Gin Lin in southwestern

Oregon) invested in the latest hydraulic mining equipment

and conducted placer mining on a huge scale.

Chinese Mining Practices in the
Siskiyou Mountains: The Evidence

The archaeological and archival evidence suggests that

the Chinese of southwestern Oregon utilized tools and methods

similar to those of local white miners. Very few Chinese

worked in the area's lode mines. As in California's New

Almaden Quicksilver Mine, some Orientals were employed at

a cinnabar (mercury ore) mine on Beaver Creek (Brooks 1963:

93, Port 1945), but this activity was short-lived and minor

compared to the placer diggings. The Chinese worked numerous

claims along the tributary streams of the Applegate River

drainage. Most of the operations were small, occupying less
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than fifteen men. Nevertheless, an extensive amount of

placer ground was often moved, as evidenced by the probable

Chinese diggings on upper Brush Creek in the headwaters of

the Applegate. The rock tailings stretch for over a mile

in length and, since there is no indication that the Brush

Creek diggings were worked with hydraulic technology, all of

the excavation must have been done manually. (Gold was not

the only thing found by Oriental placer miners. In 1867

a Chinese company on Missouri Gulch in the lower Applegate

Valley unearthed a nearly complete mastodon skeleton in

the alluvial depositthe "first discovery of its kind in

southern Oregon or northern California" [Southern Oregon

Press 29 June 1867:31)

As hydraulic mining commenced in the Siskiyou Mountains

during the 1870s some Chinese companies either purchased

"washed-out" hydraulic claims from Euro-Americans or began

hydraulic operations on their own. Among the latter was

Gin Lin, the prominent Chinese mining boss of the upper

Appiegate Valley. He mined on the Little Applegate River,

Palmer Creek and among the high deposits above the main

river. Gin readily adapted to the expensive hydraulic

methods of the whites. He was, in fact, the first miner in

the area (of any ethnic background) to install a hydraulic

giant at his diggings, and he hired local professional
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surveyors to locate the route for his ditches (Democratic

Times 10 Mar. 1882:3). Gin was not averse to forming

temporary partnerships with. affluent whites or hiring a

few Euro-American workers when it was to his advantage.

He had a long and mutually-beneficial legal relationship

with his personal lawyer, Charles W. Kahier of Jacksonville,

and maintained financial dealings with local banker, C. C.

Beekman. His successful endeavor on the Little Applegate

River (production estimates vary between one-half and one-

and-a-quarter million dollars) led the Oregon Sentinel (28

Jan. 1880:3) to admit that "that 'heathen' has one of the

best mines in Jackson County."

Regarding the use of hand tools, in 1864-65 records of

the Kubli Store show Chinese purchases of standard American

mining implements. Shovels ($1.50-$1.75 apiece), picks

($2.00) and galvanized steel buckets ($1.00) were common

items of sale to the Chinese miners of the Applegate Valley.

The Oriental clientele also bought axes and hatchets. An

interesting detail of the store ledgers is the relatively

large nunther of tool handles purchased by the Chinese.

Perhaps the store's tool handles were made from poor quality

wood; in any event the apparent high rate of handle breakage

does not support Borthwick's statement that the Chinese were

"too delicate" with their hand tools. Some of the lumber
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and nails sold to Chinese at the Kubli Store probably

went into the construction of flumes and sluices. Chinese

use of the amalgamation process is indicated by several

purchases of quicksilver. At least one Chinese miner bought

two dollars worth of blasting powder, probably utilized for

removing large boulders from a placer claim.

In the hydraulic mining process, both the huge quantity

of water required and the enormous amounts of rock which it

excavated often created difficulties to further mining.

If allowed to pile up inside the washing pit, the tailings

would block drainage of the hydraulic runoff and flood the

mine. In the high-elevation, ridge-top mines of the Sierras

the problem was solved by excavating deep sumps and drain-

age tunnels to nearby streams (Kelley 1954:349). At the

lower placer deposits of the steep-canyoned Siskiyou Moun-

tains other methods had to be employed.

The hydraulic miners would always like to
work their claims to the bed-rock; for
ordinarily the bottom is the richest, but
sometimes for want of a channel to carry
off their tailings, they cannot get with-
in a hundred or two-hundred feet of the
bedrock. (Hittel 1861:146)

If a hydraulic mine was located adjacent to a major stream,

most of the tailings could simply be dumped into the current

and swept away. This kind of disposal characterized the

Chinese operations on the Little Applegate River and along
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the main river near Kanaka Gulch. However, during the

late nineteenth century this practice was outlawed in

Jackson County because of the huge volumes of rock in-

volved (Port 1945:6). At his diggings near Palmer Creek,

Gin Lin used a trestle-supported flume to wash the tailings

to a nearby open field. For high. terrace deposits such as

those at China Gulch and Flumet Gulch, rock would be carried

out of the washing pit by the force of the giant's spray

and deposited as liner mounds of tailings. This was only

possible when the dump area was sufficiently lower in

elevation than the mine itself. When the placer claim was

located within the bottom of a narrow, steep-wailed canyon,

however, the removal of the tailings from the washing pit

was often impossible. In these situations (such as occurred

along Palmer Creek and elsewhere) the rocks were piled or

stacked into narrow mounds or "walls" which, when the rocks

were carefully fitted, could attain great height. The

rock walls allowed enough space for the water to continue

flowing and for the gold deposits to be worked. The

hydraulic miners would build the tailings walls in areas

they had previously excavated, thereby creating parallel

sets of walls.

The stacked tailings have become known generally as

"Chinese walls." Some sources point to them as evidence
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Figure 111-10-i. Cross-section of
hydraulic mine land forms. A: river
terrace (Grand Appiegate); 33: high
terrace (Fluntet Gulch); C: stream
channel (Palmer Creek).

A..

C.
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that the. Chinese were far more meticulous miners than were

the whites (e.g., Idaho Historical Society 1970). There

even seem to be some interpretations that the fitted-rock

walls of hydraulic tailings are always an indication of

past Chinese mining at a given site. The Orientals, by

carefully reworking abandoned diggings, often exhibited a

more laborious mining methodology than that of Euro-Americans.

They did, indeed, frequently stack their waste rock into walls.

However, the presence of "Chinese walls" should not be taken

as prima facie cultural evidence of Oriental miners. These

features developed as a response to environmental and techno-

logical constraints. They were not the result of some sort

of ingrained cultural behavior on the part of the Chinese.

A number of nineteenth century photographs of hydraulic oper-

ations in the Siskiyou Mountains portray white miners at work

among recently stacked-rock walls. Modern Euro-American

placer miners in the Applegate Valley continued the practice,

although on a usually much reduced scale. In short, only

the presence of diagnostic Chinese artifacts or primary

historical documentation should be accepted as definite evi-

dence of Oriental mining activity at a particular site.

The Chinese of the Siskiyou Mountains exhibited rapid

mastery of culturally unfamiliar technology, hydraulic mining.

(Of course, during the very early years it was equally
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unfamiliar to most whites, but there was abundant "how to"

literature available in English). Tools and methods of

the Chinese differed little, if at all, from those of their

Euro-American contemporaries. Some aspects of placer mining

(e.g., the digging of long diversion ditches) were already

in the Chinese repetoire of irrigation technology. For

the most part, however, the Chinese mining experience in

southwestern Oregon was one of borrowing Euro-American

methods. Gin Lin even preceeded his local white competitors

in the purchase of modern hydraulic equipment. There is no

record of native Oriental irrigation devices having been

used by the Chinese in the Applegate Valley. If such machines

were used, it was within the larger framework of American

mining methodology. Economic success was the primary goal

of the Chinese sojourners. They had little choice (and

probably they gave no thought to doing otherwise) but to

adopt proven techniques. The technological pattern of

sojourner behavior illustrates almost total acculturation

to the host society.



11. SUMMARY AND EPILOGUE

Summary and Discussion

This report has examined the adaptation and accul-

turation of the Chinese mining population in the realm

of material culture change. Archaeological data and archi-

val evidence from a portion of southwestern Oregon have

revealed variable culture change in the technological,

settlement and subsistence patterns of sojourner behavior.

The basic conclusion of this study agrees in general with

that drawn by others. The Chinese sojourners were reluctant

to acculturate with the host society, and when they did so

it was culture change in certain areas of extrinsic behavior

clothing, work habits and the like. Intrinsic behavior such

as kinship patterns and religious beliefs seem to have re-

mained essentially unchanged.

The extrinsic acculturation shown by the Chinese miners

can be categorized as either voluntary or involuntary. If

voluntary acculturative behavior involves a freely made

choice for change (even if only very limited) over mainten-

ance of the traditional material culture, then involuntary

acculturation obviously denotes those instances where the

Chinese had little choice in the matter. The range between

334
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the two was actually a continuum, and because of the

severe socio-economic distress in China during that time,

one must remember that the whole sojourner experience was

basically an involuntary one. (Further, the lack of Chinese

mercantile establishments in the mining region of the

Oregon Siskiyous may have further constrained the choices

open to the Orientals. Although the Kubli Store offered

native Chinese goods during the 1860s, the inventory may

not have been as great as that of Chinese-owned stores.)

In the area of technological behavior (hydraulic mining

in this instance) the Chinese showed ready acculturation

with the patterns of the Euro-American host community. With

no mining tradition of their own, the sojourners had little

choice but to adopt the proven western methods. With regard

to their settlement pattern and architectural practices the

Chinese exhibited definite acculturation in specific cases

(e.g., adoption of the log cabin). However, several im-

portant aspects of the native Kwangtung tradition (for ex-

ample, certain construction traits, patterns of building

arrangement and orientation) seem to have persisted among

the sojourners. This fact may indicate that the Chinese

were more conservative, even in the area of temporary housing,

than has been previously thought. Turning to the subsistence

pattern of daily Chinese behavior, the conclusions are
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variable. Food preparation and consumption habits show

little evidence of significant acculturation. There are

some indications that the Chinese experimented willingly

with rising agents in baked goods, with dairy products

and with an unusually large amount of beef. Use of un-

familiar Euro-American tableware vessels is also implied,

but largely in the urban context of Jacksonville. Overall,

the food habits of the Chinese miners remained well within

the traditional sphere, and any additions of western food

items were likely to have been prepared in a thoroughly-

Chinese manner. Like its architecture, the cuisine of China

was wrapped up in a cosmological philosophy that was perva-

sive throughout all levels of the society. The clothing

worn by the sojourners shows significant change from that

of Kwangtung. The adoption of western style wearing apparel

probably shows the most voluntary acculturative response of

the local Chinese. Traditional Chinese forms of drug use

and relaxation activities persisted. The Chinese miners

may have consumed more alcohol than was normal in China

but this is unclear. They definitely seemed to have drunk

more than might be expected from. a reading of the nineteenth

century literature. However, the apparent pattern of con-

sumption (i.e., a regular amount with the evening meal) was

traditional and shows no acculturation with the Euro-American

practice.
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It must be remembered that the archaeological and

archival evidence discussed in previous chapters was pro-

duced by individuals. Among the Chinese customers of the

Kubli Store, for instance, there was evidently wide vari-

ability in their willingness to purchase certain kinds of

Euro-American goods. Generally speaking, however, the

Chinese miners maintained as much of their native material

culture as was feasible. Even when one adopted some of the

extrinsic trappings of the host society he probably remained

"Chinese" where it mattered mostin kinship, behavior and

cosmological view.

Paradoxically perhaps, although the Chinese sojourners

of southwestern Oregon were decidedly "unacculturative,"

they did adapt to the new environment with flexibility.

Their immediate and successful adoption of American hydraulic

mining techniques and equipment is one obvious example.

Directly related is the Chinese utilization of native irri-

gation machinery in the new kind of enterprise. In the con-

text of urban settlement the Chinese often "made do" with

whatever materials or housing was available to them, and

then proceeded to modify it to their own needs. In the

rural mining camps they had more flexibility. A variety

of simple shelters, suited to the nomadic nature of placer

mining, were utilized. Chinese campsite locations on high
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terraces and slopes may have been an adaptive response to

potential flooding, in possible contrast to the settlement

pattern of some early Euro-American miners. Environmental

adaptations in the area of subsistence include the addition

of local wild plants and animals to the Chinese diet.

An interesting facet of Chinese adaptation revealed

by this study is the modification of Euro-American (and

Chinese) objects and their apparent reuse in traditional

Chinese activities (opium smoking, wine drinking [?], gambling)

as substitutes for unavailable items. (The manufacture of

ersatz artifacts is part of the larger American mining

culture as a whole, and it persists to the present day.

Often inhabiting extremely remote areas and lacking abundant

credit, the miner is forced to salvage all manner of cast-

off objects. The typical miner's junkyard actually provides

a ready inventory of equipment and parts which can be "can-

nibalized" for othe.r uses.)

In closing, it is evident that the Chinese sojourners

showed a minimum of acculturative behavior during their

overseas experience, yet their selective flexibility en-

abled the Orientals to adapt to the new circumstances quite

well.



Epilogue

It is appropriate to conclude this study with a brief

discussion of the sojourner legacythe reciprocal impacts

upon each other incurred by the Chinese laborers and by

the American host society and environment. Regarding the

effects of the American experience upon the returning Chi-

nese, the results were mixed. The emigrants' main objective,

of course, was financial gain, and in this many succeeded.

Arriving home as a wealthy man not only had its obvious per-

sonal rewards; it also reflected credit and honor upon one's

family and ancestors (Zo 1978:200). The returning sojourner

often entertained his village with a huge feast, fireworks

and several days of theatrical performance (Barth 1964:30).

Other forms of conspicuous consumption included the purchase

of brass- or gold-filled dentures (Franck 1925:310) and the

construction of large new houses, occasionally in a vaguely

"Western" style (Zo 1972:197). Most sojourner earnings went

into enlarging the family's agricultural landholdings (Chen

1940:110, Zo 1978:192), and very few of the returnees in-

vested their wealth in industrial projects. There were

some exceptions. Chin Yee-hueh had worked in the United

States as a miner, laundryman and on a railroad construction

crew. He invested his earnings well and returned to Toi'shan
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shortly after 1900 with considerable wealth. Determined

to do something for his native district, Chin built the

first railroad in the region.

The troubles he encountered still aroused
him alternately to laughter and to grunts
of disgust during the telling. The people
were so superstitious that he was forced
to build the railroad crooked to dodge the
graves and foil the evil spirits. I re-
called that the whole line wound like the
old flagstone paths through the paddy-
fields. (Franck 1925:311)

The returned sojourners also took the initiative in

strengthening the local police forces and in developing edu-

cational institutions on the western model (Zo 1978:197).

The Sze Yap area was considered the most "progressive" in

China during the early twentieth century. English speakers

were common, and many men wore western style dress and let

their hair grow to western standards (Franck l925:3O3and3lO).

A few of them apparently built their new houses with lumber

framing and larger, more numerous windows (Smith 1899:23,

Chen 1940:107). Some of the public buildings erected by

sojourner funds had outwardly Euro-1merican appearances.

According to Franck (1925:305), one four-story hotel in the

Sze Yap city of Kung-yek had a "Western style aspect" but

inside it was typically Chinese "with haphazard cooking

going on in what we reserve as the hotel lobby, and miserable,

narrow stairways unswept since Confucius first left home."
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However, despite a certain amount of westernization of their

material culture, the returned sojourners often became the

most traditionalist and anti-foreign residents of China

(Franck 1925:310-312). This undoubtedly resulted in part

from their resentment over maltreatment in foreign lands.

With regard to the sojourners' impact upon the host

population, the Chinese undeniably made substantial con-

tributions towards the economic development of the frontier

West. They provided an inexpensive source of dependable

labor and, despite claims to the contrary, their purchasing

power helped Americanmerchants to thrive. The Chinese also

introduced opium smoking into the United States (Lyman 1974.:

99). The smoking habit was confined largely to whites at

the lowest rungs of the economic order (unskilled laborers,

prostitutes, etc.), in other words, those who were most

likely to be in direct contact with the Chinese. The Euro-

Pmericans underwent a form of reverse acculturation in the

area of eating habits. Chinese "noodle parlors" and "chop

suey houses" became popular eatures of frontier life.

Chinese cuisine evidently was not familiar in the eastern

United States until after the 1898 visit of Viceroy Li Hung-

chang, who was also something of an ambassador of gourmet

Chinese cooking (Kung 1962:57). In many parts of the Far

West the appreciation for Kwangtung cookery dates from the
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early mining period (Shaw 1973:42). Chinese cooking was

probably the first and most persistently popular non-

western food to gain approval among white Americans, and

until about 1960 it remained almost the only "foreign food"

to be consistently eaten by a large portion of the national

population. Even today most small Western towns can support

at least one Chinese restaurant.

Another lingering aspect of the sojourner legacy is

the large body of Western American folklore regarding the

Chinese. From sayings like "not a Chinaman's chance" to

the various stereotypes (both positive and negative) of

"typical" Oriental behavior in general, these folklore be-

liefs grew out of the nineteenth century contact with Chinese

immigrants.

Finally, the Chinese miners (with their Euro-American

counterparts) made a definite impact upon the physical environ-

ment of the mining regions. In the Siskiyou Mountains,, the

Chinese ditches and diggings of a century ago are still quite

apparent. Some of the lower elevation placer mines, re-

plenished with soil by periodic flooding, now support dense

stands of mature conifers. Other excavations, especially

the high. terrace claims which were washed down to bedrock,

remain as sparsely vegetated scars on the landscape. The

massive amounts of silt and cobble tailings produced by the



hydraulic miners destroyed the spawning beds of anadromous

fish, and the salmon fishery of the Applegate River evi-

dently never fully recovered from the impact.

To end on a more positive note, the presence of the

Chinese sojournereven if only a temporary phenomenon

tainted with the bigotry and violence of the frontierdid

contribute substantially to the diversity and pluralism of

the American experience.

Historical and archaeological investigation of the

nineteenth century Chinese sojourners has expanded and

deepened over the past decade. Chinese site archaeology

may soon reach a point of redundancy in certain aspects of

the material culture (e.g., food habits and drug use).

Other areas, howeverespecially the question of sojourner

architecturedeserve further study.
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APPENDIX I:

ARTIFACTS RECOVERED FROM
SITES 35JA5003 and 35JA5001
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Table 1. Cultural Material Recovered from
Test Pit 1, 35JA5003

Description* Quantity

369

Level One (0-15 cm); 1 meter x 2 meters

brown-glazed stoneware, lip fragments 1

brown-glazed stoneware, base fragments 5 (5)

brown-glazed stoneware, wall fragments 73
porcelain, fragments (rice bowl) 3

porcelain, "Three Circles and Butterfly"
pattern fragments (rice bowl) 29 (6)

porcelain, miscellaneous plain or patterned
fragments 7

whiteware, lip and wall fragments 3 (2)

orange earthenware, clear-glazed opium bowl
fragments 10 (1)

"black" glass and dark olive-green glass
bottle fragments** 64 (4)

light olive-green glass bottle fragments 2 (1)

"emerald" glass bottle fragments 4 (1)

amber glass bottle fragments 2 (1)

clear glass bottle fragments 4 (1)

"amethyst" glass bottle fragments 44 (2)
"aqua" glass bottle fragments (embossed "B"

on base) 7 (1)

"aqua" glass (rectangular-wall) bottle frag-
ments (embossed "H" on panel)

light-green glass bottle fragments 12 (1)
clear glass lamp chimney fragments 8 (1)

window glass fragments (thicknesses: 0.73 mm
and 0.83 mm) 2 (2)

* Minimum Number of Individual Artifacts (ceramic,
glass, and nails) shown in parentheses.

** All bottles circular-walled unless otherwise
stated.



Table 1. (convt

Description Quantity
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8 (6)
7 (7)

39 (31)
3 (3)

25 (25)
3 (3)

wire nails (whole) Gd-12d 11
hand-wrought brads 6d (whole) 6

hand-wrought tack (whole) 1

hand-made nail-like object (sheet metal) 1

barrel hoop fragments 7

corrugated strap (wood fastener) 1

opium box fragments, brass sheet 4

melted lead "globs" 2

brick fragments (1 large) 9

mortar fragment 1

shoe/boot (?) leather fragment 1

charred wood fragment 1

second premolar fragment, mesial portion, Sus 1

mandibular incisor fragment, Sus 1

second phalange fragment, distal end, Odocoilsus
unidentified bone fragment 5

Level Two (15-30 cm); south half of pit only (1 meter x 1 meter)

brown-glazed stoneware fragments 2 (1)

olive-green bottle glass fragment 1

clear window glass fragment (th:ickness: 0.73 mm) 1

machine-cut sq. nail (whole) 1

Level One (con't)

machine-cut sq. nails (frag. and whole) -20d
machine-cut sq. nails Cf rag. and whole) -16d
machine-cut sq. nails (frag. and whole) -12d
machine-cut sq. nails (frag. and whole)- 6d
machine-cut sq. nails (frag. and whole)- 5d
machine-cut sq. nails (f rag. and whole)- 4d



Table 2. Cultural Material Recovered from
Test Pit 2, 35JA5003

Description* Quantity

Level One (0-15 cm); 1 meter x 2 meter

brown-glazed stoneware, base fragments 5 (9)

brown-glazed stoneware, wall fragments 27
porcelain, "bird-in-foliage" pattern fragments 4 (1)

porcelain, celadon fragments 3 Cl)
porcelain, white fragment 1 Cl)
chinaware, blue stripe on white, lip fragment 1

whiteware, fragments 2 (1)

"black" or dark olive-green bottle fragments** 6 (3)

green glass bottle fragments 10 (4)
amber glass bottle fragments 5 (2)

amber glass (rectangular wall, "Electric"
Bitters) bottle fragments 12 (1)

window glass (thicknesses: 0.59 mm and 0.66 mm) 3 (2)

machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)-20d 11 (11)
machine-cut sq. nails (whole and fragj-16d 4 (4)

machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)-12d 24 (22)
machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)- 6d 32 (20)
machine-cut sq. nails (whole and f rag.)- 4d 7 (7)

wire nails (whole) 6d and l2d 4

hand-wrought brads 5d 10
oval sardine can, opened 1
tin-plated, hole-in-top can fragments 22
brass and steel suspender buckle (with tooth

clasp) 1

lead foil fragment I

opium box, brass sheet fragment 1

brick fragments 3

shoe/boot leather fragment 1

second phalange, Sus 1

metacarpal/tarsal, Sus 1
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Table 2. (con't)

Description Quantity
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Level Two (15-30 cm); south half of pit only (1 meter x 1 meter)

brown-glazed stoneware, base fragments 1

brown-glazed stoneware, wall fragments 28 (9)

porcelain "Four Seasons" pattern rice bowl
fragments 2 (1)

porcelain, celadon rice bowl fragments 2 U)
porcelain, white fragments 2 (1)

"black" or dark olive-green glass bottle frag. 2 (2)

olive-greenish brown glass bottle fragment 1

green glass bottle fragments 10 (4)

"aqua" glass bottle fragments 7 (2)

"amethyst" glass bottle fragments 2 (1)

amber glass bottle fragments 8 (2)

dark-brown glass bottle fragment 1 (1)
anther glass (rectangular wall), "Electric"

Bitters bottle fragments 33 (1)

window glass (thicknesses: 0.59 mm and 0.66 mm) 3 (2)

machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)-20d 3 (3)

machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)-l6d 21 (14)
machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)-l2d 11 (8)
machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)- 8d 22 (17)
machine-cut sq. nails (whole and f rag.)- 6d 31 (21)
machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)- 3d 2 (2)

wire nails, 6d-12d, whole 6

hand-wrought brads, 4d 10 (10)
hand-made nail (sheet metal), 6d 1

hand-made nail (blank for 2 nails) 1

flat-head screw 1

8" length of steel wire 1

tin-plated, hole-in-top can fragments 30+
brass button ("Levi's"-type) 1

brick fragments 2

incisor, maxillary (right side), Sus 1

incisor root fragment, third position (left side)
maxillary, Sus 1

rib (species unidentified), fragment 1

unidentified bone fragments 3



Table 2. (con't)

Description Quantity
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Level Three (30-45 cm); south half of pit only (1 meter x 1 meter);
most artifacts found overlying fill of F-2.

brown-glazed stoneware, wall fragments
porcelain, celadon (rice bowl and wine cup

fragments)
grey stoneware, opium bowl, faceted fragment

(inscribed: )

"black" or darkolive-green glass bottle £ rag.
green glass bottle fragments
amber glass (rectangular wall), "Electric"

Bitters) bottle fragments

machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)-6d
tin-plated, hole-in-top can fragments 20+
.22 caliber (short) brass bullet casing

(rim fire) 1

metacarpal, domestic duck 1

unidentified bone fragments 2

F-2 35-70 in half of Test(Ca. cm); south

8 (3)

2 (2)

1

2 (2)

1 (1)

3 (1)

7 (6)

Pit-fill, Feature
Pit 2 only.

brown-glazed stoneware, wall fragments 2 0-)
porcelain, abstract blue-on-white (lip/wall)

fragment 1

porcelain, white fragment 1

whiteware, base/wall of plate or saucer 1

orange earthenware, unglazed opium bowl f rag. 1

"black" or dark olive-green glass bottle f rag. 7(1)

green glass bottle fragments 2(2)

clear glass bottle fragment 1
amber glass bottle fragment 1



Table 2. (con't)

Description Quantity

Pit-fill, Feature F-2 (con't)

anther glass (rectangular wall, Bitters?)
bottle fragments

dark brown glass bottle fragment
window glass (thLckness: 0.66 mm)

374

machine-cut sq. nail (whole and frag.)-lOd 1

machine-cut sq. nail (whole and f rag.)- 8d 1

machine-cut sq. nails (whole and frag.)-6d 3 (3)

hand-wrought brad, 6d 1

fabric/leather rubberized (gumboot sole?) frag. 1

egg shell (chicken or duck) fragment 1

2

1
3



Table 3. Material Recovered from Feature 1, 35JA5001
(southeast 2 meters x 2 meters quad only)

Description Quantity

brown-glazed stoneware (open-mouth food jar)
lip fragments 5

brown-glazed stoneware (open-mouth food jar)
base fragments 5

brown-glazed stoneware (open-mouth food jar)
wall fragments 22

clear glass ("aqua" hue, embossed "WI',
rectangular wall?), bottle fragments 2

tin-plated, rectangular can lid (hand-cut,
circular hole into edge) 1

steel strap fragment (barrel hoop) 1

opium box, brass sheet, lid with embossed label
"Top Quality, Fook Loon" 1

Table 4. Material Recovered from Feature 2, 35JA5001
(total, 4 meters x 4 meters +)

Description Quantity

machine-cut sq. nail (whole)-12d 3

opium box, brass sheet wall and strap components 5

barrel bung lid, screw-type cast lead 1

rib, (left side; probably No. 10) Odocoileus 1
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Table 5. Material Recovered from Feature 3, JA5001
(total, 4 meters x 4 meters

Description Quantity

porcelain, "Double Happiness" rice bowl, frag.

machine-cut sq. nails (whole)-12d 2
tin-plated, hole-in-top can, opened 1

steel wire "bucket bail" or pail handle
(possibly from Chinese tea pot) 1

steel eating-utensil handle C?) fragments 2

1" steel strap, riveted barrel hoop (small keg) 1

opium box, brass sheet, lid and strap component
(embossed label) 2

opium box, brass sheet, wall and base components 3

boot leather sole fragment (with sheared metal
pegs) 5

skull, small bird

Table 6. Material Recovered from Feature 4, 35JA5001
(total, 2 meters x 6 meters +)

Description Quantity

green glass (modified brandy bottle, opium
lamp; no base or neck) bottle fragments 78

machine-cut sq. nails 1

opium box, brass sheet, lid component, embossed 5

opium box, brass sheet, wall/base components 3

(unglazed orange earthenware, opium bowl frag-
found 6 m west of Feature 4)

(opium box, brass sheet, wall/base components,
from Feature 6) 2
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Table 7. Material Recovered from Feature 5, 35JA5001
(total, 4 meters x 4 meters +)

Description Quantity

377

brown-glazed stoneware, (soy sauce jug),
base fragments 5

brown-glazed stoneware, (soy sauce jug),
spout fragment 1

brown-glazed stoneware, (soy sauce jug),
lip fragment 1

brown-glazed stoneware, (soy sauce jug),
wall fragments 61

clear glass bottle base fragment 1

opium box, brass sheet, wall/base component 1

circular, perforated brass disc (made from
opium box wall) 1

rib, (right side; probably No. 5), OdocoiZ-eus 1
vertebra (probably No. 10), Odocoileus 1



APPENDIX II:

SAMPLE CHINESE and EURO-AMERICAN
ACCOUNTS FROM KUBLI STORE LEDGER
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Wong Tonn to K. Kubli (Ledger page 173)

1864

Aug. 21

28

Sept. 4 Chin, candy .50
nails .50
tea .87*
salt .75

$ 2.62*
paid 2.50
balance .12*

11 melons .50
mintsteak .25
2 kinds tobacco 1.00
almspice .25
saltminz .25
candles .50
rice .50
flour 2 sacks 3.50
sugar .25

12 one sack flour 1.75
13 salt 1.00

paid $ 9.87*
18 sack flour 4.00

soap Chin .25

tillegible] .25
salt cabbage .25
thread .12*

21 flour 100 lb. 4.00
22 flour 100 lb. 4.00

paid $ 12.87*

previous due $ 18.37*
paid

brandy .75
tobacco .37*
axhandle .75
sugar .25
tobacco .50
matches .50
sugar .25
salt .62*
brandy .50
srimps .25
salt cabhage 1.00
tea 6.00

paid



380

paid
balance due

$ 1l.l2
9.l2
2.00

charge paper [for shooting?] .75
sugar .50
tea .75
aimspice .25
tobacco .50
flour 2.50

13 wiskey .75
15 flour 2.75

$ 10.75
paid
balance due on

10.75

(gold] dust .12k
16 tea .75

sairatus .25
sugar .25

20 flour 2.75
paid $ 4.12k

23 one pair boots 5.75
flour 2.75
beanstake .25
sugar .50
matches .25
wiskey .62k
tobacco .50

osterrs [oysters] .50
wiskey .50

paid $ 11.62

Hog Yam

1864

to K. Kubli

carried over --

2 1 sack flour
salt
sugar
chim chim toy
sairatus
ginger
rice
tobacco

6 flour, one sack
8 whiskey

light candies

(Ledger

balance due

page 175)

$ 2.25

2.25
.8Th
.50
.3Th
.25
.25
.50
.50

2.50
.75
.l2

Oct.
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Tonn

1864

to K. Kuhli (Ledger page 191)

from previous account due -- $336.62

Aug. 20 1 can of oysters 1.00
21 1 sack of flour 1.75
22 1 can oysters 1.00

mintsteak 1 lb. .37k
23 1 shirt 1.00

Sept. 2 rice, one sack 6.50
4 to cash (for the Doctor)- 1* oz. 20.62k
5 one pair of drawers 1.00
9 one pocketknife 1.00
18 to cash 20.00
21 one pair of overalls (for another

Chinaman) 1.00
28 till toy .50

cod fish .37k
vermiselles .25

Oct. 3 salt fish .75
4 one shirt 1.00
8 one pair of boots 5.50

one pair of drawers 1.00
one pair of pants 2.00

10 rice 6.50
codfish .50

12 to cash 5.00
16 to cash 3.37k
19 1 undershirt 1.50

stockings .25
23 1 hat 4.00
30 to cash 10.00

Nov. 6 rice .50
salt fish .37k
soap .37

19 to cash 20.00
27 rice .50

salt fisch .25



Tonn
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1864

(con't) (Ledger page 191)

Dec. 20 to cash $ 5.00
27 to cash 10.00

one undershirt 2.00
one pair socks .25
one pair shooes 1.50

1865

Jan. 1 oysters 1.00
vermisilles .25
to cash 20.00

25 to cash 30.00
feier Crakers 1.25
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Cuh Nye to K. Kubli (Ledger page 192)

1864

Aug. 21

28 salt 1.00
sugar .50
saltmintz .25
chim chim toy .25
mushroom .25
rice .25
soap .25
tobacco .25
candles .50

29 nails .50

one file .25
one paper, tacks .25

Sept. 2 one pickhandle .75
paid $ 5.25

4 tobacco, two kinds 1.00
chim chim toy .37*
sugar .50

5

11

18

22

200 lb of flour 7.00
paid

nails .50
candles 1.00
mackets .50
chim chim toy .50
sugar 1.00
rice .50
vermiselles .50
mintsteak .50
almspice .25
2 pair socks .75
sugar .50
mintsteak .25
rice .50
candles .50
tobacco 4.00
tea .87*
whiskey 2.00
whiskey 1.00

Whiskey 1 gal. $ 2.00
makkets .50
matches .50
nails .50
beansteak .37*

paid



Lah Cheong to K. Kubli

1864

Sept. 19 flour
1 bucket
soap
sugar
nails
sairatus
vermisilles
lard
salt ëabbage
srimps
tobacco
whiskey

20 flour, 1 sack
salt 10 lb
candles
tacks

25 tea
nails

29 one shovel

Oct. 2 quicksilver
overalls
srirnps
matches
lard
rice
flour

6 dry mellon
salratus

9 tea
tobacco
salt cabbage
rice
almspice
flour

13 Chin, liquor
chim chim toy

15 salt, one sack
Chin, liquor

16 2 boxes blasting [powder?]
candles
2 Chin, books
1 hat

18 flour
20 flour

paid

paid

paid

384

(Ledger page 211)

$ 2.00
1.00

25
25

.50

.25
25
.25
.25
.50
* 50

50
$ 6.50

2.00
.80
25
.25
.87*
.25

1.62*

1.00
1.00
.50
.25
.25
.25

2.25
.25
25

$ 12.00
.75
.50
25
25
.25

2.50
1.00
.37*

0'71.u,
1.00

$ 7.75
50

.50
1.00
2.00
2.75
2.75
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Toona (Humbug Creek) to K. Kubli (Ledger page 266)

1864

Nov. 28 flour 2.75
old Tom gin 1.00
one brush .25
salt Cabbage .25
Orange Peel .25
salt beanns 25

salaratus 1.00
sugar .50

tobacco 1.00
tea 1.50
rice 1.00
10 lbs salt .87k
garlic .50

soap .25
sr imps .50

one box candles 6.00
nails 50

29 flour 2.75
one pair gloves .25
beann soy .25

Dec. 3 one pair g.boots (gunthootsl 7.50
sugar .50

4 rice .50
one pair overalls 1.25

9 one shirt 2.00
beanstake .25

wiskey .62k
flour 2.75
sugar .50

15 two pickhandles 1.50
sugar
wiskey

.50

18 Old Tom (gin] 1.00



Loh to K. Kubli

1865

Feb. 7 1 bunch cigarros
5 China books

29 opium boxes (35 cts)
5 lb hung tah
3 lb seed
1 box candles

11 1 can of oil
20 1 box of candles

1 towel
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Tirnm Tuinm to K. Kubli (Ledger page 308)

1 comfort (blanket?) $ 1.00
1 doz. matches .75
salt cabbage .50
one money purse .75

tea 5.00
salt 87
nails .25
3 boxes blacking [?) .75
6 pick handles 4.50

1 coat 6.50
1 shirt 1.25
socks .62k
oil 1.00
New Year Goods 39.3Th

(Ledger page 162)

3.00
2.00

10.15
1.80
1.50
6.00
6.50
6.00
.25

Mar. 11 fire crackers 1.25
1 bottle soy 1.50
srimps .50

1865

Dec. 5

1866

Jan. 15

Feb. 4

7
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E. B. Eppersonn to K. Kubli (Ledger page 48)

1859

Nov. 22 20 w candles $ 8.00
4 w tae [tea] 3.00

23 3 box powder 1.25
50 w No. 1 sugar 9.00

Dec. 2 1 Bold Br. [?1 .75

6 1 Bold Br.
11 1 par thrars [drawers?] 1.25

for liquor 4.00
12 1 Bottel Brandy 1.25
18 2 drink .50

24 6 drink 1.50
25 4 drink 1.00

Jan. 14 1 Bottel Brandy 1.00
19 5 w Nales 1.00
28 1 drink .25

Apr. 13 16 w lard 4.50
18 3 papers, tea 1.00
26 1/2 gahion Brandy 1.25

May 12 4 w Butter 2.00
2 drinks .50

23 3 drinks .75
2 w Butter 1.00

[July] 4 20 drinks 5.00
4 drinks 1.00

Aug. 19 6 drinks 1.50
22 2 drinks .50

23 17 w potatos .62k
3-1/2 Butter 1.65k
4 drinks 1.00

Sept. 16 3 drinks .75

28 2 drinks .50
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George Detnick to K. Kubli (Ledger page 49)

1859

Nov. 24 7 w coffee $ 2.00
1/2 Doz. Box matches .50
12 w Nales 1.00
15 w Salt 2.25

200 w Squash 3.00
2 window glass .20

20 w candels 8.00
21 w tobacco 11.55
5 g. surip 10.00

80 w No. 1 Sugar 14.00
1/2 ga. Brandy 2.50

Dec. 23 200 w Squash 3.00
25 1 Bottel Brandy 1.25

1 Bottel [illegible] Gin 1.50
1/2 gahion wisky 1.25
16-1/2 w Nales 3.00

due $ 66.00
paid 36.00
due $ 30.00

T. M. Melvil to K. Kubli (Ledger page 62)

1860

June 7 2 w Sugar .50

6 w flour .50
2-1/2 w salt .37k

26 1 Bottel wisky .75
27 1 w Candles .50

3-1/2 w sugar 1.00

July 5 16 w Lard 4.16
4 w Butter .50
2-1/2 w Nailes .50

9 2-1/2 w Nailes .50

14 50 w flour 3.75
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Charles Kjinbel to K. Kubli (Ledger page 55)

1860

Mar. 10 90 w potatos $ 3.15
14-1/2 w Baccon 3.62k
50 w flouar 4.00

13 19 w Baccon 4.75
50 w [illegible] 6.25
1 sk thread .12k

14 2-1/2 w Nales .50

18 15-1/2 w Baccon 3.75
24 iBottel Gin 1.50
25. 3 papers, tae [tea] 1.00

11-1/2 w Baccon 2.87k
28 50 w flour 4.00

Apr. 2 1 Ax handel .75

5 89 w potatoes 3.11
6 14 w Pork 2.10

15 18 w Baccon 4.50
16 50 w Flour 4.00

1 w Sugar .25

20 75 w potatos 2.62
25 14 w Baccon 3.50
28 3-1/2 w Butter 1.75

May 17 50 w flour 3.75
67 w potatos 2.34

25 3-3/4 w Butter 1.87k
28 2 w Candies 1.00

June 1 5 drinks 1.25
12 3-1/2 w Butter 1.75
16 8 gallon Siruph 15.00

20 w candel 7.00
14-1/2 w Baccon 3.62k

19 50 w Nails 6.63




